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_. ABSTRACT
4

The NASA Skylab Sensor Performance Evaluation task

SPE-S193-004 is concerned with estimating the precision and

accuracy with which the S-193 Scatterometer measured the back-

scattering-cross section of ground; scenes. 	 These estimates
r

were derived: from data.. collected during. Skylab missions.	 For

- this .study, homogeneous ground sites were selected and S-1^3 t

Scatterometer backscattering cross-section data analyzed.

Thy precision was expressed as the standard deviation of the ^	 `

scatterometex-acquired backscattering cross section.	 In

special cases, .inference . of the precision of measurement. was

made by considering the total range ffom the maximum to mn-

imum of the backscatter measurements within a data segment,

' rather than the standard deviation:.	 For. Skylab missions 2

and 3 a precision better than l.s'a$ is indicated.;

-The 'indication of the measurement accuracy was derived

_from various comparisons, 	 A theoretical scattering. formula, ^	 `.

most suitable to the ` surface model, was'selected. 	 Ground

^. `parameters were used to . evaluate the theoretical values--of `:

backscattered cross sections of homogeneous sites.	 Aircraft-

acquired backscattering cross sections-were-analyzed to verify `^

I, and supp^.ement the theoretical values. 	 Through thi	 tedou
r

^, `procedure, the most appropriate set of backscattering cross

sections was generated for certain sites. 	 As a final step,

the differences between the actual measured values and those

developed using :aircraft-acquired data toge her with mathe-

matcal scattering models were computed. 	 These :differences

were indicative of the accuracy of measurement.'
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i reception, respectively

n Local normal to the suurface at C

w Radian frequency of the radar`

P(^) 'Gaussian surface height distribution function

p,	 q Radian wave numbers in x and y directions on

'- the ;sea surface

iy Crosstrack angle ^_{

^R(o)^ Magnitude of the Fresnel reflection coeffi-
cient ,evaluated at B=Q

p Standard deviation
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p o Water vapor density

R8 Distance of .the radar system from .the 	 llumi- 4
`nated area

S Total root mean^sguare slope of the rough !
surface
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''^	 cr. Backscatter cross section of the ith scatter ^''
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION

j

The goal of this investigation is to • provide a statis- ^,

ticallybased estimate.. of the precision and accuracy with
M1	

.:a

'_	 which the S-1.93 Scatterometer measured the scattering cross Tf	
^

sectons ` of the ground scenes.
4

The term precision is used to imply'repeatabilty of

data from sample-to-sample with no regard to the bias between
r^
-^

the .true value..and the measured value of-the scattering cross

section.	 Thus, precision is of significance to investigators-

who are interested in differences between scattering cross

sections for various ground scenes. 	 The term accuracy, on ^^

the other hand, is-used to imply a measure of the bias errors,

`	 plus the repeatability.	 The accuracy estimate is. of impor-

tance`to investigators who utilize the ..absolute value of the
;,

'

scattering. cross sections for corre ations wi h a phenomenon

of intere t .	 •

The classical method for determining precision/accuracy _-

would be to subject ^^he system to a known environment and *'

compare its output to a known standard. 	 Additionally, an ^''

error analysis would be performed to place an upper bound on

th'e measurement error of the'system.	 However, accurate ^"

standard instruments are not available for S-193 Scatterometex

data comparison.	 Original test data is also	 ometimes inade-

V quate.,for placing the necessary bounds on the, system parameters

k	
required for the classical analysis. 	 This is due^' ,to the `;

dufficulty of knowing (and being able to simulate) the exact

^	 thermal environment that the S-1'93 Scatterometer experienced ^,-

'	 during the Skylabdata-gathering missions.

^,:,
,^
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Therefore,_ the estimates. contained herein of the
i

precision/accuracy of the scatterometer system,. for the

actual data-gathering periods, were: based. on the sensor

analysis and. comparisons of the actual S-193-acquired data
;r

i	 ;	 with values of the backscattering cross sections obtained r	 ;

^	 by aircraft .sensors and the cross sections -computed by a

^	 analytical methods	 (using actual ground data).
r:,

The.. sensor specification control documents were studied
'...	 ^

c	 to arr'^:we at the latest confguration^of the scatterometer
I

s
k

j	 -^	 system.	 The system performance has been summarized in E
^	 r appendix A.	 The..realizedantennae- .performance is also noted-^

I	 in this.. appendix.	 The relationship between input power to

^	 -	 the antenna and the system output recorded on the tape was

obtained:. by simulating .the elements of the scatterometer y^
i,	 system on a computer. 	 Several parameters were changed to f̂

-study their influence on the .output.	 These results have ^	 i

been discussed 'in appendix A.	 The sensor mathematical model: .F

and. the prefligh	 system-parameters gave the baseline prec- ,.

son value for .the scatterometer measurements.

^^,

Since the estimates of precision/accuracy are based on

the analysis of `processed data, it is important to have an

understanding of the data: processing algorithms and possible

sources of error due to processing.	 In appendix B the review

of Skylab and aircraft scatterome er data... processing is_ a

presented.	 , The processing of the`5-193 scatterometer- c

acquired data has been reflected in the interpxetation of >;

the precision and accuracy estimates derived from processed
^_	

''

backscatterzng cross section .data.
^,

a
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.	 In determining precision and accuracy,. the crucial step

is to locate homogeneous sites. 	 This.. insures that the vari- s

ance<caused_bythe variability-in surface roughness, biomass

cover, intervening medium properti^s,^ and surface .dielectric

r

a,;

,^	 properties is :minimum.	 The procedure for selecting homoge-

neous sites involved examination of the roughness and dielec- ^	 `

tric parameters as .well as the intervening medium parameters. x
w

The medium and .surface . parameters were either measured by
jf

ground based sensors and/or airborne 'systems.	 The aircraft-

acquired photographic, microwave ., and laser profiler data
F
F

was used to categorze^the homogeneity of the scene viewed

bythe 5-193 Scatterometer.	 -The Skylab-acquired°S-190 ^`	 `,.;,	 a
photographs, S-193 Radiometer, .and-S-194 Radiometer data

supplemented the data derived from ground and aircraft
,,	 ,

measurements'.	 The precision was then Expressed as the vari- rk

ance or st-andard deviation of the scattexometer backscatter:

In .special cases, inference of the precision of measurement

was made by considering the total-range frommaximum to

minimum'of the backscatter measurements within `a data segment, a:	 '^
';

rather,`than the standard ..deviation.

The e determination of"the measurement accuracy was

accomplished by using various comparisons, including a then- a	 ,^

retcal scattering formula most suitable to the surface .;
model being selected. 	 Ground•. parameters were used to '3

evaluate the theoretical :values of backscattered crossa
sections of homogeneous sites. 	 .Aircraft-acquired back ,,

scattering cross sections were analyzed to verify and supple-
^

ment the theoretical values.	 Throug^: this tedious procedure,

z
,`
r_

the most. appropriate ` et of backscatterin.g cross sections ,'	 2
was generated for each site.	 As a final step, the

x,.	 :,

F

-...	 ^

I.

.
Y.	

.^

'	 ^	 ..^
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differences between the actual measured values and those

developed using aircraft-acquired data,...together with

mathematical scattering models, were computed..	 The e

differences were indicative of the accuracy of measurement.. J	 ^

It should be emphasized that any .accuracy determination will

be pessimistic because 'it will not be^possible to specify

the upper bound in the . errors involved in arriving at the

mathematical scattering cross section values. ` Thin problem

is compounded by the. fact thaw data from the sources com-

sidered are gathered frpm various vantage. points, e.g., on

the ground, from aircraft,` and from spacecraft. .,
1
k.	 s'"

^^ 	
It should. be noted :that data for..-determining precision/

3

^
accuracy was gathexed over the same or quite smi ar ground ;

}	 sites during Skylab 2, 	 3, and 4 missions.' The-data analysis

;.	 leads to the variation of the precision/accuracy of the sensor '',
during 'the period of Skylab `missions.	 Thais provides a useful

w:

;.

input to the design of future spaceborne active microwave
3

systems:	 Exact _determination of the precision./accuracy is

not possible.	 The values obtained wi h the procedure given

in this report will enable the sorting of erroneous data.

In fact, a number of S-:193 cross _section measurement values .t

^	 were found invalid with this procedure. 	 Furthermore, the
r	 :

investigations also 'revealed the reason for this invalid

data.

The study presented in this report is only for the.

Skylab 2 and 3emissons. 	 A precision of better than 1.5 dB
::
.;

..	 and an'.accuracy of better than 3 `dB is shown for the scatter-

ometer backscattering cross 'sections. ^`'.,
;;

,^
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2.0 GROUND DATA USED FOR COMPARISON WITH

S-193 SCATTEROMETER MEASUREMENTS

The estimation of the precision/accuracy of the

`	 scatterometermeasurement requires a detailed knowledge `

of the ground scene.	 Proper consideration was. given to ^1

' the acquisition of fhe ground da a during:Skylab missions.
Y

These ground. data reQuirements were specified in the Task _

Implementation Plan ,(reference 1).	 The. .Sensor Performance

^. Evaluation (SPE) sites were chosen so that the values of

backscattering cross section: obtained.. by measurement using... _

ground based/aircraft systems and/or theoretically evaluated .;

,_ using pertinent ground parameters,.. could be compared with

confidence with the 5-193 Scatterometer measurements. 	 In ^	 ;;

particular,	 the following criteria. were used for the selec-

Lion of SPE sites	 (references 1 and 2):

•	 The site should be relatively unifoxm in such
^.

^.

,parameters as surf ace . roughness and . dielectric

,.	 f constant for at least one resolution cell. °
"i

^ •	 The-roughnes	 range and dielectric constant'of 	 he `.

surface, should be known so that the b^.ckscatterng ^`

cross section (cro) could be computed using then- .^

retcal techniques.

^ •	 The targets should be selected so that their	 6^'s

cover the dynamic .. .range of S-'-193 Scatterome er.
;..	 ..	 ..y

X

For this, the high, medium, low, and no reflectivity

sites were chosen.

•	 The	 Genes over which-data was previously collected

were... preferred over those for whic}1 no 	 Q o	 data

has beer. reported in the literature.

3
r
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•	 Sites . for which simultaneous data was gathered. using

S-19OA, S-193 Radiometer, and S-194 Radiometer

sensors were preferred to ones where these sensors

were not operated.

•	 To reduce the effect of errors involved in computing

exact attenuation .because of heavy . clouds and rain, '	
t

no rain and cloud cover under 50 percent were speci-

fied as unique (mandatory) test conditions.

The SPE site criteria were satisfied by choosing ocean

targets (high, medium, and low sews.) and relatively smooth

uniform ground targets (Great Salt Lake. Desert and White

Sands,. New Mexico).	 Deep space was chosen to give the no

reflectivtycondition:.

_Detailed ground data requirements were. stated in the

S-193 Quick-Look II Plan (reference 3).	 Subsequently, these

requirements . were revised to reflect available resources..for

the SPE ground truth effort. 	 In thin section,..a description

of the ground data which will be utilized in this report will '

be presented.	 Actual ground data . will be given. when 5-193

Scatterometer datacompa'risons are illustrated.	 The .term	 ^,

"ground data" is used in this report for any data (other

than that acquired by S-193 Scatterometer) which will be

used in determining $-193 Scatterometer backscattering cross
;F

section precision/accuracy. 	 In general, three types of

ground data have been used to classify the scene sensed by

the S-193 Scatterometer.- 	 These are discussed in sectons_2.1,

2. 2,	 and	 2. 3.

There are several experimental results of the backscat-

tering cross sections from ocean-and ground scenes reported

in the literature.	 Theoretical models have also been given

2-2
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£or scattering from these surfaces.	 These t^f°^retical and

experimental"results have also been used to generate data for

comparison with Skylab-acquired S-193 Scatte^rometer data.

2.1	 SKYLAB-ACQUIRED BATA

The data from the followin 	 sensors was used to	 ainS	 g

an understanding of the site:

^	 S-190A photographs	
.

•	 S-193 Radiometer/Altimeter-

•	 S-194 Radiometer

The photographs helped to verify cloud conditions,

- rain, and general ground features .such as vegetative cower

and open water bodies.	 'he photographs will not be repro- '

duced in th	 report, brit the results of the. review of these

photos will be utilized.' x
^r-., -	 ;

The 5-193 and S--`194 Radiometer data has been used to 	 ^^-

verify the homogeneity of the sensed area. 	 Additionally,

^	 these measurements wire employed	 o calculate the reflec-

;`.	 tvty of various ground scenes.
.,

^^	 Tke S-193 Altimeter can..yeZd the backscattering cross

section for the following pitch angles,: ,	0°,	 0.4°,	 1.3°,	 2:65°^,
g

7.56°,	 and 15.6°.	 Where, available,	 this data has been used

for comparison with the S-193 backscataer^ng cross sections.

for similar	 ites.

i
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[, 2.'2	 AIRCRAFT.-:ACQUIRED DATA,.

`^

. 'a

'	 ! The aixcraft sensors specified for the collection of ^'

^`

,the data ^rere :
^

^•	 Metric camera

^t •	 Laser profiler

' •	 Litton Industries LTN-51 Navigation Computer

' •	 13.3 GHz Scatterometer	 (or 13.9 GHz Radiometer/

^ Scatterometer)	 ^
,

•	 Multfxequency Microraave Radiometer {MFMR)

The data-from metric camera., 13.3 GHz Scatterometer,	 13'.9 GHz

Radiometer/Scatterometer, and MFMR were used similarly to
•

that of the Skylab-acc{ured support data ;(see section- 2.1) .
r

^,

-The laser profiler data was used to categorize the roughness ':.

scale of the SPE site. 	 Roughness power densities"and`-surface

correlation functions-were computed from the .laser profiler

data._	 These parameters are vital to the selection: and eval-

nation of the theoretical models of radar backscatter from:
;..

ground. scenes. 	 The Litton Industries LTN-51 system can^be

.used to determine the .surface wind..veloc^ty,

Ire concluding	 his section, it should be noted that an '

anomaly (very high_b^ackscatter) _was-found in some portion,

of the:.aixcraft-acc{uired 13.3 GHz Scatterometer and 13.9 GHz

kadometer/Scatterometer data.	 However, c{uestionable data

was not used for comparisons in this report.

a

y

.
^	
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2.3	 DATA ACQUISITION WITH GROtiND-BASED SYSTEMS

',	 Direct measurements of environmental and surface-

.	 conditions were 'also made within the limitations imposed

',	 b	 the necessar	 resources available t.o ac uire and,	 rocessY	 Y	 q	 P

^-	 the data.	 Fortunately, extensive weather data was compiled ^r̀

by the Space -Meteorology Group (U. S . Weather Bureau) . 	 This

..	 group is located at the .Johnson Space Center and provided

much of the weather information needed to plan Earth ^	 ^•

Resources Experiment Package ,(EREP)' passes during Skylab

missions.	 The weather maps provided by the Space Meteorology -

Groi n . 	 resent	 ross information about .the ocean surface wind-P p	 g
speeds, cloud cover, and extent of rain on a global scale.

^.

^'The requirements 'for the ground-based data . acquisition
.	 were as	 follows.;

•	 Ocean sites	
_ ^,

-Radiosonde. data

-Waver temperature anal salinity 7
^;,

I	 —Sea state	 (significant wave `height)

—Sea surface wind velocity

•	 Land sites a

Radiosonde data ^.

— General surface characteristics, ^	 ^;
'	 including dielectric properties	 (from

available geological information)`.
^.

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric'Admnistraton
._

(NOAA) has taken wind `and wave measurements using aircraft

-	 and .surface	 ;nstrumentatian.	 These measurement	 were not ._

taken for Skylab `3 (SL-3),mission: 	 All NOAA data was reviewed

and only-applicable data was used. ,;

2-5
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^ 3.0	 THEORETICAL MODELS FOR.:RADAR.CROSS SECTIONS

',	 FOR TERRESTRIAL SURFACES ',

Numerous approaches have - been advanced to explain

^^	 scattering from rough surfaces. 	 The mathematical: models -	 ^:

which have shown considerable promise in explaining the

''	 !	 experimental observations have . several constraints.	 In
v	

general, these constraints are (reference 2):

1	 •	 Mostmodels -assume a rough boundary between air and

a homogeneous dielectric.	 Thus, the subsurface

nonhomogeneites are not included in the models.

•	 The: radar w^ve^,ength is assumed much smaller than

-	 the dimensions of the radar resolution cell.
f

^	 •	 The radar system is assumed to be suffi.ently far

from the resolution cell.	 The incident wave at the

surface of` the site is assumed plane.- 	 Furthermore; ^-
-,

the reflected wave at the radar is also assumed ^^

plane. N:
YI^

•	 The rough surface is considered to have isotropic x

statistical properties over`the xadar resolution ^:

c^11.	
_ ^,

;•	 The rough surface is considered stationary random ^`	 rir.;	 _
process. ;u	 _;:^

•	 A uniform dielectric. constant is assumed over-`the
',^	 ``

-

^ 	 resolution cell.
:_. F.

_;	
•	 Most models. assume :only two or theee statistical "'

parameters _to describe the rough surface _(standard
,.w	 ..

deviation, mean'slope, correlation distance, etc.).

In practice, these . parameters are rather troublesome

to obtain for terrestrial surfaces.
"

,.

^^
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'	 A-summary: of the available methods for calculating 	 60

for rough. surfaces is given by Barrick (reference 4). 	 The

mathematical models for the computations fall in three.

categories_; ,;

•	 Sememprical models

.	 •	 Geometrical. models
^,	 ,

°:

^	 •`	 Statistical-models.

3.1	 SEMIEMFIRICAL MODELS

^.

^	 Semiempirical models offer the simplest results and

require little analytical derivations. 	 These models involve.. ^

I	 one'or more arbitrary constants which are determined from '`

i	 an agreement between the model and the, measured results. <

I`	 These constants must be chosen for_each class of rough ,a

surfaces.	 The most common semiempirical models use Lambert's
r^
'	 law;i

Qo	 C l 	cost	 8	 - (1) _ 3

and the generalized Lambert's law:

cs o 	=	 C 2 	(cos8) 2n
	

(2)

X

i	 where	 G l	and	 C 2	are .constants obtained by best fitting

the equations to the measured data, as is the constant	 n ^.

8	 is the angle of incidence	 (see figure B-3, 'appendix ,B) .
;_

^	 -Both of these models apply to some terrestrial surfaces tha

scatter very diffusely (reference 4).	 These laws do not r

I	 apply to the sites chosen for-.Sensor Performance Evaluation.:,: .

^

^.	

3 - ^
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I ^	 3.2	 GEOMETRICAL 'MODELS

".'	 Geometrical models assume a surface -composed of simple

i shapes arranged -randomly on a planar area.	 From theknowl-

edge of the scattering from simple shapes and proper boundary
4

,;	 conditions,	 the field scattered from these surfaces can be

}	 calculated.	 These. models partially take; into account: the ^^

multiple scattering,	 i.e., mutual interaction among..the

simple shapes.	 The scattered field ' is usually easiay cal-

culable.	 Among the various shapes considered in the ltera- ^'

ture are bosses on a conducting plane an alinfinte cylinders

arranged with a random spacing upon a plane sheet (refer-

ences 4 and 5),	 Beckmann (reference 5) has calculated the

^	 scattering cross section of a-rough surface by :approximating

the surface with. infinite half -planes tilted at variable t'a,

^	 angles with respect to' .the horizontal plane. 	 These planes ^;

are all arranged in one direction.	 Purely . geometrical models
,;
"<

will not be considered in this report because one can'ser-
it

ously _queston how accurately such a model could be `applied -;

to rou h terrestrial surfaces with com osite rou hness.g	 p	 g
'

a;.^

3.3	 STATISTLCAL MODELS
^^	 ,

-I
1	 The model mast applicable to the surfaces selected for ,i

the S = 193 Sensor Performance Evaluation	 •s the one where the
.	 ,:

roughness -is characterized by suitable statistical parameters. -^
k

Statstica	 models for a rough surface treat the height of
..	 iq

the surface from the mean planar surface as a random-variable. ^'

y	 The most commonly used height distribution function is the ^:
k

'`,',3
i:F	 4i

-o^

..

.^	 '^

;•	
'i
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Gaussian distribution function. P (^•) given by ; (reference 4) i
...	 i

P	
_	 1	

^2	

f

(^)	 exp - --^ ,	 (3)

	

h^	 2 h

where ^ is the height from the mean planar surf,3ce and h

is the standard deviation of thus. height. The roughness in

the horizontal direction can be described by introducing a_

surface correlation func ion. The correlation equation

requires that the height of the rough surface above every

point (x and.. y) in the mean surface plane be multiplied by

	

the. height above a poin	 T distance away, and the	 '

product be integrated overx and y and divided by the area

in the mean surface plane defined _by the integration limits.

The limits are permitted to become. infinite (reference: 6) .

..
Mathematically,;the correla ion function can be expressed

as (reference 6)

	

T	 T	 , â

B(T),	 l imT-^^ —^'	 J 
^(x ,Y) ^(x+^x,y+^Y)dT	 (4)

4T _T T

-where T = [(px)2 + (Dy) 2 ] 1/2,
 and T denotes the .extent

of the surface.
w

;^

;r

's
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', The surface correlation function . has the following

z properties	 (reference_6):
,k.

^ •	 B (p)	 h2

,^
^.,

^	 As	 T-ioo	 the statistical dependence of .the .height
i m.

at	 (x, y)	 and the height at	 (x+fix, y+ ^y) will:.

decrease,	 i.e., lim	 =mean surface height 	 0T,^^B(T)
„-

d 2 B	 _ mean. square surface'slope = S2
E .
,_ •	 -	 2dT
r _	 T=0

,. The surface can be categorized in terms of the root mean

^ s uare	 r.ms	 hei ht	 hq	 (	 )	 g	 (for	 he probability densty'func-

ton of equation (3),	 the rms height. is equal to the standard

^ deviation of the . .surface height.	 ^	 from the mean planar

4 surface	 ^=0 -) .	 The surface for which	 h«a (a	 is the wave-

length of the radar .system) 	 is called "slightly rough."

"Very rough" surfaces have	 h»a ^,
^^

`'

Slightly rough surface scattering can. be treated '_`

^ mathemat^cal^;r by-using perturbation techniques,. whereas

. for the very rough surface, the ana ysis invo ves an

asympto^^ic method.	 Presently, no mathematical methods have
.,	 .4,
:-

:.been .. developed fora the surface where 	 h-	 is of the order of

a wavelength.

' The-choice of a correlation function. for terrestrial ^':x - ;

surfaces has been a source of considerable controversy in ^'

- the published literature on the subject of radar scattering

(reference 2).	 Ex erimental determination of	 B(T)	 isP ^'

cumbersome since it requires the' knowledge of the surface ^-

3-5 ?;	 '
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profile.	 Laser. profiler data was. requested as part of the-

^	 groun3 data for the.SPE sites.	 The laser .,data can be

^	 processed to yield-the correlation function and the surface
f	 i

^	 4i
height distribution function.	 This is what was done.

_^

For the theoretical investigations correlation functions

are usually chosen on two.. bases -first to allow complicated

integrations to be carried out in the^analyss andsecond to ^	 !.
I	 '	 yield abust fit between'theoretcal`and experimental values i

Î 	 ^	 of the	 o o	 ver-sus	 a	 curve,	 One widely used correlation

function with correlation length.	 R	 is the"Gaussian.

^	 B(T)	 _ h 2	exp	 (-T 2 /Q 2 )	 (5)
I,.

'r

Gaussian-correlated surfaces .have . continuous slope	 at .all

I	 points with-a total: mean square slope of
i

22	 4h
S	 -

,
`,

I!	 Q
v

y,,

The exponential correlation func ion ^^
.^.	 :,

has also been used in many theoretical modols	 (reference 5), F`

Surfaces with exponential correlation :unction are ,<

jagged and have_ver ical facets 	 (jumps)	 (reference 4).	 For

such surfaces, the surface slopes and all . higher oYder surface

derivatives can be undefined or infinite at many surface

points.'

3-6	
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^^

^ ^

'.	 ^, Previous investigations by Krishen (reference 7) have

'	 ^ shown that neither Gaussian nor exponential correlation
^,

^^ functions gives an accurate fit to the backscatter versus 	 8

data from ocean surfaces.	 Abetter fit was observed with

' V	'	 ^^, Gaussian correlation .function for the gravity waves and

exponential correlation for the ca'pil'lary waves. 	 For the.	 '^

land sites, the choice of a correlation function w11

^^	 ^ entirely depend on the . type of *err^n.

^.:

''
i

The correla ion distance	 Q...defines the region of

statistical dependence of the .surface height. 	 The surface

^^ heights of two pants separated by a distance greater than 	
3

k	 are essentially statistically independent of each other.

' Points within the distance	 ^,	 are statistically dependent.

Thus,	 the-correlation distance is intuitively the average:

horizontal extent of ripples or irregularities in the rough

. surface .	
,

3.4	 APPLLCABLE THEORY TO SCATTERING FROM

SPE_LAND AND. OCEAN SITES

Three theories which havereceived attention and show

promise of efficient interpretation of experimental data

' are the Kirchhoff method, the small . perturbation:-.theory, and

,.':	 ^ -the composte''scattering theory.: 	 A discussion of these

` methods will be presented in this section. ` Most of this

section has been taken directly from Kaufman's report

- {reference 2) .	 -

^1

I
,-
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k

n is the unit vector normal to the' surface reflecting the
-.

incident wave E l	w is the radian frequency of the. radar,

k is the propagation constant, and • ^ ^ is the rough scatterinc;

surface.

j
At each point C of the illuminated rough surface the

fields E and - H are .the e sum of an itncident plane wave field	 ''

(^L^'^ and II l ) and a reflected field (^z anci. H 2) so that	 ~

^l + ^ 2 	N

(9)	 ^,

H = H 1 + H2

:^

The fields on the surface are. evaluated by tangent

plane approximation. The assumption is that at_-the . point

C`	 the . surface is locally flat.,_ This approximation

restricts the use of this' method to surfaces where the	 :;:^
radius of curvature of surface roughness-is large compared

with. the radar wavelength.. Under this . assumption the

incident and. reflected fields can be related by using-

Fresnel reflection coefficients..

...Once .the fields at the rough surface have been

established, these fields may be entered,: into the scattering

integral and the scattering ,integral adapted for the

calculation of the mean power, 1/2{(eo^uo)1/2[<E2E2>]}

scattered from the surface to the-radar system' at a distance

R e	The brackets <> indicate that an averaging; process 	 Y

involving the statistical parameters of the surface must be_

carried-out, while , E Z and E2	 are respectively the'.

	

	 s
complex magnitude _(involving both magnitude and phase) and

the_ conjugate complex magnitude 'of the scattered field

received at>the radar.

y
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In carrying out th^ avex •agi^^r of the scutte rE^cl ^^uwt^r,

.t will be assumed that the surface height variation about

the mean surface plane has the Gaussian distribution of

equat,on (3) . while t `he 'surface correlation function has. the

w

	

	 form of equation (.5). A rather complicated integral is the

result.... of the averaging process. Certain approximations

required to foci itatets evaluation are:

• Q«T, , e . , the correlation length of the surface

roughness is much less than'the dimension of ti7e

illuminated area.

Kaufman's procedure (reference 8) requires also

..that all. rough surface . slopes not exceed 0.3 in

magnitude and. that the absolut^<'--alue of the. surface

dielectric constant be much gr:,ater than 1.4 (at

least a:).

Using_ the relation ,(reference 9)
a

d - 4^rR'' Avera e ower scattered back to radar 	
10

0	 over inci ent at roug sur ace 	 ^ ^
3

,,

three _normalized radar cross sections, 
ooHH	 ooVV 

and 
ooC

o	 = 6	 can be calculated depending upon thepolariza-oHV	 oVH
tion of the transmitted and-incident. waves.

Barrck gives ..thee result (reference 4):

Q	 _ Q	 __ sec48 ^R(o)iZ 
eXp - tan26	

(11)oHH ^ oW- '^^	 .
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• ^	 '^

_^	 __	 ^
and	

doC	 6 oHV	 °^oVH ^ ^:0

_,

:where	 S^, SY 	are the root mean square (rms) slopes in ^	 `

x and y.directions,	 (x direction being taken to lie a ong

the surface in the e. plane of incidence),	 R(o)	 the_is
k

Fresnel reflection coefficient evaluafied at 	 @ 0	 i,e.,

at the e normaL angle of incidence.	 R(o)	 is given by:
3

1 +^

-
'. -1

^	 ^	 -a

where	 e	 i.s the complex dielectric constant of the rough

surface.	 For a surface with isotropic slope distribution

SX 2 	Sy 2 = S 2 /2	 where	 S 2	 is the total mean square i
2	 2	 '2

slope. given by	 S	 4h /Q ^.

Kaufman (reference 7) provides amore complcated..but,

possibly more exact result: . since he does distinguish

between	 ooVV	
:'and	

aoHH	
.

2

ooHH	 ^	 Rh sec t @ + (Rh -1) K l tan 8 2 
exp	 t^	 (12)

S	 S

2
1	 2	 +	 +	 ,2	

- tan @
ooVV = --^	 Rv sec	 8	 (RV 1) K2 tan 8	 exp	 --^	 (13)

^	 ^

^
S S

crop	 o oHV	 ooHV	 0

;^

®DUCII3II.IZ`Y OF '^:^,E^PR
^ ^^,^..^'Et^^.L ^'A^^' IS ^C^^^f

^ 3=12	 -

_^y.:.,.a	 ,.	 ,;	 ._ .._ ^.
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where	 Rh	and	 Rv	are the Fresnel reflection coefficients:

a cos	 8	 -	 (e-singe
	 1/2

r

a
_R	 -.

h	 17^
e cos	 6	 +	 (e-sin 6) z

and
i;	 t

h	
cos	 6-	 (E-sn26	

l	 2
R_
v	 cos- 6 +	 (e-sin 6) ^

,'	
,^

.The factors	 K1	 and	 K Z	are functions of	 e , and are

given by: 7z

cosAKl ` = 1	 -	 tan A
(E	 -	 sin 6)

(14)
i

K	 __	 e	 (1	 -	 e)	 sin 6
2

,

(^	 -	 sin 6) (e cos	 6	 +	 [£	 -	 sin 8]

A . few..comments about the above equations.. are in order.

For the case of a perfectly conducting surface, the Fresnel '.

coefficients reduce.Rh = 1	 and	 R:ir = -1	 so that-to

Kaufman and`Barrick's results. are equivalent for such a

surface.	 Essenaially both se•s of results can be interpreted

as the radar cross sections availablefrom a rough surface

as the incident .wavelength	 a	 approaches zero..	 Also,' . the

.^	 cross-polarized cross section is-identically zero in the ^	 1

zero wavelength limit. 	 Kaufman (reference 8) has shown, ;;^

however, that the cross-polarized normalized radar cross

`,
- ,^

,;:3
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'	 section -behaves `in the following mannax as	 a-^0

^^

I	 _

°• o C _ --^--
	 ^ Rh + Rv,^ 

2 
exp	 t—^--	 (15 )

8^r h	 Ssin g e

F

<^.
^'

^_

-Experimental data gathered over gently undulating '„

natural surfaces shows good .agreement. with Krchhoff's ''

'	 scattering ^ode1 up to the incidence angles of 25° for VV and '`

'	 HH polarizations,	 o o h	 from equation	 (,15)	 does not show. good

agreement with the experimental data. 	 Thus model has there-

fore been used in evaluating S-193 Scatterometer precision/ ^

accuracy at the lower incidence angles..
^	

,_

^^

,;

i'

i

.[

Sma11 perturbation method

Y

^

'	 ^	 For surfaces where the rms height is smaller than the

E

^`,,

incident radar wavelength; a`small'perturbation technique
^,

can _be	 Two methods have been..proposed in the,applied. t'
literature.	 In th`e Bass and Bocharov method: (refere.nce 10) ^

the homogeneous problem with boundary conditions on the;

rough surface is converted to a nonhomogeneous scattering p
,	 surface with boundary conditions on a plane. 	 For more

detailed discussion and applicability of this method, the
a

reader is referred to Krishen {reference 11) who applied-

this . method to calculate.sca,ttering from a_rough 	 aver.

-,	 Once	 he field on ` the surface is evaluated with this method,

the field everywhere cyan be calculated using the Stratton.-Chu r
;,

^ztegral.

'	 Rice (reference 12) gave an extension of Raylegh's
^^	 scalar solution for solving vector;.problems. 	 The method is

-based on mode representation of the scattered field.. 	 The

scattering rough surface 	 ^ (x,y)	 and the scattered field
,,^a

_3-14
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i

!,

are expanded into Fourier series.	 The e coefficents of the-

;;

^	 scattered field a,re revaluated using . boundary conditcns on

the surface,,	 The following assumptions are involved in this .^
i	

method • ^

^
'4i„

k ^{x,y)	 < 1.-0;	 i.e., roughness height is sma1T
},

r

compared ,toywavelength	 a , ^(x,y)	 is the Neigh	 of ''

the. rough surface above fhe`^mean, and 	 k	 the
k

i
magnitude propagation vector.

(	 ^	 •	 8x	 ^	 a^` < 1.0,	 i.e.,	 the .slopes are relatively small.
^	 ^	 y
t

•	 < ( ax)2 ' _ <	 (aY}
2 >	 i.e., the roughness is K

isotropic.	 < >	 indicates average over an ensemble

of .:surfaces..	 Thus is not essential to the solut-ioni

^	 but has been employed-in developing cross section

expressions.
C 

y	 '

^	 ^	 •	 T » a	 , L,	 .e.,'dmension of the illuminated axes

is 1'arge compared with the:.correlation distance- L 	 of

the surface and wavelength 	 a	 of incident radiation..
^;

In the smal	 perturbation method, multiple scattering

and shadowing are not. neglected. 	 .For the Bass and Bocharov

'	 method, the	 hird assumption above is not necessary. ^

Since the surface. ^(x,y)	 ws a random variable,	 the

,.	 Fourier coefficients- associated with it are also random

'	 _	 variables and may be averaged statistically.	 Such an

averaging process yields an average value of 	 Q o	for

sg

-_'::^
U
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small-scale roughness 	 (reference 4):
f

i,f	

ooHH =	 4^rk2 ^ ahh ^ 2 cos 4 	A W(t)

ip	 f	 {

aoW =	 4^rk2 _avv ^ 2 cos 4 	 A W(t) ^^ .	 (16)
,(!{	 ^

Y

l^.

and

6oVH	 o gHV - 0
	 (17)

A

i

where	 k	 2^r a	 _ W t	 is the rou hness-s ectral densitI	 YO	 pg '<

of the surface with 	 t	 defined as	 t = 2k sin 8	 and with
d

ahh	
and	 avv	 given by:

s	 -	 l
ahh	 1 2.	 2

^	 [cos A + (e - .sin - A.^ y

(s	 -	 1) Ce	 -	 1)	 s in 2 	A	 + e

..
avv

\ L
2	 ^ ,2	 i t	 2

e cos	 B +	
iE	

- sin	 8

For rough terrestrial surfaces, ..the .roughness spectral

`	 density appearing-in equations 	 (16) and (17) can be :related	 "'^'

to the correlation function of the surface through a Fourier ^	 ^	 a

transform.	 If the correlation function is Gaussian,	 i.e.,

B(T}	 = E2-exp;(-T2/L 2 )	 [see equation	 (4)],	 then the radar	 .^ -

cross sections become-: '^-{,
j

.

ooHH	
4k 2	E 2 L2	

^ahh^2	
(cos 4 8) ,exp	 (-k2 

L2	
sn2 A)	 {18) `^

7

`.5

;^

's

-	 _	
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^^,^^,,.,Y^	 .^,	 ^	 _,,,,^	 ^^ ^	 ^	 .-^s^-^,.	 nr^ ^ u .

°•oVV = 4k
2	E 2 L 2	^ avv) 2

	
(cos 4 0)	 exp	 (-k2 L 2 sin 2 8)	 (19)

.where	 E	 and	 L	 are the rms height and carreTation ^.

distance of the small .-scale rough surface.
^'

Valenzuela (re£exence 13) used Rice's theory to obtain ^:.

-depolarization from slightly .rough surfaces.	 The depolarize- {

tion is a second order effect.	 Figures 3-2 and 3-3 have been

-taken from Valenzuela's paper and il^.ustrate the depolariz^-

tion predicted using small: perturbation theory.. 	 A-Neumann

spectrum for the fully developed sea has been used. to arrive `^Y

at the results given in fgure.3-3.
.^

The small perturbation method is useful in the low

freQuency limit and can therefore beemployed to a class of

slightly rough surfaces when lar;e radar wavelengths-are ';^
used.	 A comparison of the theoretical. and experimental

results over a slightly rough surface has been given by
4^

Wright	 (reference 14).	 As pointed out in his paper,: the
t,

measured	 oo	 compare `very; well with those predicted: by this

theory.	 Experimental data over ocean surfaces for angles ^'

of incidence greater than 20° , also . shows .reason able . agreement-

with the theoretical results predicted using small perturba-
• 	

-

=r
t	 q

^	 ^^

tion theory.	 _ r

^;
s^

•	 Composite scattering 't}xeory
_^;	 :3

z^

Nearly all natural rough surfaces possess a composite

structure where small-scale roughness appears superimposed

on large-scale roughness.	 Mathematically, the treatment of ^'.
^^

,.
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Figure 3-2. —Polarization dependence for backscatterng from a
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such. a surface is quite formidable, .but to a first-order

^	 ^	 approximation one can merely. add the cxoss section calculated

for the large-scale roughness alone to that caused by small- ''

'	 scale roughness.	 'Of course, as 0, the angle of incidence,

approaches zero, the return from the large-scale structure

!,	 is dominant, especaliyfor surfaces with gentle slopes.

Considerably more detai	 regarding the composite surface

-theory is given by Barrck (.reference 4).	 In conclusion,
^:

returns given by equations-(18) and (19) should be added to- ^'

the re urns given by the large-scale roughness for angles

of incidence over:ZO°..

^,

3.4.2 `	 Radar Return from the Sea -
r;
_^-.

A Qualtafive_Approach
,,

The calculation of radar return from the sea presents

rr;-
%;,

,,

a challenge somewhat different but just as thorny as that
.a

;a

for terrestrial targets. 	 Because of the large number :and },

variability of the . parameters that produce a particular `;

sea state,:: it is especially difficult to describe that <<

state accurately.	 The windspeed, d^^ration, 	 fetch, and. ^^
^,	 ^

direction'at'the water surface, the ocean currents, con- ;_	
?

taminants such as oil,	 thee . effects of distant storms that

propagate disturbances of the sea with low loss over vast
k.

distances; bottom variations, and localweather .can a l have
a

^	 ,a

an effect on radar return and axe difficult to assess in
F	 practice,

^:

;,v
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Skolnik (reference 15) gives some of . the more useful

terms for describing the sea surface structure:.

Wind wave. — a wave resulting from. the action of the

wind on a water surface.	 While the wind is acting-on it, ^	 -'

it is,a sea.;	 thereafter,	 it is a smeZ2.

•5
Gravity wave - a wave whose propagation velocity is

controlled primarily by gravity. 	 Water waves more..than

5 cm in length are considered gravity: waves. -^
4

Capllary'.wave — a wave whose propagation velocity is

controlled primarily by the: surface tension of the liquid

in which the wave 'is traveling.	 Water waves less than.

2.5 cm long..are capillary waves.,_ ^	 ;'

Fetch — (1) an area of the sea surface over'whch seas

^'^	 are generated by a wind<having,a constant _direction and

speed;	 (2) the length of the fetch area, measured in the

i	
direction of the wind, in which the seas.-are generated,

Duration --the length of time the wind blows in

essentially 'the same direction over. the fetch.

Swe11 -ocean waves that have traveled out of their

fetch.	 A swell characteristically appears more regular

for a lon er	 eriod and has flatter crests than wavesg	 p
within their fetch.

l

'	 Sea —waves generated or sustained by winds within j.

`	 ^	 their fetch;.	opposed to 'swel,l.

_

i

i 	
_

7

^	 ^^

±	 ^

r

^
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Wave spectrum — .the distribution of wave heights (or

f th	 h hsquare o	 e wave	 eg t) with respect to frequency of
:^

the wave....

^ p

Sea state —the numerical or written description of ^^r^
,.

ocean roughness, often. referred. to as numerical code and
,;
^`'

expressed in terms of the sgnisficant wave height.

Significaltt wave height -the average height of the r

one-third highest waves. of a given .wave group. 	 (Height 1

is-the . vertical. distance betweena crest and a trough.) ,'

Fully developed sea -the maximum height to which: ocean

';	 waves can be .generated by a given wind force blowing over

sufficient fetch, regardless of duration, as a result of all :;

possible wave components being present with their maximum
.

amount of spectral, energy.
,

I	 Sea waves are generated . by the wind and differ markedly

a

from a swell in physical appearance and in theiraffect on

radar return.	 Individual sea waves are more peaked than

pure sine waves and are skewed in 'the:: direction of propaga- '

ton.	 They are 'irregular, chaotic, short-crested	 length

along the crest is of the same order of magnitude as the

wavelength), mountainous, and unpredictable except in a

statistical sense.	 Sea waves contain many small waves'

superimposed on the larger waves, and-their spectrum cover

a wide range of frequencies and directions.
i

_:3

Swells are_more regular than sea waves, longer crested,'
-t

more rounded tops, and amore predictable. 	 Their spectrum

covers a narrow-xange of frequencies and directions, with

periods- falling 'between 30 seconds to-'S minutes. ,-.	 ,	 A

.:^,^,

f	
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Both wind-generated sea waves and swells can be

nc^^^^ded in the category^of gravity waves. Typically, 	 ;:

the . period of grayit.y waves varies from about 1 to 30

seconds. Gravity waves are also dispersive, i.e., waves

of longer . wavelength propagate faster then waves of 	 '

shorter wavelength: Ultragravity wave^^ (also known as

i
high frequency gravity. waves) have periods of about .1'

j'	 second.. to l second.

^'	 ^	

^,	 '

Capillary waves have periods. less. tha.iapproximately

0- ^ second. Like sea waves, they . are generated by the

';

	

	 wind, but surface tension rather .than. gravity is the force

controlling their characteristics: Capillary waves are

fairly sensitive to the wind. In constra t, if the wind.-

generating gravity waves stop, they continue to run and

become swells. When capillary :waves interact with the

longer gravity waves, the capillary waves appear to'be
;_

-concen rated, at times, on the-forward face of the gravi y

_wave justbefore the .sharp crest, Capillary waves are

significant in radar .return at the h,r,;her microwave fre- 	 ^:

quences (X band or greater).

Wave Neigh is not fixed in relation to the wavelength

but depends on the wind.. generating it. Any wave becomes

unstable and breaks if ` the angle formed by the crest exceeds

120°;_wave height also can be no greater than one-seventh	 -

the wavelength, Once t?^ q wind is blowing, it takes afinte

time for a see 'to develop. The term' fullr^ developed sea

describes the condition which exists when the ocean waves

have reached their maximum height generated by a given wind 	 ^^

force over a given fetch.	 ;:

^	 3 - Z 2	 ^.^R+CiD^^i^^IT^ 0^' r^i^.^ f

..
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Atypical plot of	 cro	 versus	 8	 the angle of ,;
incidence,. - would appear. as in figure 3-4.	 In the c{uasi-

specular region near vertical incidence, the radar echo
,^_

is fairly large with measuredvalues at	 8 = 0	 lying..

between.	 0	 ands +18 dB.	 As in the. case of the "'very

r. dugh" terrestrial targets ,`this enhanced return near

`;	 vertical is apparently due: to specular-like return .from ^-

facet-like areas on the sea surface that are oriented-in

'	 the direction of the radar..

Above some transition angles	 {in the order. of 20 
o

incidence angle): there is little likelihood of significant ,

return from the facets making up the sea surface..	 Most. of

the return now. appears to be due•to sea surface small-scale

structure such as spray, foam, and capillary waves.	 Such

return. is relatively isotropic and accounts for the plateau

region of the	 oo	 versus	 8	 plot.	 At still higher angles' ::	 '.
of incidence	 o	 falls shax 1	 but this re ion is of no^p y ,	 g

3

-^^o
`	 concern in the 5-19.3 Scatterometer measurements and will

not e be discussed in this report...-

At near normal incidence, measurements 	 (reference l6)

indicate that	 6o	 decrease	 with increasing wind on the
3

sea.	 .Little difference is seen between 	 ooHH	
and` ooVV

at near` normal incidence.	 In the plateau. region	 oo '

-increases as the.. wind rises.	 At low windspeeds	 6oHH	
-in

the plateau region is considerably less than 	 ^oVV ^ but
as the wind increases,	 cr oHH	 increases faster	 han	 ooVV
so that with rough-sea conditions there is relatively little'	 ^ 9̂

'i

difference between the two returns.

'i
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3.4.3 Oceania 5-193 Targets.- Applicable Theories.

	

Since the sea state is so sensitive to wind, it is to 	 ^^

be expe^tecl that no sng?P model can predict Qo for the

sea.. Thus, his section will discuss three models, each

i:,ertaining to- a particular range of sea slate, that can be

used to theoretically determine ^o 	 These are.. (1) low

sea (rmswave height less than a/4^r ), {2) medium sea

(h >^/4.r and W(t) , the roughness spectral density of the

surface; dependent strongly upon .the. wind .magnitude), and

(3) rough sea (h >> k/4^r _with W(t) weakly dependent upon

wind).

'

	

	 For lnw seas-the radar return contains a coherent and 	 '

a noneoherent .return. Thenoncoherent return. is cute small

and diffused and can be calculated by equations ,(18) and

(19) if the sea rms height. is known., Th,e + coherent component.

has a strong, return at 6 _ 0 	 with side lobes e?lsewhere,	 _;

and is given . by the. following equation. (The :results of

Barrick j4) and Kerr (17) suggest this expression.)

9

4^rA2 J1 (2ka sin A) 
2	

2	 2 2	 2
°^o - ^—	 a sin g	

cos 6 exp ( - 4k E cos 6)	 (20)

i

where it is assumed that the illuminated area of the sea is

a circle of area A = ^ra 2	Jl; ' is a Bessel function of the

first kind..

For the moderate sea, she composite rough urface model

will apply; the resultant cross section is the sum of the

cross sections due to large (h »a ) and'small (E« a )

,\
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scale roughness.	 ^ompaxison o£ the . composite model theory
C

and. NASA/Johnson Space^Cen er 0,4 GHz data.. is shown in ^

figure 3-5	 (reference 7).	 In this figure the totalrms slope

`	 of the l;^rge-scale structure_is ^`
;^

S _	 0:1763,
r7

and the small-scale parameters are E

kE _	 0.5 c

kL _ 20 .^

Near	 6 _ 0	 the large-scale roughness predominates and

equations	 (11),	 (12), and	 (13) . can be used to predict 	 oo

The required value of 	 5	 , the total. root .mean.. slope, can be
;^

_estimated from the work of Schooley (reference 18), Cox.

and Munk	 (reference 19) , or Krshen . .(reference 7) , who

have related the mean sea slope to . wind.	 Figure 3-6 has ^'

been taken from Krishen (reference 7).	 In this figure the

rms slope is	 S o	in degrees where	 S	 tan. So	 For large .°

values of	 A	 the return is largely due to smal -scale sea

structure and is given by equations	 (18) ,. and (19).	 Unfor-

tunately, W(t), the roughness spectral density of the

surface, has no simple functional form (reference 7),.	 I't

must be evaluated from rather slender experimental evidence

(reference 20).

As wind rises and the sea become's rough,. an upper

limit exists for the height of a wave of fixed-length

'whether in the gravity or 'capillary range..	 For.: portions

of the ocean where the wave height is limited,^the roughness.

spectral density	 W(t)	 assumes the form	 >W(t) = Bt-4

(reference 21) where	 t 2 = p 2 + q2	 p	 q	 are the

__
-s

y
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,^

radian wave numbers in xandy directions on the surface.

'?'he value of	 B	 for the .capillary waves given in reference '

21 is 1.5 ,x 10 - 2 	Thus, fox rough. seas, a composite surface ^	 ^•

_ model again suffices, with returns due to the. two roughness ^r

structures contributing to the radar cross section. over a

wide range of angles, including small values of	 6 ;'

t
Regarding,•the matter of a -tk^eory that can be used to

^;

4t

calculate	 6oVH	
and	 ^oHV ^ no satisfactory one currently

i exists.	 Most theoretical treatments of electromagnetic

j wave scattering from a rough surface indicate negligible
i

depolarized scatter.: into the plane of incidence, although

i! experimental measurements show that this .scatter component
x

E( is present..	 Some investigators, such as Rouse	 (reference

i 22), have postulated-that depolarization is largely a volume ^_
^,

scatteringeffect.	 Rouse's analysis,' however, 	 includes
^,	

^ parameters-that are not physically meaningful in an	 nspec- ,;;^

j

;:

ton of the surface; ,:
^;	 ;
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k	 4.0 ATMOSPHERIC LO';SSES
^.
6

^	 The computation of the backscattering cross sections

involves corrections for . path losses for transmission and 	 `

	

'	 ^ ^	 reception through the-intervening atmosphere._ These losses
i
r	 appear as constants L l and L 2 in the 6o equationi	 _

(see appendix B, equation B-9). Atmospheric losses are not

^	 included in he JSC-production processed S-.193 data .where

L l = L2	 1. It is therefore important to include (where

atmospheric losses _are significant) proper corrections in	 3

the 6 o computation. In the Ku band (S-193 operates in

	

',	 this band) .. of microwave frequencies, the radar energy is 	 ^'
^.

^

	

	 absorbed by atmospheric oxygen, water vapor, and rainfall.

Rainfall can also cause scattering of the microwave energy,

The loss due to the ,atmosphere has been studied

intensively in literature (references 15 23, 24, 25, 26,	 `';

	

^:,	 27,-and 28). Experimental data has also been. gathered to

verify `theoretical models. In general, the atmospheric

loss depends on the atmospheric temperature, pressure, and-

water vapor density.; Large .variations.. normally occur •.over

long intervals :and are associatedwith major changes in

	

`'	 air mass type at the observing site. LeFande-(reference 27) ^^

divided the atmosphere into a sexier of 110 spherical shells

of exponentially increasing thickness to a height of 3'0

kilometers. His theoretical-results for 60 percent relative

humidi ty at 60°^' (:^hich gives. a ground-level water': vapor

density' po of _7. S g/m 3 ) are . shown in figure 4-1. ' The

attenuation per unit path -length increases with frequency.

For. the; range of frequencies up to 100 GHz , there- is a water

vapor peak a 22.3 GHz and o^:ygen absorption peak at 60 GHz.

4-1





a
N

The final results of LeFande's	 (reference 27) calcula- =^
•

tons giving a total at enuation due to atmo^^heric oxygen

and water. vapor are shown in figure 4-2. 	 The formulation

was developed from classical laws on electromagnetic

attenuation in gases and a known oxygen, water vapor, ^

pressure, and temperature distribution of the troposhere. ^	
r

Experimental data gathered thus far confirms the attenua-

tions shown in-figure 4-2 (see references 24 and 25) . `?

Another computation by Haroules an al Brown. (reference 23)
a

yields the r sults of figure 4-3 for vertical incidence ,_

(6 = 0) .	 The agreement between figux• es -4-2 and 4-3 is

evident .
:{
t

'^

The two-way attenuation can be expressed in terms of

an exponential .. law-over propagation paths wherepressure

and atmosphere composition are uniformly distributed.	 The
:,
^.	 '

.attenuation fox .this. case is	 (reference 15):

H
R	

o

L 1 L2 = exp	 -2 ^-	 aadHo	 (21)
0

o

where	 as	 is the attenuationcoefficient per meter, 	 Re.	 is

the distance between the S-193 antenna and ground resolution ``

cell and	 H o 	is the Skylab altitude-. 	 For the U.S.	 Standard '

Atmosphere',	 the data needed to calculate the _value of the

C	
-	 integral of equation (21) has been given in reference; Z8. 	 For:

the U . S. Standard ^tmosphere, . equation ( 21) can be evaluated as ;^	 '

^:',

-0.0364047Re
zLl L 2 	exp..	 H	 (22)

o

at the frequency of 13.'9 GHz.

^;	 4 - 3f	 -	 -
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l	 Figure 4-3. —Total vertical . path attenuation by atmospheric gases
.(water vapor concentration _ 7.5 gm/m 3 )^. (Haroules and Brown, 1968)
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^.	 ;

Under normal circumstances where noheavy precipitation

,

is present, the S-193 radar energy suffers. a two-way
':

attenuation of approximately 0.16 dB at vertical incidence

^°and, approximately 0.24 dB at the hi hest scan. an le of 48°.g	 g

..

-Lt should be noted that the mission requirements for Sensor

Performance Evaluation data-takes were such that no data
k

`^

-', wa	 to be taken in-the presence of heavy precipitation and

C	 cloud cover.	 The data analyzed in^ths report belongs to;

^	 this-category.	 In the presence of clouds and .. heavy rain, '^

the ,Q O 's will be used with proper recognition .given to the

atmospheric conditions.	
•.

Considerably more attenuation is caused by . the presence

of cL•:^uds and. ranfall`over the- observation site.	 '^he..main-:

fill attenuation for frequencies from^`4 to 100 GHz has been

calculated theoretically by Oguchi :(reference. 29). 	 His

results were interpolated _by LeFande (reference. 27). 	 These

results are shown in figure 4-4. 	 No resonances have .been '^

noted:..	 Stafford (reference 30) computed the-attenuation

constant due to a cloud deck from 6,000 to 12,000 feet with

moderate-to-heavy rain below.	 His results are given in

table 4-I.	 A review of various experimental and theoretical

results	 (reference 31} indicates that attenuation because of

rainfa^.l cannot be ignored at 13.9 GHz.
^'-	 :x
r

For accurat •̂  measurements of	 6 o 's from ground scenes,

it is necessary. to consider false returns from heavy ^°

precipitation.	 Thee backscatter`from heavy rain ox clouds

can cause: more return than the ground, under cert^in_groun^ `''

conditions, and antenna look angle.	 Typical backscat er ;-

4 — 6	 I^,II'RODUCIBILITY 0^', T ..

ra^''^ ^.;^T ^'x^i^^^ ^^	
x^^ `,

,^,
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Rainfall rate, inches/hour

Angle from Drizzle Light rain Moderate Moderate:-to- Heavy ..rain. Very heavy
nadir :(degrees) .001 mm/hr .04 mm/hr rain .16 mm/hr heavy .39 mm/hr .63 mm/hr rain 1.6 mm/hr

0 2.9 x 10
-2

1:0 x 10 L
b.2 x 1p-1

2.6 4.8 1G.2

12.5 3.0 x 10 2 1.0 x 10-1'
6.3 x 10

-1
2.6 4.8: 10.4

20 3.2 x 10
-2

1.1 x 10
-1 6.7 x 10- 1

2.8 S.1 11.0

32:1 3.6 x 10
- 2

1.2' x 10 1 7.6 x	 10
._1

3.1 ^5.8 12.5

35 3.6 x 10-2 1.2 x 10 1 7.7 x 10-1
^

3.2 5.9 12.7

43.2 4.3 x 10 -2 1.4 x 10_
i^

9.1 x 10_
1

3.8 7.0 15.1

52 5.5 x 10-2 1.8 x 10_
1

1,2 4.8 8.9 19.2

.a

1
" _i
^^

,_	

,^.^
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from rain is given, in table. 4-II 	 (reference 31) •	 The

.reflectivity parameter 	 Z R	is defined as:
;E

N
6

Z R _ ^ Di
^;,,

=1

-
';

`,	 whexe	 N	 is the number of scatterers per unit tiTolume.- and ^`

D i	is the droplet diameter . ,.	 The combined backscattering

effects o£ a unit volume are ^ 	 ',

N

n = ^ol
i=1

where	 a i	is the backscatter cross section of the ith

scatter.

The reflectivity _of unform,ra.n is expressed in terms

a

ore radar cross, section per unit vo:Lume 	 n (or ECl)	 in

table 4-II:	 The rainfall rates are given in ynillimeters

per hour (mm/hr).
s;

'	 The	 o^ o 's	 over rainfall .wll'not be used to determine

^^recision/accuracy of 5-193 Scatterometer. _The uncertainties

due to the backscatter caused by the rainfall will prevent` '

.drawing any conclusions on the e-performance of the sensor.

Mission requirements were stated so that-data. would be

gathered over Sensor Performance Test sites under almost

clear conditions	 (less	 han`50 percent cloud cower).

4-9
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.' Z R

E6. ^	 dB m-1
transmitlfrequency, GHz

S
C ....,

X ^u
(dB)_ Type 3.0 5.6 9.3 1^.0

Heavy cumulus clouds

-3 4 gm/m3 -118- -108 '-98 —

14 Drizzle,' 0.25 mm/hr -102 -	 9l -81 -fig

'23 Light rain, l mm/hr' - 92 -	 81.5 -72 -60

32 Moderate rain, _4 mm/hr ^ 83 -	 72 -62 -50

41 Heavy rain, 16 mm/hr ^- -	 73 -	 62 -53 :4z
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5.0 S-193 SCATTEROMETER BACKSCATTER-DATA ANALYSIS

The . data which will be'used to determine precision/

accuracy {P/A) will: be reviewed in this section. The range

of-.the values of 'ao .which s}ouLd be examined .for determining 	 r
p recision/accuracy will be determined`by examinng'.data from

various SPE ground sites. Selection of data for the determi-

nation of the sensor performance will be based on the- -anal-

ysis of data from typical ground scenes. Parameters which

influence the data will be outlined. Correlation of back-	 -`-

scattering cross section data with the ground location will

be discussed..,

'	 S.1 LOW 6o DATA

Scatterometer data was collected with antenna scanning 	 ;

the deep space in several radiometer/scatterometer operating

modes. There were three lunar:calbration (LC) :passes during

Skylab 2 and 3 missions, Analysis of this .data is given in
^	 ;^.

reference 32. However,'the relationship between the precision/

accuracy performance and the deep space data was not discussed

^_	 in this reference. It is this .aspect that will be discussed

in this.. section.

.

	

	 Deep space has been assumed to<be an excellent "no back- 	 '

scatter" target.. Therefore, for VS and VN , the only inputs

t,o the "scat`terometer receiver were the receiver noise and .the	 '

radiometric temperature of the deep space. The average scat- 	 '

terometez dower (VS ') and scatterometer noise _power (VN')

when normalized to account far .integration tme,..timecon-

stant, a,nd filter and amplifier gains should be ec{ual. Using

5=1

ft	 -

n



<V ,,
	 <V	 (IT)S	 (TC)N	 F S	 CS

S	 N'>(IT)N .. (TC)s ,' F N ^ GN	 (23)

where < > denotes average, (IT)N, (IT) S denote the Integra-

tion times for noise and. signal, FN , FS scatterometer

filter gains .for noise and signal, and cN ', GS are the	 p

scatterometer gains for noise and signal, respectively,.

Marvin Marietta Company (MMC) personnel xecommendedthat. the

integration times for :the scatterometer noise be changed in

the production data processing program (reference 3^): The.

new integration times (table 5-Z) were used. in the NASA S-193

Prpduction Processing Program.' Approximately half of the cox-
rected signal ,and noise power minus noise power values were

negative. This is to be expected si:ice V S ' and VN ' are	 ^

randomly varying about the same average values. Computation

of PR/PT using the Production Data Processing equations in

this case . would lead to a negative value {see appendix B) which 	
w

-is not possible. Wherefore, these computations axe suppressed.

When ..sgnalplug noise :power. minus. noise power is pos-i	 ;

tive, the positive values of PR/P T for deep space provide.	 ;^

an opportunity to examine the variance of Q o for .zero

returned power. To accomplish. this, these PR/P T values	 >^

were used to calculate the backscatterng cross sections.

The program assumes that the sensor is looking at the earth 	 .

-(in this ease an "eart7.'' which absorbs all the energy and
^

	

	 retur,ns_none). This hypothetical concept allows the-compu-

tation of the angle of incidence and range - needed fox evalu-

`^	 ating 60. No computation is done for the case where PR/PT

would be calculated to be negative or-zero. The extreme ^

values of ap and approximate average which ^`esultfromsuch

a computation. are given in tab e S-II. Qo data does not show

-any particular dependence on polarization or roll/pitch ang^.e.

t 5_2	 _._
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Mote Angle
(	 )

Time constant
(TC)	 (ms)

Integration ±.ime	 (TT)	 (ms)

Preflight stew

ITNC, CTNC 0 10.22 26.582 24,094

ITNC, CTNC 15.6 33.0.0 61..:532 57,.990
29.4

GTC-R/S N/A 20..22 16.000- 13.686

CTC-S (only) N/A 4.D0 6.813 6.544
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-TABLE 5-II. — .DEEP SPACE 5-193 SCATTEROMETE

Positive PR/pThaission/
Extreme values App roximate

`
day of year/

time GMT Mode- of 
oo

	'(dB) average of

start/stop Qo data

Maximum Minimum (dB).

SL2_

165

15:42:11.5
CTC R/S -33.b7 -48.06 -39.5

15:44:10'.7

SL2

165 ,

ITC R/S -38.14 -'51.46 -41.0-
15:44:34.8

L5:45:;32..1

SL2

lb5
LTNC R/S -37.83 -52.47 -40.5-

15:49:11.8

15:49,:.59 . 6
,

SL2

165

15:5'1:0.4
CTNC R/5 -33.14 -51.72 -3.8..5

15:54:41.8

SL3
-

-224

15:55:16
CTNC R/S -33..97 -51.63 -39.5

15:57:16

SL3

224

1:5:53:56
ITNC R/5 -3.:9.77 -48.45 -41.93`

15:54:52



.Positive PR/P,r
Mission/

Extreme values. l^ppxoxinuateday of year/
time GMT Mode of d	 (dB) average of

start/stop
..

^ oo dzta

Maximum Minimtam (dB)

SL3

_224

15:49:35
ITC R/S -36.82 -5.0.90 -41.9

15:50:32

SL3

Z24

15:47:10
CTC R/S -34.07 -47.90 -40.33

15:49:10

SL3

224

15:41:16 CTG /S -34.58 -48.77 -4T.4

15:42:10

SL3

254

13: 58:24
CTNC R/S --34.04 -SD.43 -.40.2.

13:59:17_

SL3

..2.54

13:53:05 CTC R/S -34.17 -41.64 -39.26,

_13:54:01

SL3

Zb4

13:4ri.44.
ITNC R/S -38.. .24 -50.07 -41.8

...13:49:57

SL3

254

13:57.;06
ITC R/S -34.00 -.44.72 -37.00

13:58:00
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The data in table S-IT shows that below -33 dB the back-

scattering cross sect^_on'precision decreases considerably.

From the: accuracy	 a ground site for	 o o	is. standpoint,	 .which

-33 dB and below,	 the 5-193 Scatterometer essentially predicts

a "no re urn" target..	 The accuracy and. precision are influ-	 ^ G`

enced not only by the 5-193 Scatterometer but by the analog- = ,

to-digital	 (A/D) converter..:	 It is interesting to examine, the

uncertainty caused by A/D converter alone in the very low

signal range.
4

The uncertainty is caused by a finite voltage range for

which only one output count number wild result (see figure

S-1).	 In computing	 Qo	 the noise voltage is subtractedfrom

the signal .voltage.	 The difference between signal and__noise

voltages will be the same under. each of the following three
_	

'.

, conditions	 (figure	 5-1) :

•	 -When signal and . noise vol age (VSnom^ and noise.

(VNnom) are in the middle of-the voltage range for

a par ticular count,.. respectively

•	 When signal and noise voltage V
Smax	 VSnom +1/2

signal count and noise voltage VNmin	 VNnom -1/2
noise count	 .

•	 When signal and noise voltage VSmn	 VSnom -1/2
signal count and noise voltage V

Nmax	 VNnom + 1/2
noise. count

This will assume importance when signal +-noise voltage is
-	 3

so low that the difference between signal +noise and noise.:

counts are no longer accurately related to the difference

in actual voltages.	 The uncertainties caused can be examined ^

'for a particular-case,	 e: g., .when	 G S	GN = 1	 (highest gain)

5-6
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_^
and FS	F^. Under these conditions (see appendix B)

ao = constant (VS - VN)	 (24)

Now a maximumdifference of (V
Smax VNmin) will result in

only {VSnom	
VNnom) at the output. ^ Uang ec{uation (24) the

uncertainty-in the measurement of Qo in dB (on the higher

side) will be:

A	 10 
1og 10 ^VSmax	 VNmin] / [VSnom - VNnom]	 (25)

On the other hand, (V" 	 - V"	 ) difference causes the same•Smin	 Nmax
nominal difference 

(VSnom VNnom) to be output. Hence, the

uncertainty in 6 0 (on the lower side) will be

B' = 10 log	 ^V..	 _ V,.	 ^/ (V ^^	 _ V"	
J	 (26)10	 Smin	 Nmax LL Snom	 NnomJ

provided 
V
Nmin ^ VNmax' As a consequence, the real value of

`	 cso in dB could range from ( 60 + A') to (r^ o - B') but if

V"	 < V"	 only the upper limit (o o + A') can be deter-
Smn — Nmax

- . mined. Equations (25) and:(26) were used to find the range

!,

	

	 of uncertanties'forthe Ava pass data. At GMT 18:59:16.901

the value of 
ooVV 

is -. 3..7.43 dB. However, due. to A/D con. -

version characteristics, the actual ao can range from a

` maximum of = 35,85 dB to a minimum of -39.95 dB. At GMT

18:59:1.639 the reported' oo is -29...46 dB for _VV polariza-

tion. The actual 6o will be within a range of (including

extremes) -2.19 to -29.75 dB. Computations similar to these	 -

make it obvious that essentially .the data below -33 dB will"

•	 suffer an uncertainty- of 2 dB-or more ...because bf A/D convey.-

`	 son alone. Thin uncertanty_reduces to approximately 0.5

dB at a cr	 of -29 dB. 3t is because of this that the use	 '` '
o-	 -

of .all ao data'.below approximately -33 dB should 'be avoided.

5-8
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Although this section primarily referenced the deep space

data, all very low values. of 	 e o 	are being discussed.	 One

such example is the 8 _ 52.5° 	 (approximately) data over Hurri-

cane Ava.	 The spacecraft was in a solar- inertial mode . ;;^

Because ofths apitch angle .variation was introduced.(fgure.

5-2).	 S-193 was operated in CTNC/right-only mode.	 Thus . only

the 0° âoppler filters were used, .The response curves for

the 0° Doppler fzlters are shown in figure S-3 	 (reference 33).

Computations show.^that beyond . approximately 18:59:16 GMT-the
-

sensor .was receiving only: a small amount of energy mainly
^:	 ,	 <;,

^'

through the side lobes of the .antenna.	 (A complete discussion

of why this happens .can be found in reference 33.) 	 The values.

of	 Qo	 ,for the Ava pass, beyond 18:59:16 area given in table

5-III.	 The data is quite similar to that of deep space.

Polarization dependence is lost.	 For this data the uncer- {

tantydue to A/D r-:inversion alone is approximately 4 dB.

The. variance in the data is due to the poor S/N ratio at the

,input ,to .the antenna.	 For this data the 'range of half stan-

dard deviation is from -36.67 to -32.96 dB, and therefore

corrections to this data are useless.',	
_

,^

^`

There are many instances where the 	 Q o 	value suddenly

drops very low'(approxmately -37 dB or .below).	 During some

of these periods, the scatterometer was in a standby mode ^

(i.e.,	 transmi ter off),	 thus no scattered signal was

received, only . noise.	 (Note.:	 the scatterometerwas put in

the standby mode before the'radometer; however, the 'data
^_

processing ; is continued up to the time radiometer. was put in

standby moue.)	 Two such exampled are:

E1tEP pass 11 14':49: 29.415 GMT	 °^oVH	 after this time

are	 -37:.47 .and	 -42.60 dB.

.,

-	 5-9
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TABLE S-III. — 6 0 VALUES FOR 0=52.5° EREP AVA PASS

BEYOND 18:59:16 GMT

Time GMT ^o Polarization

18:59:16.9 -37.43 VV
- 36.01 HV-
30.98- HH

- 3'6.5 0 VH

18:59:32.145 -36.01 VV
(37.40 HV
-33.03 HH.
-34..10. VH

18:59:47.989. ' -37.37 HV`
2 9.56 HH

-36.45 VH

19:00:3.233 -36.76.. HV
_. 2 9...9.8 . HH

-36.45 VH

19:.00:17.895 -35.83 VV
-35.81 ^	 ^	 HV
-39.37 )	 HH
-39.14 VH

}Y

i

t

4

1

3

p
i

t

i

1

k



6

4

Y

35'
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• EREP pass 20 14:53:1.45 GMT 
°^oVV 

after this .time

are. -43.87 and -50.46'dB^

Unfortunately, this invalid data has'been .used. in determining

the average cro and the standard deviation of ^o (product

SO62-^). It is thsreforo recommended that caution be exec-

cised in using product'5O62-8 for'data segments where Q o	;

;'	 plunges to low values.

';	 5.2 OCEAN 6 DATA
0

5.2..1 E:REP Pass 5, Gulf of Mexico

The data over the Gulf of Mexico provides a better oppor-

tunity to study the precision/accuracy of the S-193 Scatterom-

';	 eter. This is because of the homogeneity of the electrical

l
and surface roughness properties: This aspect of the data 	 .

wi11 be addressed here.	 9{

Extensive-ground truth was collected by NOAA during the	 j

^	 Skylab data take. The location where ground data was gash -

^

	

	 cred by .thee NOAH aircraft is shown it figure 5-4. This data

was taken nearly simultaneously with the EREP data.. To assign

the data to the. - proper location on the ground, the 5-193 Scat-

terometer data from GMT 18:2:24.155 to 18;4:24:104 was sorted.

.Thus four sets (I through IV) were located at four ocean loca-

bons. The locations for VV data are shown in figure: S-4,

along with'the-Sn^-1ab ground track. Since the 4$° pitch angle

-

	

	 was not achieved, this data,s displaced from-the datacorre-'

' pondng to other four-pitch angles. The backscatter data

corresponding to these locations is .given in figures 5-5, ^-6,

S-7, and 5°8. The ocean surface wind data is given in

table 5- IV. This data ` was discussed with D. - Ross (NOAA/Miari)
i

5 _ 1.3.
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Date
Tune
(^ Latitude Longitude

Windsr^ed
`	 measured at

A/C 'altitude

Wind at
20 meters

73	 06	 05 18:51:01:2 26.104 -93.439 16.0

18:52:51.0. .26:..16.4 -93.494 16..0

18:55:51.0 26.263 -93.598 2C.0

18:57:39,0 -26.318 -93.6b4 17.0

18:58:51.1 26.356 -9.3.708 18,0

19::03:39.1 26.301 -:93.6.47 15.0

19:06:35.5 26.290 -93.598 20.0

19:09:39.1 26.362 -93.784 17.0

19:12:39.1 26.433 -93.851 16.0

19:15:0.9 26.488 -93.950 17.0

19:19:40.9 26.510 -94.021 18,'0

19:52:24.2 26.757 -93.878 2.0

19:54:2.2 26,829 -93.785 `12.0

19:.57:12.2 26.944 -93,625 17.0

20;00:12.2 27.076 -93.444 16.0

Average 15.8 14.22

1

TABLE S-IV. — OCEAN SURFACE WINDSPEEDS FOR EREP PASS S

r

(a) Data. Set:	 I, Pass 5	
^.



Date .Time.^, Latitude Longitude
Wirdspeed

measured at
A/C altitude

Wind at
20 meters

73	 06 05 18:26:21.6 25.477 -92.933 17.D

18:27:33.6 25:.461 -92.88.9 19.0

18:29:21.6 25.439 -92.823 12.0 '

18:32:21.6` 25.488 -92.829 18.0

.18:.35:21..6 -25.587 -92.933 18.0-

18:37:09.6 25.642 -92.904 18.0'

18:38:57.6` 25.697 -93.054 13.0

18:40:47.4 2'5.757 -93.115 17.0

18:43.49.2 25.856 -93..214 16.0

18:45:37.2 25.917 -93.268- 17,0

18:.48::01...2 25.999 -93.345 17.0

Average 16.54 14.9

j

9
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Date Time^, Latitude Longi ude
Windspeed
measured at
A/C altitude

Wind at
ZO meters

73	 06	 05 18:00:28.1 24.714 -92.230 15.0

18:.01:.4-0.1 24.758 -92.269,_ 16.0

18:02:52.1 24.796 -92,307. 13.0

18:05:16.1 24.879 -92.384 18.0

18:06:28.1 24.922 -9^?.422 15.0

18:08:17.2 24..983 -9.483 14.0

18:10:41 ` .9 25.065 _92..560 15.0

1:8:13:41.9 25..164 -92.659 19.0

18:15:33..5 25.225 -92.719 17.0

18:17:57.5 25.307 -92.802 17.0 -^

18:19:45.5 25.367 -92.862 16.0

18:21:33.5 25.433 -92:922 14.p

Average, 15.75 14.175
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TABLE S-IV. —OCEAN SURFACE WLNDSPEEDS'FOR EREP . PASS 5 (Concluded)

,^

	

.^	 (d) Data Set : IV, Pass 5

^''h;

Date Tsme
C^II'

_Latitude Longitude
Windspeed

measured at
A/C altitude

Wind at
20 meters

7S	 06	 05 16:20;06.8 24.774 91.708` 17

16:21:22.4 24.788 91.791 17

16:22:35.0 24.642 91.868 17

16:23:53.6 24.56 91.95 17

16:25:09.2 24.494 92.021' 17

].6:28:56.0 24.472 92..098•,, 13

16:39:42.8 24.51.0 91.917 4

1-6:34:36.2_ 24.565 91.846- 14

16:-36:29. 6 24.593 91.978 7

16:39:36.9 24.543 92.038 8

16:49:39.9 24.554 92.071 15

16:50:55.5 24.549 91.99q- 12

16:52:11.1 24.543' 91.917 11

16:54:04.5 24.505 91.-9J 12

16:_55:57.9- 24.527 _ 92.075 11

16:59:44.7
s

24.505 92.-071 11-

:16;:05:.08.7 - 24.423 91.989 1p

16:26:08.8 24.401 91.978 12

16:32:46.ti 24.384 92.016- 12

'` 1 6:45:24.5' 24.478 92.131 13

Average 12.5 11.25

`
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and the winds were scaled to 20 meters from the ocean surface

_;

according to his recommendation.	 The wind direction :was not_

uniform for. the small resolution cells sensed by the aircraft.

sensors.	 The weather maps from the tI.S. Weather Bureau show -

an average ocean surface wind velocity of 12 knots from 90°

in this region (table 5-^ was compiled by J. Carney/LEC).

The data of tables 5-IV and 5-V shows the homogeneity of the

ocean wind field to' within 4 knots (starxdard deviation}. 	 The

a o	data also shows consistence, in that the. dependence on 	 8

and polarization is as expected ^^: this wind velocity. 	 The

va ues of	
ooVH	

and	
ooHV	

are equal to within 0.5 dB {rms).

The precision/accuracy of this data will be reported in sec-

tion 6 of this report.

The homogeneity of the dielectric properties can be

'^	 assessed by analyzing the L-band S-194 Radiometer data. 	 For

this vertical-looking sensor, the effects of ocean surface

wind velocity (which varies. from 9 to approximately 16 knots

within one sigma standard deviation)`..:are negligible. 	 The

measured antenna temperature varies from 105-.9 to 1.05.0°K

over a period from GMT 18:-03:32.35 to 18:04:36.56.	 These

radiometric temperatures have-a constant offset because of

sun angle correction. 	 This correction will;. reduce all tem-

peratures by a few degrees. 	 The standard deviation for 184.

data same es ,is less than 0.3°K.	 ThP approxima e reflectivity

-;	 R(o)	 can be calculated using the equation:

TA -	 L2 tl^s iR(o) ^ 2
	

+	 ( 1	-	 ,R(o) ! Z)T g
1 + TATM	 (27)

where^l^ 2	is the. .transmittance of the atmosphere,	 TA	is the

radiometric antenna temperature, 	 T s	the sky background tem-

perature,	 Tg	 the ground temperature, and -TATM	 the radio-

metric temperature' of the atmosphere.	 For	 Ts '= 4°K, L2

0.99:,. Tg	30-0°K	 (from table	 5-V),	 TA = 10-5°K,	 TATM	 as

_	 5-23
'
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Site
tamiber Site name

Skylab
...pass
rnmiber

Gloud
cover Visibility Pressure

^)
Air

temperature
(°F)

Dew
point

Average
winds and
direction

Significant
wave height.

(feet)

Water
temperature

(°F)

750598' Gulf of l 8/10* N/A N/A 82.4 23 12 knots 2 73..4
Mexico from 80°

750598 Gulf of S 6/10' N/A N/A 80.6 24 12 knots 2 75.2
Mexico , ^ fran 90°

750598- Gulf of 8 6/10* N/A N/A 82,4 24 11 knots	 ^ 2 73.4
Mexico from 90°

7.50598 Gulf of 11 4/10* N/A N/A 82.4 24 14 lmots 3 73.4
Mexico fror.: 130°

750233 Great Salt. S Clear 20 miles, ?,022.0 74 21 5 kn'Dts
Lake Desert. at 210°'

SSW
_

*These cloud covers: were reported only for some portion of the ground.. site. The cloud cover-over all the
ground ite area used was less han 50 percent. Tfe duration of the winds was long , (fully developed seas).

F
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taken 1.5°K for I7. S. Standard Atmosphere; the value of

^R(o)^ is equal t 'o 0.812. Furthermore, the variability of

^R(o)) for _ 0.9°K ..change in TA is negligible. Tt is intex-

esting to compare this value of ^R(o)^ with those measured

and quoted in literature. From Von Hippel (reference 34) the

"	 value o._` dielectric constant is:	 `

= 76.7 (1 + j 0..1.57).

for water at 25°C at a.' frequency of 3 GHz. The value of

^R(o)^ for this case is:

(R(o)^ = 0.80

This value of ^R(o )+ at S-band shows good agreement with

that predicted 'from 5-194 L-band Radiometer measurement since

a slight decrease is expected as the frequency increases.

The S-193 Radiometer data for 8 ^ 0.9° varies from

125.31 to 127.96°K fc^r GMT from 18:2:24.155 to 18':4x24.104. 	 ^^

faking.. T s _ 10°k and T g _ 29,7°K, L 2	 0.98, TATM - 4,8°K
for ll.S. Standard Atmosphere ^R(o)^ _ 0..777 for T^ _.127°K.

i	 Tt is interesting to compare this with the value of ^R{o)`

^	 calculated from e = 55 (l + j 0.55) quoted inreference.4

for sea surface at X-band. For this e, 	 ^ R ^ _ 0.78..

^	 This ^R{o)^ is slightly higher than.. that calculated

at .'^3.9 GI-iz. This is in accord t th the dependence of E

on frequency.

No-dielectric constant measurements of water with salt 	 '

concentratit^ns have been quoted in literature at 13.9 Grin.

Par.^^ (reference 35)- . has compiled a table of aqueous sodium

'^	 chloride'-dielectric constants measured by various. investaga-

tors. I^t 10 G}Iz the value of the dielectric constant (ref-

crencc 36) for aqueous: sodium chloride at 21°C is:

a = b5(1 + j 0.44)'

5'25

^s
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and for 23.7 GHz at 20°C (reference 37)

e	 42.97 (1 + j 0.74)

A linear interpolation between these frequencies yields a

value of

E _ 59 (1 + j- 0.66)	 `;

for the dielectric constant of aqueous sodium chloride at

20.5°C for a frequency of 13.'9 GHz.... The reflection coeff-

cient using this value of the diele'ctr`ic constant. is:

( R ( o ) ^ _ 0.779

which is reasonably close to the . predicted. value of 0.777 using

5-193 Radiometer data.

The following conc?usonscan be drawn by analyzing the .:

S-194 and S-193 Radiometer data:

• The value of the reflectivity ^R(o)^ predicted . using

L-band S-194 Radiometer data shows a reasonably good

agreement with those calculated at a_slghtly higher 	 ':

frequency (3 GHz) (considering', of course, the fre-

quency dependence).

s The value of ^R(o)) calculated . using S-193 Radiometer

data is reasonably in agreement with values calculated

near. this frequency.	
.

	

• ^R(o)^ shows proper frequency dependence behavior 	 -

'	 from S-193 and S-194 Radiometer data.

The S-194 Radiometer data shows that the dielectric

properties of the Gulf of Mexico were homogeneous.

The 5-193 Radiometer also shows homogeneity. The

';	 interpretation (taking into account the frequency

dependence of the dielectric properties) of 5-194

5 — 2 6	
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and-S-193 Kadiometer data was necessary. The L-band

frec{uencies are sensitive. to salinity changes (ref-

erence 38) compared with •the Ku-band frec{uencies which

are sensitive: to the sea state (reference 39). Hence,..

it was deemed proper to analyze data at bot^^i freQuen-

cues to arrive at the stated conclusion of reflectivity

homogeneity of the Gulf of Mexico for the data examined.

5.2.2 EREP Pass 8,.Gulf of Mexico

The ITNC mode was exercised on June 11, 1973, to gathea^

radiometer and scatterameter data over the Gulf of Mexico.
^-

The location o£ t}ie FOV fcr the 5-193 scattcrometer vertical-

transmit, ^Tertical-receive data is shown in figuxe 5-9 for

GMT 15:21x6.286 to 15:22:50.991. The wind measurements were ,.
takenwth the LTN 51 airborne sensor by NQAA. Tho aircraft ^:	 .

was .flown at 200 :feet altitude and corrections made to cal-
-^

culate winds at a I-icght of. 20 meters. The scattexometer

data corrosponding to the .three locations shown in figure	 ,f

5-9 is given in figures 5-10, 5-1.1, and 5-12. The oo

versus:.6 figures indicate that the general appearanceaf

dependence is as expected from theoretical and previous 	 ^;

.experimental data considerations, The'polarizaton dependence

is also normal.

The homogen ity of the dielectric properties (or reflec-

tivty) can be examined by reviewing the S-194 and ^-193

Radiometer data. pvr GMT 15 ; 21 ; 9.93 _to' 15:22 ; 59.07 the min-

imum ra^ii >>^^etric antenna temperature fbr 5-194 is 90.3°K with

a .maximum o^ 92.1°K. This small range:.. of va^.ues shows that

no signifi::ant nonhomogeneities were preseh	 The average

temperature was approximately 91°K. Using ec{uation (27)

5-27	 ^.
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and table S-V, the value of re:klectivity ia^lt(o)^) 	 ^,s q.^tir^.

This is in agreement `with the values given in section 5.2.1.

.The S-193 :Radiometer temperature for 0° incidence shows a

variance of approximately 2°K with an average value of

approximately 125°K. The reflectivity computed from equa-

tion (27) is ^R(o)^ _ 0.768. This is in excellent agreement

with. EREP pass 5 data..

The wind measurements reported by the U.S. Weather..

Bureau at NASA/JSC (see table S-V) are quite in agreement

with NOAA detailed measurements (see table S-VI) taken almost

simultaneously (+1 hour). The noteworthy aspect of the wind

fields for. this pass is than these are very close to^the

winds present at the time of EREP pass 5 oven the Gulf of

Mexico. This will permit comparisons of this data and pro-

vide insight into the p.recision/accuracy performance of the.

S-193 Scatterometer. The ocean wind variations for the data

shown in figures 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 are also small (approx-

imately S knits standard deviation). The homogeneity of the

ocean wind field is very much like that of EREP pass 5.

The preceding paragraph leads to the conclusion that

the dielectric constant of the ocean. surface is very nearly

the same as for EREP pass.5 over the Gulf of Mexico. Fur-

thermore, a fairly high degree of homogeneity was . shown. for

the ocean surface for the EREP pass 8,-

5.2.3 EREP Passes 11 and 20 Gulf of Mexico

f

	

	
Data from passes 11 (SL-2) and 20 (SL-3) offers an

opportunity to study the performance of the scatterometer

in'intrack contiguous (ITC) .mode... Dur,,ng, pass 11 the data

f	
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TABLE 5-VI. -.00EAN SURFACE WINDSPEEDS FOR. EREP PASS 8

(a) Data .Set: I, Pass 8

Date
T^

Latitude Longi ude
Wzndspeed
measured at
A/C .altitude

Wind at
20-meters..

73	 06 11 15:.48:10.8 24.395 87.0-01 14

15:45:48.8 24.412 87.023 14

15:49:22.8 24.428 87.045 12

15:49:58.8. 24.45 87.061. 12

15:50:36.6 24.467 87.083 11

15:51:48.6 24.505 87.127 12

15: 5Z: 24.6 24.521 87.144 14

15:53:00.6 24.543. 87.122 14

15:53:.36.6 24.56 87.187 13

15:55:24.6 24.62 87.248 27

15:.57:12.7 24.703 87.347 15

15:57:48.7 24.73 87.38 14

15:58:24.7 24.763 87.413 12

15:59:00.7 24.796 87.446_ 14

15:59:36.7 24.829 8':7.474 12

16:00:50.5 24.895 87.55 ^	 12

16:01:26.5 24.922 87.578 ^	 9

16:`02:02.5 24.961 87.610 ^	 11

16:02:38.5 24.988 87.649 ^	 11

16:03:14.5 .25.021 8.7..676 10

16:03:50.5 25.054, 87.209 10

76x04:26.5 25.087 87.742 10

16x05:02.5 25.1.29 87.775 9

16:05:38.5 25,158 87.$08 8

16:08:14.5 25.186 89.8.41 8

1b: 06: 50,5 25.219 87.869 10

16:0:28,3 25.252 87.907 8-

16:08:04.3 25.280 87.940 7

16:08:40.3 25..312 87.968 9

16:11:06.1 25.444 88.099 7

;'
^'

^'	 :^

Y
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TABLE 5-VI. —OCEAN SURFACE WINDSPEEDS FOR EREF

(a) Data Set: I, Pass 8

Date T^ Latitude. Longitude
Windspeed

measured at
' A/C altitude

Wind at
20 meters

73	 06 11 16:12:19.9 25.510 88.165 ^	 8

16:12:55.9 25..543 88..198. 4

16:13:31.9 25.571 88.2.31 ^	 .6

16:14:07.9 2.5.604 88.264 6

16:15:19.9 25.664 88.330 7

15:15:55.9 25..697 88.363 7

16:.16:31.9 .2.5..730. 88.391. 7

16;17:43.9 25.796 88.456 7

16:18:99.9 25.829 88..484 11

16c19:31.9 25.895 88.550 6

Average 11.9 10.71

_	 __ _.
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TABLE 5-VI. -OCEAN SURFACE WINDSPEEDS FOR EREP PASS 8 (Con^:inued)
A

(b) Data Set: II, Pass 8

Windspeed
Date Tie Latitude Longitude measured at Wind at

^ A/G altitude 20 meters

73 06 11 15:22:55.2 24.005 86.660 12

15:23:31.2 .24.027 86.682 16

15:24:07.2 24.044 86.699 14

15:24:43.2 24.-066 .86.721 _14

15:25: 21.^U 24.088 86.'737 15

15:25:57.0: 24.104 86..759 14

15:26:33 24.126- 86.776 16

15:27:09.0 24.148 86.797 12

15:27;45 21.164 86.797 12

15:29:33 24..170 8:6.726 11

73	 06	 11 15:30:09.0 .24.164 86.704 13

15:30:45.0 24.153 86.652 9

15:53:09.0 24.126 .86,583 10

15:53:45.0.. 24.115 86.5.61 11

15:34:21.0 24.109 86.539 11	 '

15:34:57.0 24.088 8b.539 13

15:35.:33.0 24.082. 86.517 13

1.5:36:09 24.104 86...528 16

15:.36:45 24.109 86.556 15

15:37:21 24.115 86.583 • 17

15:37:57 24.126 86.611 15

15:38:33 24.131. 86.638 16

15:39:09 2.4.142 86.666 15

15:39:45. 24153 86.693 15

15:40:21 24.159 86.721 15

15:40;57 24.170 86.748 14

15:4I:33
c

24.186 86.770 14

L5:42':09 24.203 86.792 17

15:42:45 24.225 86.814 14

15:.43;.21 24.241 86.536 13

^	 Average 13.7 12.33

s
,,
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TABLE S-VI. —OCEAN SURFACE WINDSPEEDS FOR EREP PASS 8 (Concluded).

(c) Data Set:	 III, Pass.B

Date Tune
^

Latitude Longitude
Windspeed

measured at
A/C altitude

Wind at
20 meters

73 06 11 14:23:23...8 23.5- $4.633 19

14:23:59.8 23.494. 84.694 20

14:24:35.8 23..4$3 84.749 13

14:25:11..8 23.478 84..809 18

14:25:49.6 23.472 84.864 14

14:26:25.6 23.461 84.919 10

14.:27:.03.4 23.456 84.974 10

14:28:51.4 23.439 85.128 19

1.4:38:27.4 2.3.286 85,853 21

14:39:39.4 23.264 85.946 11

14:40:51.5 23..242 86.034 11

14:44:27.5. 23.192 86.287 16

14:46:15.5 23.181 86.424 10

14:48:03.5 .2'3.187 86.x45 13

Average 15 13.5



was collected in VV and t}len in VI-1 ^^o:^r^rizttt:iui^ ^oocfe, wl^ilc^

VV polarization was exercised during pass 20. Thy ground

track and locations where data was taken for the pitch angles

of approximately 3'9.5° and 42° are shown in figure 5-13. ;;
A

4

The ocean surface conditions at the time of pass 11 are

summarized in table 5-V. Aircraft data with 13.3 GHz Scat..--

terometer was also acquired during this pass. The data from 	 ^ •,,
pass 11 is shown in figure 5-14.' The polarization and angle

dependence. of the backscattering cross sections are predic-

•	 table from mathematical models. Detailed correlations with

ground. and aircraft data will be presented in section 6.

The ocean parameters for Skylab-3 data-takes over: the

- Gulf of Mexico were. compiled by .T. Carney (LEC/ASD) and are

given in able 5-VII. This data was collected by the U.S.

.Weather Bureau. The .winds did not exceed 18 knots in the

area for which the data will - be analyzed in .this repoft. .,
.Typical data is shown in figure 5-14. It should be noted

here that in the ITC mode the data is taken over a large

area- .for a plot of a o versus 6. This makes it possible	 ^

to have relative changes in oo from angle-to-angle due

to _entirely different.. ground locations. Fortunately, for

passes 11 and 20, the variations in ocean surface wind 	 ^ '

velocity were insignificant. Thin is also reflected in the

plots of figure 5-14 since the dependence on A is as {
expected from a homogeneous rough target. ;.

One. unique aspect of the data for passes lI and 20 is

the land/water interface . caused by Yucatan Peninsula (figure
5-13). At GMT 14:40°0.08 of pass 11 the. FOV was closest to

the -land/water interface. If one assigns 6oVH of -34.8 dB
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Site
number Site name

Skylab
pass

rnm^ber
Cloud
cover Visibility

Pressure
(MB)

Temperature°(F)
Dew

Point _ 
Winds

Significant
wave height

(feet)

Water
temperature

(°F)

750598 Gulf of hfexco 13** Overcast* N/A 1,019 81 75 8 ]oiots 2 86
(precpi- from 130°
tation)

750598 Gulf of Mexico 16** 3/10 N/A' 1,018 87 74 10 knots. Z 85
from: 90°

750598 Gulf of Dtexico 20** 5/10 N/A 1,016 82 76 12 knots 4 87
from 130°

746508 Tennessee/ 7 Clear -- — — Below 18 — —
Indiana/ ]mots
North Carolina

Sotityi Atlant lC ^** Le55 than -- — — Below 18 — —
.4/10 knots

750233 .Great Sal*_ 12 Scattered 35 miles 1,014 83 47 d knots --- —
Lake Desert: at 11,000 from 110°

feet

k

.^

^;
,:
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Figure 5-14. - Backscattering cross section as a function a.f,-8
for EREP pass L1.
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to water at 47° incidence angle (see figure 5-13) and -15.92

dB to the land surface as measured by S-193 Scatterometer, it

is interesting to calculate the va^txe of 
ooVH 

at GMT

14:49:0.08.. Taking the value of awater-illuminated area of

x '

	

	 60 percent v^ith land the remaining 40 percent of the resolu-

tion cell, the predicted value of 
ooVl 

is -19.8 dB. The

measured value of 
ooVH 

at GMT 14:49:0.08 was -21.7 dB.

For pass 20, the closest point. to the land/water interface

was at GMT 14:51:0.089. The ocean and land 
ooVV^s 

for

A ^ 47° were taken, respectively, as -19.09 and -9.79 dB.

as measured by S-1• :93 Scatteromet er. Assuming one-half beam

was illuminating the ocean surface (figure 5-13), the calcu-

lated value of 
6oVV 

is -12.32 dB. The measured value for

ooVV Pass 20, GMT 14:51:0.08 is -.13.96 dB.

The reasonable agreement between the calculated and

measured values of backscattering cross sections at the

land/water boundary leads to two conclusions:

• The rOV computation is reasonably accurate as speci-

fied in TR .,L4 .(reference 40) .

^ The response of S-193 Scatterometer to wand/water

•	 interfaces is reasonably .accurate.

ror the analysis of precision/accuracy, .the a o 's over

the ocean will be used from these two passes.

ror pass 11 from GMT 14:48:7 to 14:49:41, the 5-194 Radio-

met.+^c a..,enna temperatures .range from 89.1 to 91.9°K., 'The

average value is 90.6°K. The reflectivity is fairly constant

a

f	
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with, an average of	 ^R(o)^	 = 0.835.	 The S-193 Radiometric

antenna temperatures also show homogeneity of the surface

dielectric properties.	 Skylab pass 20-shows a minimum of

90.4°K and a maximum of 92.3°K for the r S-194 measured radio-

metric antenna temperature 	 (GMT 14:49:.58 to 14:51:4 . 2)-.	 The r

S-193 Radiometer-acquired data also confirms the uniformity

of the surface reflectivity. 	 '^

5,2.4	 Other Qo Data Over the Gulf o.'f Mexico and Atlantic

5.2.4.1	 EREP pass 13, Gulf of Mexico.	 A CTC`radiometer/

scatterometer (pitch and roll offsets equal to zero) mode was

exercised during EREP pass 13. 	 Figure 5-15 shows the field-
I	 ..
j	 of-view plot for a data segment. 	 The.. data to be considered

^	 in analyzing precision/accuracy will be HH data. from GMT

+	 1.7:27:01 to	 17:29:00 and VV data from.. GMT 17; 25:3^i.84 to

17:26:21.3.	 During these times, negligible precipitation

was present.	 The overcast precipitation. (table S-VII) was

primarily centered over field-of-view (FOV) around GMT 17:25:00..

^	 The data is far low wihdspeeds 	 (below 10 knots).	 The theore-

tical models. are most appropriate for comparisons since tan-

gent plane approximations are valid in this casU. 	 The mean

radiometric temperature: over aZZ angles of incidence for S-193-
_	

^^
^^

is 133.8°K.with a standard deviation of 2.4°K 	 (GMT 17.:27:00
a,

to 17:29:OQ).	 This is encouraging,	 since it verifies the	 -

uniformity of surface wind field as well as the homogeneity
,a

of surface reflectivity.

S 2 4 2	 ^R P	 6	 G if	 f M	 T	 d.	 . F, E pass 1 , u	 o	 exico.	 wo mo es were

exercised during pass 16 over the Gulf . of Mexico. The ntrack

noncontiguous (TTNC) radometer/scatterometer, VV mode was

exercised from GMT 16:04:50 to 16:07:21. Part of this data 	 v
r	

'^
;1

^aa
`3

f
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Figure 5-15. - S-193 Radiometer/Scatterometer ff
field-of-view, pass 13. ,.
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.was taken ever 'land. This part was^excluaed from the ..analysis

of backscatter precision / accuracy. The average ocean surface

winds. were approximately 10 knots. The second mode exercised

was the CTNC left radiometer/scatterometer. Qnly HH polari- 	 ^ ^`

zation data .was gathered. Figure 5:-16 ,. shows the FOV of the
.	 3

sensor. The data averaging was performed on only the ocean-

data; data gathered over land, ( last scan) was not considered.

The-homogeneity of the surface properties was. once again

checked (as in section 5.2.4.1).. Similar .results were.
r

obtained for the surface reflectivity..
r

5.2-.4.3 EREP pass 7, Atlantic.- The CTC scatterometer-

only..mode was exercised over South Atlantic from GMT T4:443.6

to 14c44:24.188. The ocean .surface winds were below 18 knots

{exact velocity. not known). The pitch offset..was-29.4°. The 	 ^ ,°

angle of incidence varied from 33.1.1 to 35.46°. This aspect

of the data is .very important,. since the variability in the

data caused by e variation is almost minimum for this mode

with' the pitch offset. Since ,no significant' atmospheric
effects _predominated (cloud cover less than 4O percent), the

^rariance of this data was studied. as a possible measure of

'i	 the. precision. The variation in angle of incidence {2.35°)

and polarzaton.mxing (see appendix B) were taken into

account-in the data interpretation. The location 'of the data 	 '.

-was around latitude-13.9° and longitude -39.0°.	 ;'

S,3 LAND Q DATAo

The-Sensor Performance Evaluation sites were chosen-on

the basis of homogeneity in roughness and surface dielectric

properties. Great Salt Lake Desert (GSLD) and uniform crop
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or forest areas were considered prime sites. In this section

a .discussion of the data will be presented. The detailed com-
parisons with theory and other experimental data will be given..

in section 6.0.

5.3.1 Great Salt Lake Desert SCatterometer Data

:	 ,
r

5.3.1,1 EREP pass 5. During;EREP.pass 5, a CTC zero-

ptch,.`zero -roll offset mode was 'exercised over .the GSLD site.

Scatterometer data corresponding to horizontal-transmit, hori-

zontal-receive (HH) and radiometer H-polarization was acquired.

The coverage for six selected. scans (not successive) is
shown in figure- 5-17. The finite period of measurement

ex ends the ground coverage. This extension is shown for

	

the scatterometer by the dashed area. The center of .main	 '
beam intersection with the ground is .shown as "S" for scat-

terometer and ''R" for the radiometer. There. is approximately
40 percent overlap between the scatterometer- and radiometer-

sensed.. area. at a particular pitch angle. In general, the'

t	 1 t''	 11	 th	 d 's 11' ti iinstan aneous reso u ion ce 	 on a groan i e ip c n

shape, 'but for the CTC mode with zero-degree pitch., zero-

degree roll offsets, the differences between circles and	 x
actual shapes .are . .negligible. Because of this, the instan-

taneous scatterometer FOV has been shown. as a circle in fig- 	 E
are 5-17. The numbers associated, with the cerltex point -of
selected cells 'show `the GMT data acquisition time ;in seconds. 	 " E

•	 The FOV for .the L-band radiometer operating at a wave-

length of 2T cm is a1 o shown in figure 5-17. The.. radiometer
energy recei ed by the antenna is sampled at a rate of three 	 .

per second. At the nominal altitude of 440 km°the antenna
k .
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receives energy from approximately a 60-mile radius circle

on the ground. There is a. 97 percent overlap between two

successive measurements.

The, oo 
data. for several. scans is shown in figures 5-18

and 5-19. From this data and. photographs, it is obvious that

the GSLD area shown in figure 5-17 is knot homogeneous in sur-

face roughness and dielectric properties. Ground data was

also gathered. over . Great Salt Lake. It was a warm day .with

no overcast (table 5-V). To select a uniform area, the

aircraft-acquired data and Skylab S-193 and S-194 Radiometer

data were reviewed.. The 13.3 GHz scatterometer data showed

wood uniformity over the flight line shown in figure 5-17

except over the. Wildcat Mountan_(see the figure 5-17 area

marked R-6406B). This aircraft. and spacecraft data will be

compared in section 6. The laser profiler data shows most

areas are smooth over :the flight :line . .. A typical.. smooth
14

surface data is shown in figure 5-20. Powerspectralden-

shies. and the autocorrelation function of the surface were 	 '-'

also computed from the laser data. The .results from two

time segments are shown in figures 5-21 and 5-22. The laser

datashoweddata corresponding to two .scans from GMT

17:57:45.875 to 17:57:47.611 gathered over the smoothest

area. _Furthermore, in this area; the Kirchhoff'approxmation

could be used, and the correlation distance (.^) would be	 ^`

approxma ely 8 meter and rmsheight (h) of 1 meter. The

values of h and ^ are typical and are suggested. by the

data shown. in figures ,5-20, 3-21, and 5-22. Accurate. values

of h and :^ for the entire flight. line have not been deter-

mined. .. Even i£ these were determined, `they would not. neces-

'sorrily be completely representative of the area covered by

5-193 Scatterometer for the 'scans from GMT 17:57:45.875 to

17:57:47.611.
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The 5-193 Radiometer data was 'plo^tted on the FOV scan

plot (figure 5-23). Radiometer antenna temperatures were

coded for five ranges. This representation showed unexpec-

tedly low temperature ranges for the shaded areas shown in

.the figure. This was indicative of surface and subsurface

moisture. S-194 Radiometer - sensed antenna temperature also

dipped in this . area (figure 5-24). It should be emphasized

here that the footprint of S-194 is Quite large,.. and the dip

near GMT 17 : 57:47 does not necessarily mean that L-band - sensed

radiometric temperature + is higFier than that measured at the

KU-band.. Most significantly, both data in figure 5-24 show

presence of moisture within the same ground area. : Aircraft.-

acquired MFMR X-band data also showed similar results. The

surface nonhomogeneity in dielectric properties presented a

serious limitation. Only the data from GMT 17 : 57:45.875 to

•

	

	 17:57:49 . 73 was selected for the comparisons needed to esti-

mate accuracy.

The data from the first scan, ,GMT 17:57:33,14 to

17:57:34.88, and the last 'scan (figure 5-17), GMT 17:58:0.702

'

	

	 to 17:58:2.443 when compared with the remaining data (figures

5-18 and 5-19), shows. that the area within these two scans.

gives a nearly specular return.
I

5.3.1.2 EREP pass 12. A CTC:radiometer/scatterometer

VV mode with pitch offset of 29.4° was ..exercised during pass_

12. In this mode the 8 variation was only approximately

2.5° (8 varies from 31.8 to 34.3). Because of this, the

variance in 60 .was considerably reduced. Figure 5-25 shows_

'^

	

	 the S = 193 Radiometric antenna temperature distribution .over

the sensed` area, Once again, the presence of moisture in

!;	 the shaded area was indicated.
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Figure S-Z3. — pOV and 5-193 Radiometer antenna temperature
distribution over GSLD (pass 5).
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For the axea where no moisture was indicated .(after the

fifth scan) , the maximum and minimum . Qo were -10.78 and

-7.22, respectively, This was indicative of some degxee of

uniformity. Since the. .Kirchhoff approximation is not-appro-

priate for angles of incidence greater than approximately

25° (.unless small structure is absent)`, no adequate compari-

sons could be made between theoretical models and this data.

Furthermore,. this data could nct be compared with pass 5 data

because of different incidence angles and polarization.

5.3.2 -Other Land Sites

Three land sites cowered during Skylab missions 2 and 3

indicated a fairly high degree of;homogeneity. These were

(1) EREF pass 7, Tennessee/Indiana area; (2) the EREP pass

13 Colorado/Kansas Area around latitude 37.4° and longitude

-102 ..35°; and (3) the area in the vicinity of latitude 37°
a

and longitude -97°, EREP pass 15 in Kansas. Although :no

attempt will. be made to model these sites for accuracy deter-

urination, some insight into the precision can be gained from

this' data.
.,

-;
5.3.2.1. Tennessee/Indiana, EREP-pass 7. An ITC, HH-

polarization mode was operated in the vicinity of 37° latitude

and -85°,longitude. The radiometer `data indicated. homogeneity
}

of the surface. The scatterometer 
QOHH 

data was highly con-	 .
^>

sistent. The area had no cloud `cover.

5.3.2.2 Colorado/Kansas, EREP pass 13. A CTC Radiom-

etcr/Scatterometer mode was exercised with pitch-offset of

15.6° and roll-offset of 0°.

^.
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The S-193 Radiometer H-polarization antenna temperature

averaged approximately 272° . with-a standard deviation of,

approximately 11° for data from GMT 17:19:50 to 17:20:4.0.

This is expected.,. since the site consisted of dry grass lands,

sand, and wheat fields and wasrelatively smooth. `^'

The scatterometer backscatter (6oHH) has an average. value

of -5.95 dB and the standard deviation range is 	 -8.24 to. from

-4..46-.dB.	 Zt should be notedthat at 	 6 = 17°	 scatterometer

backscatter is relatively less sensitive to the surface rough- ^`

ness than. at other. angles.	 The averages and standard devia- }

tion for radiometer. and scatterometer data were taken over ^,

2 .60 data samples.

5. 3. Z.3	 Kansas, EREP pass 15.	 A CTC R/S, HH=polari-

zation mode with roll-offset 0° and pitch-offset 29,4° was

exercised in the southeastern corner. of Kansas. 	 This area
a

is mostly smooth with a fairly small area covered by surface

water.	 Other than being used as pasture, parts of the area

'	 are used to grow wheat and milo.	 The S-193 Radiometer meas-

ured average .antenna temperature from GMT-16:37:39 to

16:38:20 of 280°K with a standarddeviation of 5.7°K. 	 The

r	
6oHH	

had a total .variation from a minimum of -12.35 dB to a

maximum of -7.11 dB.	 The average value of	 6oHH	 is -9.99

and the standard deviation range is from -10.17 to -8.24 dB.
^,

m

a
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6.0 PRECISION/ACCURACY ESTIMATES

The parameters whVhinfluence the backscattering cross

sections. belong to one or more of the following categories:

^'	 sensor, intervening. medium,. and the .ground scene. Consid-

crable effort was expended to select: data-overuniform

scenes with minimum atmosphericattenuation (clear skies or 	 #

less than 50 percent. cloud cover with no rain). This made

it possible to study the variation of 6o caused predom-

nantely by the S-193 Scatterometer system. Obviously it is

very difficult, if not impossible, to find a completely

uniform site (including the intervening medium)..and, there-

fore, the values of precision/accuracy are the worst _case

estimates (or pessimistic upper bounds`) ,

6.1 PRECISION ESTIMATES

Precision is iven in terms of one standard deviationg

computed ;from data .for a^given mode and polarization'

(assuming a homogeneous ground scene, including intervening

medium). The precision estimates are given in table 6-I.

From the oo (dB) data the mean value was .computed by con-

`. verting the. dB values into numbers,. averaging, and finally

converting back to dB values.. For the standard deviation,

cs o 's (not in dB) were used in the following formula.

- n E l60 2 - CE6o 2
-'	 P (standard.: deviation) - n _n-

^.
where n is number of data values used.. The standard devi-

a
ation -range was computed from [mean cs o ± p] in dB. The

__ aa

f	
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..precision was expressed as the larger of the two values of

{ [mean cs o ± p] dB minus [mean a o ] dB} . The range of the

value of o o measurements is also given in table 6-I.

Ln the interpretation of the. results . given in this table,

the following remarks showld be kept in view:

• For the EREP passes 5, 8, and 11 over the Gulf of

Mexico, ..only 17° angYe of . incidence . data was used.

Out of the five angles at which data was collected,

the 17° angle 'shows th^^ least variation with ocean 	 ^ r

.surface winds/sea state. .This has been established

theoretically and experimentally. The dependence	 '

of cso on polarization is a5 expected.

• For the CTC, pitch offset = 29.4°, roll offset = 0°,

mode. there axe variations due to two factors which

contribute to the data. variance.. First ., the angle

of incidence varies by about 2.4° within ascan..

At an_angle of .incidence` of 33° this could cause a	 '

variation up to 2 dB for ocean winds . up to 15 knots

(Pass 7, GMT 14:. 44:3.6 to 14:44:24.188) (refer-

ences 7, 41, and 42). Second, the antenna motion is

..such ; .that the polarization estates for the received `^

anal transmitted signals. are not hoxzontal or

vertical but in between.. This effect, however, is

small for this mode since the maximumangle of cross-

track motion is 11°, and the b:ackscatterngcross	 ,,

sections .for W and HH polarizations are approximately

the same for moderate ocean windspeeds. Despite 	 _

these variations because of angle of incidence .and

polarization, the ao data shows small variation

(table 6-I, EREP passes 7 and 15). This is indeed

-;
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TABLE 6-I. -PRECISION ESTIMATES FOR SKYLAB 2 AND 3 SCATTEROMETER

ao DATA

w

oo S °o

s/daYoERfEP^ Mode/polar-
Avera a
anglesgof

Ahmber Mean deviation	 a
(dB) ^^

Variation Precision

Y	 (m'I)
^. Area

ization
of Qo (dB) better than

From To
^^

Maxims
incidence degrees samples (dB) (dB)

5/156 8:02:34 18:07:10 Gulf of ^^, 17.0 15 0.98 0.67 1.27 0.47 1.58 0..31
Mexico

I1NC/fIi 17.0 15 1.36 1.12 1.59 0.85 1.76 0.27

TINC/VH 17.0 15 -14..9 -15.37 -14.47 -15.64 -14.43 0.47

7/161 14:44:36 14:44: South CTC/VV Fran
24.188 Atlantic (R_0 ^ 33.11. 117 -14.39 -15.29 -13.65 -16.41 -12.75 -0.90

P=29.4). to
35.46

C1^/Hi From

(R=O,
33.11

P=29.4) to 116 -15.42 -16.22 -14.74 -17.47 -14.4 0.80
35.46

14:26: 14:.27: Tei>nessee ITC/Fii 46.7 17 -6.18 -6.9 -5..56 -7.17 -4.93 •0.72
2.827 6.821 Indiana

^^Carolina 43.7 17 -7.7 -8.6 '-6.93 -9.38 -6.5 -0.90

32.0 17 -6.36 -7.11 -5.72 -7.7 -5.35 0.75

16.75 17 -6.50 * -5.02 -7.3 -4.72 1.48

2.6 16 1.57 * 4.69 -2.5 8.6 3.12

8/162	 ..15:20 :45 15:.23:50	 Gulf of TIIJC/VV 17.7 13 -0.36 -L86 0.74 -3.11 1.34 1.5
Mexico

ITNC/Hi 17.8 13 -0.04 -1.47 1.03 -2.96 1.43 1.43

I1NC/VH 17:.7 13 -15.44 -16.78 -14.42 -18.5 -13.94 1.34^

!1/165 14:47.:42.14:48:27 'Gulf of TTC/W 16.9 12 -0.07 * 1.94 -2.56 2.7 2.0
Mexico

'14:48: . 30 14:.49:27 ^ Gulf of ITC/VH 17.0 15 -14.02 -14..34 -13.73 -14.6. -13.58 0.32
:Mexico

'The standard deviation is large and therefore [mean ao - p] is either negative or yields a value which is even smaller than the minimian
o in .the. data set.
0
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PRECISION ESTIMATES FOR SKYLAB 2 AND 3 SCATTEROMETER (Continued)
Qo DATA	

^^

v	 o

s/dap^	 Y
of Year (DOY)

^ Area
Mode/polar-

ization

Average
angles of

incidence degrees

Nuober
of

sauQles

Mean
oo

(^)

0
deviation range

(dB)

0
Variation

dB
Precision
tter than

(^)Fr® Ta Minimm Maxiam ins i^

13/216 17c25: 17:26: Gytlf of Cl'C/V^' Miinis
36.84 21.3 Mexico

(p=0°^
R=0')

roll
11.0 21 5.6 2.92 7.25 0.65 7.77 2.68

21 8.41 7.79 8.95 5.39 9.88 0.629.26

7.53 21 11..1. 10.44 11.66 9.15 11.96 0.66

5.77 21 12.80 12.32. 13.23 11.78 13.56 0.48

4.01 21 14.17 13.52 14.73 13.3 15.11 0.65

2.29 21 14.98 14,33 15.59 13.97 15.93 0.65

Plan
roll

1.2 21 35.19 14.64 15.67 14.b2 16.29 0.55

2.14 21 14.62 14..26 14.95 14.03 15.38 .0.36

3.79 21 13.44 13.08. .13..77 12.82 14.07 0.36

5.53 21 12.07 11.64 12.46 10.85 12.56 0.43

7.27 21 10.37 10..14 10..59 9.98 10.73 0.23

9.02 21 8.38 8.22 8.54 8.08 8.65 0.16

13/216 17:19::50 17:20:46 Colorado CTC/fH
Kansas 015.6° 17.3 264 -5.95 -8.24 -4.46 -9.53 -2.05 1.49

R=0°)

15/217. 16::37:39 16::38:20 IC^sas C'DC/tH From

(P=29.4°,
1^0°)

32.69
to

34.07.
223 -9.1 -10.17 -8.24 -12.35 -7.11 .1.07

16/220 16:61 16:7: (elf of ITNC/R/S 49.59 14 -22.22 -23.56 -22.0 -24.8 -21.G 1.34
24:006 21:179 Mexico VV

43.0 16 -20.1: -21.42 -19.07 -21.65 -18.95 2..41

"31.41 16 -14.0 -14.46'-13,61 -14.65 -13.4 0.46

16.44 16 1.5 1.33 1.73 1.15 1.87 .0.23

0.85. 12 13.8 13.54 14.06 13.26 14.13 0.26



EREP pass/day,
of eary	 (DOY) GMT Area

Mode/polar-
ization

Average
angles of

incidence degrees

Nimiber
of

samples

Mean
o

(dB)

ao	 tan	 r

deviation range
(dB)

ao

Variation
(dB)

Precision.
better than

(dB)From To 'nimum Maximum Minimum

16/220. 16:07:39 16:09: I6 Gulf of
Mexico

C1NC
LjR/S)
HH

49 20 -29.74. -31.15 -28.68 -32,7 ^-28.45 1.41

41.4 24 -23..36 -26..09' -21.74 -.28.75-19.97 2..73

30..4 20 , -1T.47 -19.66 -16.02 -21.91 -15.23 2.19

15.94 20 0.87 0.4 1.3 0.08 1.53 0..43

0.28 16 13.96. 13.66 14.24 i	 13.63 14.:59 0.3

a	 n	

_	
i	

J

TABLE b-I. —PRECISION ESTIMATES FOR SKYLAB 2 A2vD 3 SCATTEROMETER (Concluded)

ao DATA

^;'

-	 -

K-----
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encouraging. All the comments made thus far also

apply to EREP pass 13, GMT 17:19:50 to 17:20:46 when

a CTC, pitch offset.= .15.6°, roll offset = 0° was

exercised.

• .For the ocean ao data, the windspeeds remained

fairly constant within the are^.s viewed by the antenna

during the times used in table^6-I. .However, no

...accurate. measurements of wind direction. were avail-

able. ao is a function of the wind direction.

Figure 6-1 shows, data taken with 13.9 .radiometer/

scatterometer aircraft system. This data was col.-

lected by NASA/Langley Research Center. Though the

variations in wind direction during Skylab passes

over the ocean were relatively small, it is c ear

that up to 1 dB variation in ao could have resulted..

from wind direction alone.

• The data used in computing the precision estimates

in table 6-L was carefully correlated with the

ground scene. There were several land/water b pund-

aries causing sudden changes in Q o data. In these.

instances, the data was sorted according to land or

water site. A11 data within the time intervals shown 	 '

in table 6-I was used except .for pass 16,.day of she

year (DOY) 220 GMT. 16::07:39 to T6:09:16. From .this

data, two sets of four oo data values. were dropped

corresponding'to GMT 16:8:10.072 to 16:8:12.525 for 	 ^^

.the highest angle, and GMT 16:9:8'..427 to 16:9:9.137

for the lowest angle. These data were abnormally.

different from the remaining data. The lowest: angle

data was dropped because the sensor FOV was on land.

`However, no..particular reason was determined for the

behavior of the highest ang e data. 	 a
_y
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• One aspect of table 6-T warrants special explanation.

It is t^^e angle of incidence which has been used in

sorting the data. The pitch and roll gimbal angles

are used to determine the angle of incidence. The

gimbal angles did not stay constant during data

runs. In modes which included 48° command angles,

the flex harness stiffness prevented the antenna

from reaching this. angle. The, attained angle ranged

from 43 to 46°. The analysis of gimbal .angles is

given in reference 43. It appears that variations

of the pitch and roll gimbal .angles ranged up to

0.5° for SL-2 and SL-3 during a pass. The variaaiQns

for . individual .data takes analyzed in table 6-I are.

smaller. However, any variation in these angles

causes a corresponding variation in B. Thus,. in

the presence of a homogeneous scene, the oo will

show some variation since it is dependent on the

angle of incidence. This is therefore one reason

for variance of 6 o caused by the sy tem.

• The variance of the cso values given in table 6- I

is the sum of variances caused by the sensor and

the ground scene, since these two . effects are inde-

pendent. .Because. of this the precision estimates

given in this table should be considered upper

bounds. Each scatterometer ,eo is a result. of

several independent measurements (see appendix A).
^ti

Y 	 :1

Therefore, the precision of oo is expected to be

gODd.	 a

^,

The values: of the precision upper .bound from table 6-I

have been plotted in figure 6-2. Out. of 39 values only 	 r

five are greater than. or eQual to 2 dB`. For the remaining
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34 sets of :data, the precision upper bound is 1.5 dB. The

trend for these 34 data points (figure 6-2) is such. that

precision upper bound is lower for Q o greater than 0 dB

and higher for r^ o less than 0 dB. This is expected since

the signal - to-noise ratio deteriorates for Low a o . From

the data analayzed, it can be concludP^? i:hat the precision.

upper bound is 1.5 dB for S - 193 Scatterometer for a o0

range of 18 to -30 dB,.

6.2 ACCURACY ESTIMATES

The remarks. made in section 6.1 are a?so true for the

accuracy estimates . .Accuracy will be inf ^N^_°ed by two methods .

The first is the -;>. ^^parison of 5-193 cr o data with other

experimental data; the second compares theoretical values

of 6o calculated. using ground truth with S-193 data.

6..2.1 Comparison, of S-193 cr o Data with'

Other .Experimental Data

Durir.G the period of Skylab missions. 2 and 3; data was

gathered over selected sites with 13.9 GHz radiometer:/

scatterometer aircraft - borne. system:. In figures 6-3 and

6-4 the comparison ^f data for nearly the same ocean surface

winds is given. .The data was taken within 1 hour of_ the

-Skylab overpass. The data shows excellent consistency.

The two types of data (Skylab .. and. aircraft) show a dffer-

ence of approximately 2 dB. It should be noted that 13.9 GHz

radiometer / scatterometer-aircraft Mission 247 data was

gathered over an . area part of which .was under cloud cover.

and moderate shower activity. The-aircraft—scatterometer

data was processed at NASA /Langley Research Center.

f	
6-10
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Thy second .comparison was made with S-193 altmeter-

acquired 6 o data. The S-193 altimeter is a high signal-

^o-noise system (18 to 30 dB, depending on mode). It was

therefore fe'Lt that the performance of 5-193 Scatterometer

could also be verified by a comparison such as is given in

figure 6-5. Details':af'the computations for the altimeter

oo are given in reference 44. These data were not taken

simultaneously, but over nearly the same ocean windspeeds.

Only a limited number of values were available for the cro

calculated . from. S-193 altimeter data (through NASA/Wallops
r

Space Center). The S-193 Scatterometer data is close to

the altimeter 6 0 (at the most a difference of 2.8 dB).

It snot intended here. to provide..a ^num}p er for the accuracy

using figure 6-5, but rather to ver^ry general agreement

between the two kinds of data. gathered under nearly similar

ocean surface .conditions. 	 y

'^

For several years, a number of aircraft missions ha1Te	 3

been flown by NASA/JSG to study the dependence of radar

return on such parameters aslocal windspeed wind direction,

and the spectrum. of the sea. In figure 6-6, the comparison

of the data from one of these missions (13.3 GHz NASA/JSC

aixcraft mission 1:1.9) and S-193 Scatterometer is presented.

Mission 119 was conducted over the North Atlantic in 1970.

:Once again the three data sets are within Z.5 dB. The maxi.-

mum difference between the aircxaft and Skylab data is from

0_to 5° angles of incidence.

Nearly simultaneous data was obtained with 13.3 GHz 	 _

scatterometerover the Gulf of Mexico during EREP'pass 1?.. 	 y

When the two sets of data- (from aircraft 13.3 GHz sca'tterorn-	 n

eter and S-193 Scatterometer) were compared, a 15`dB constant

a
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difference was noted. It has been suggested that the l5 dB

higher 13.3 GHz data was due to new system calibration,

which waa not perhaps reflected in the data processing.

Further evaluation could not be pursued due to the lack of

time. However, it was. felt that a comparison of (o' -15 dB)0
from 13.3 . GHz with 5-193 cr o data could verify the general

dependence on the angle of incidence. The resulting compari-

son is shown in figure 6-7. The 6o dependence of S-193

data on the angle of incidence compares very well with that

of the aircraft-acquired data.

Additional data sources were not found in the literature

at or close to 13.9 GHz frequency. This is why no further

comparisons could be made.

6.2.2 . Comparison of S-193 cso Data with

Theoretical Results

In section 3.4 the applicable theories to the scattering

from ocean surfaces .were discussed. The composite suxface

model was selected here for -the. comparison with the experi-

mental data. The oo data from -three Skylab passes is

shown in figure 6-8. The average wind velocity for these

data is appro^:imately 14 knots, The total mean square slope

(S^) was calculated for waves longer than approximately.

1 foot from the following equation (reference 45):

where V is ocean surface wind velocity in ^Cnots .
'.	 k.	 ,,
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The total mean square slope (S 2 ) for all waves (high

.frequency and gravity wanes) was computed from. the following

equation (reference 45):

S2 = O.OI (0.3 + 0.264V) 	 (29)

e
The high frequency waves .(includes capillary and high

frequency gravity waves.) are sensitive to wind velocities

much more than-the low frequency gravity waves (reference 46).

The total root-mean-square slope for these high frequency

waves was computed by subtracting . the values of Sg from

S 2 . For the 14-knot wind velocity, this yielded the total

mean-square slope (Sl) of 0.0192. Wu has given the following

relationship between Si and the root mean square. height

(E) .(reference 46),

S 2 _ 0.01 (0.4 In E + 3.38)	 (30)
1

.3

I`

Equation (30) is valid up-to the ocean wind velocity

of . approximately 7 meters per second. In this report: it
will be-used up to 7.2 m/sec.	 For .the Gaussian distributed

high frequency waves., the .. correlation length. (L)	 can be .

calculated from

S2 = 4E 2 31
(	 )1	 L2
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For the 14-knot ocean surface wand, equations (l8)

through (31) yield tYae following values:

'	 S2	 =	 0.04

kE = 0.087

kL = 1.233

.For	 s =	 55 + j30	 and.	R = 0.78, the backscattering

cross sections were computed from the following equation

-0.0364 R8
^	 ^e	 = exp	 ^

oVV	 o
o	 +	 Q	 (32)

) (oVV) h 	( oVV)^^t
x

^ ^	
'^	 "

where	 Re	is the distance from S-193 antenna to the illumi- ^'

natedarea and	 Ho	the Skylab altitude. x

The first factor on the rightside gives the. atmospheric

losses for the clear atmosphere.	 (6oVV)	 is the backscatterh
from equation (11) and	 (a oVV)	 from equation (19) for

E
-large and small-scale ocean surface roughness, respectively..

.The results are shown in figure 6-8. 	 The theoretical and ;

experimental values are within 3 dB. 	 This result is quite

encouraging.	 Comparison of theoretical	 Q o	for HH polariza- x	 ,

tion combination and S-193 	 ooHH	 data showed agreement to

within 3 dB for a	 a o	range of 14 to -28<dB. ^	 `

The comparison of theoretical results and S-193 	 ^o
data is based on	 he relationship between	 Si	 .(mean: square

s^ope) and	 E	 (the root me an: square height of the high

I	 frequency waves): given by Wu (reference 46). 	 However,
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experimental verification of the dependence of E. on the
ff

ocean surface wind velocity has not been reported. The

_	 theoretical results should therefore be considered only
:^i

approximate. It is interesting ^ note that the best. com -

puter fit to the data. set I of p^.ss 5 (VV polarization) wasa	
obtained for the following roughness. parameters:

S 2 = 0.032

kF = 0.11	
x

kL = 2.25

A comparison of the. theoretical and experimental results

is given in table 6-II.	
p
^;	

`^
^^

TABLE 6-II. -COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL

6o DATA .FOR BEST COMPUTER FLT

-	
'd

8
EREP pass 5

polarization
VU (dB)

Theoretical
results	 (dB)

0.919 13.21 12.52

1T.1 1.42 0.$5

32.17 -11.9 -12.76

43.7 -16.22 -16.3

50.1; -17.65 -1.8.56

The e best computer fit-is within l dB o^ the value of

the S-193 od data. The set of roughness parameters is	 `

. also c{uite reasonable.. .From. this it would. seem that the
^:

z
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capillary and small-gravity structure has a larger correla-

tion length thin what is predicted from Wu's (reference 46)

analysis. It should be noted that the direction of wind

relative to the Skylab ground track also influences the

backscattering cross section (see figure 6-1). The effect

of wind direction .was not included in Wu's experiments and

has not been reflected in the accuracy analysis given in

this report.

The gently undulating profile of the Great Salt Lake

Desert satisfies the requirements of the tangent plane

approximation. The backscattering cross sections can

therefore be calculated from equation (11) of section-3.4.

The comparison of theoretically computed values of o o for

S 2 = 0.08, e = 3.4 + ;i0.6 and S-193 data is shown in fig-

ure 6-9. This dielectric constant is typical of sandy

surfaces (reference 47). The difference between the two

sets _of data shown in fgure_6-9 is less than 3 dB.. Also

shown on the same figure is the aircraft-acquired 13.3 GHz

data. The three sets of Q o values ale very consistent

regarding the dependence on the angle of incidence.

From the analysis and comparisons presented in this

section, it can be concluded that the accuracy of 6 o is

better than. 3 dB. Furthermore, thin estimate of accuracy

is expected to be valid for o o 's from -28 to 18 dB. The

signal-to-noise . ratio increases-for higher 6o's. This is

-why no 's up to the saturation limit _of 18 dB are included.

It is not possible to further tighten the limits of this

estimate by :theoretical: modeling, simce the. ground truth

required for such a_calculation is not available (correla-

tion distance, root. mean square slope for high frequency

3
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capillary and gravity-waves, and exact atmospheric attenu-

ation). In view of the limitations imposed on the mathe-

matical models, it is felt thaw *he accuracy of S-193 cro

data is certainly better than the upper bound of 3 dB.

6.3 COMPARISON OF S-193 SCATTEROMETER PREFLIGHT

PERFORMANCE AND PRECISION/ACCURACY

ESTIMATES

An error analysis of the scatterometer system was per-

formed by Moore (reference 48) using :measured preflight

sensor parameters. The ,following assumptions are involved

in his analysis:

• There are two basic types of errors: bias or

systematic errors, both known and unknown, and

random errors.

• Known bias errors can be calibrated out of the

`	 system: with data processing.

• Unknown bias errors, such as switch insertion loss

and short texm temperature variations, etc., are

fixed . during any one measurement. sequence. but change

randomly from one measurement sequence to the next.

• Random and unknown bias errors are independent and

will be root-.sum-..squared (rss) to provides most

probable measure of their total. effect...

• Those 'components which are not temperature-controlled

will be monitored to determine their temperature so

that the error introduced will be of the known bias

type•

6-24
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• Losses before any amplifier in a chain will be lumped

together.

• Rotary joint insertion. loss variation due to position

occurs at a. rate slower than the radiometer chopping

rate and will be rejected. For the scatterometer

calibration, it will be considered an unknown bias

error.

• Intermediate frequency bandpass filters will be

assumed to be ideal rectangular bandpass filters

and bandwidth as specified.. They will otherwise be

subject to drift and. variation in their other param-

eters such as insertion loss, bandwidth, etc.

• RF unknown bias. errors will be rss together to com-

pute a single unknown bias error.

: The following error sources have been identified by

Moore (reference 48) .

• Transmitted power error

The mean loss in the transmit path is 1.323 dB known

bias with an unknown bias error of ±0.059 dB. This

variational error is attributed to the circulator

unit whose long term drift is slow but will not be

able to be calibrated inflight and. the unknown bias

.error due to switch indexing. T.he rotary joint

error is also assumed to be cyclic in nature,: i.e.,

a bias error whose peak level is known. but .there

bc:^^^ 4; nc way to calibrate its affect except . statis-

tically by data processing. For these reasons,
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the variations in the transmit path have been rss

together and considered an unknown bias error with

random distribution.

• Calibration path loss from transmitter to circulator D

(see appendix A)

The attenuation in the path is 105.87 dB with an

unknown bias error of ±0.028 dB.

• Transmitter leakage

Leakage .from the transmitter may enter the scatterom-

eter receiver through circulator D. The total. Isola-

tion is 120 dB .minimum with an unknown bias error

of ±10 dB.

• Rotary joint leakage

The rotary joints havea maximum radiation leakage

of 95 dB below the power level transmitted through

them. Assuming the leakage to eminate from the

most undesirable spatial point and the leakage	 ,

opening to^act as an isotropic radiator, the free-

space loss at 13.9 GHz from the . rotary joint will

be 45.02 dB/foot.. The rotary joints are about

1 foot behind the dish edge . . It will be .assumed

that the dish will also. act as an isotropic antenna

in the near field behind the dish. Therefore,.the

leakage signal due to two rotary.-joints is 95 dB

+45 dB -3 dB (two joints) equal to 137 dB below the

transmitted power through the joint.

• Coupling between channels

The dual-;channel rotary j^intsleave 95 dB maximum

leakage between channels. The output of the scatte-

rometer transmitter couples directly into the

6-26
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down converter input as seen in figure A-5. Since

there are two dual-channel rotary joints, there are

two paths of leakage, i.e., -95 dB/path +3 dB/two

joints = -^Z dB leakage into the down converter.

The expected power level of the scatterometer 	 calf-	 ;^

bration signal at the output of the TDA is -105.87 dB

before TDA +30 dB TDA gain = -75.87 dB.

• Loss from circulator E to TDA input (see figure A-5)

The loss is 6.369 dB with an unknown bias error of

±0.058 dB.

• Loss/gain of down converter i.f. ampere power splitters

The gain of the i.f. amplifier is ZO dB ±0.1 dB. The

uncertainty is a "long term known bias. The power

splitters have a loss of 7.035 dB ±0.42 dB, but these

uncertainties were. known before flight.

• Scatterometer processor errors (dynamic range error)

The scatterometer processor error is 2.52 .percent and

distributed as follows:

Mixer variation.	 82.9 percent

.Gate. isolation	 15.E percent

50 MHz ampere variation 	 1.4 percent
1

Total	 100.0 percent

Component variations after the-three-range-gate

amplifier Section are reduced by the gain of the

amplifior in use since the variation only affects

the finite range of Qo computed after the cearse

selection o`f the range of 6 0 . For example, the

range of cr o will be known . to lie between +l0 to

= 10 dB, -10 to -30 dBy -30 to -50 dB exactly
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by selecting the proper range-gate amplifier. 	 The

^^	 variational error will apply only to the . resolution

of the 20 dB range chosen.

•	 Scatterometer error

The error variations discussed thus far have been•

shown. as unknown bias errors which, while constant

for a measuring sequence,-are distributed randomly.

from one sec{uence to another.. 	 The best estimate of

scatterometer accuracy is a root-sum-sc{uared estimate

of these. .errors as follows:

Receiver. signal error	 ±0.055 dB 1.2 percent

(circulator unit)

Transmitted. power error 	 ±0.059 dB 1.3 percent

Calibration path . error	 ±•0.028 dB G , .6 percent

Calibration error, 	 ±0.03	 dB 0.7 percent ^	 ^

(undesired signals)

Signal path loss error	 ±0.058 dB 1.3 percent

Processor errors 	 ±0 .11	 dB 2..52 percent

rss	 _ 3.46 percent

or ±3.46 percent of the calibration signal. 	 Besides

this unknown. bias uncertainty, one s'iould consider the -

-signal power contributed'by undesired signals in

relation to the desired signal.

f
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•	 Differ-

Desired.	 ence	 Error	 ^`

	

Undesired (dB)	 (dB)	 (dB)	 percent

Switch isolation - 120 dB	 -106	 -14	 ±3..98	 !..

Rotary joint leakage = 137 dB 	 -10.6	 -31	 ±0.07

Coupling between channels - 	 -75.-87 -16.13	 -!-2.36	 ^ ±

92 dB maximum	 ^	 •

The antenna gain. error (sc{uared) is ±12.1 percent.

Total systematic (unknown

bias) error (rss) _ (3..45 percent 2 + 3.98 percent2

+0.07 percent 2 + 2.36 percent2
1/2

+ 12.1 percent2)

±13.4 percent

The total . unknown bias error estimate of ±:13.4 per-

cent would correspond to approximately +0.55 dB. In

addition to these systematic errors there are several..

sources of random errors. General Electric personnel

(reference 48) have .evaluated two error sources.

These are:.

Statistical error due to noise	 ±12.2 percent

Scatterometer,processor 	 ±2.3.percent

(differential channel error}

A significant error source is due to antenna pointing.

Accurate value o£ the antenna pointing error is not available. 	 ^-^

However, around tests conducted during Skylab missions ndi-

cate a pointing accuracy of 0.3° (reference 43). This angulax
R

error can cause the cs o to be computed for incorrect angles.

The error in computating o• o due to Re (the range) and B
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(the angle of incidence). are indeed small (less than. 0.05 dB)

for the highest 8). But the error due to assigning an

incorrect angle to a 6o value could amount to a significant

error depending on the ground scene anal the angle of inci-

Bence. Maximum errors gill result for very flat surfaces.

For actual rough ground surfaces this error is small (approx-

imately 2 dB in the worst case).

To meet the constraints of the :shroud envelope, the

focal length to diameter ratio of the S-193 antenna was

reduced.. This factor, plus the limitations in the antenna

feed and microwave switching. network, resulted in low . isola-

tion between the vertical and horizontal antenna polarization

.ports. Based on the estimates of cross coupling from the

University of Kansas., the ratio of power received in the

desired polarization and the cross.-polarization for the

S-193 Radiometer wa$ only approximately 10 to 13 dB.

I'or the radiometer an attempt to make a first order

correction for . this mixing of energy from two polarizations

was performed in production data processing. For the

scatterometer the condition. is more complex. Small errors

are generated in the vertical-transmit, vertical-receive

(VV)- andhori-zontal-transmit, horizontal-receive (HH) modes.

However, in the cross-polarized modes, vertical-transmit,..

horizontal-receive (VH) and horizontal-transmit, vertical-

receive (HV), the situation is extremely difficult.

Gross-polarized return signals are ,generally 10 to

15 dB below the level of Tike-polarized-return signals

(see- o o :data given-in section 5): . Since the antenna pro-

vided only approximately 20 dB of isolation on transmission o^.

i
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reception between polarizations, extraneous-like polarized

return. signals typically 5 to 10 dB below the power of the

desired cross-polarizes signals are introduced into the data.

An undesired signal (5 dB lower in power) added to a desired

signal of the same frec{uency can cause errors as large as

+1 to -3.5 dB depending upon the phase relationships between.

the two. The stoc}}astic nature o'f the .return'signals may

contribute to increasing this error.. Consequently, an

uncertainty must be assigned to the..cross.-polarized scatterom-

eter data.	 ^	 +

The preflight error estimates lend enough evidence as

to the suitability of the results derived from the flight data.

Considering the preflight performance, the precision better

than. 1.5 dB and accuracy better than 3 dB, as estimated in this

report, .are reasonable. It should be emphasized that for

short segments of data (over a test site) precision as well

as . accuracy will .approximate the preflight values given in

appendix A.
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7.0	 CONCLUSIONS

A precision estimate was generated by computing the

standard deviation of the backscattering cross sections over

,,	 selected. uniform surfaces. 	 A worst-case estimate of 1.5 dB

.was found..	 For the estimation of accuracy two methods were.

adopted.	 The S-193 Scatterometer was compared to the

existing microwave data at or near 13.9 GHz frequency.

Theoretical. values of	 o o	 were also computed using a com-

posite scattering model and ground data. 	 The comparisons

showed the accuracy estimate to be better than 3 dB. 	 It

should be emphasized that these estimates apply to 	 6 o	 data

for VV and fiH polarization for the backscattering cross

section range of 18 to -28 dB. 	 For Qo 's greater than 18 dB,

saturation of scattexometer further degrades the precision/

accuracy.	 For cso 's below -28 dB the analog-to-digitalcon-

verter and the system noise combined degrade the accuracy
^;_

and precision of the measurement.

^	 Thee dependence of backscattering cross sections on -	 ^-:^
angle of incidence and surface roughness was found to be :;

consistent with the theoretical and experimental results`

quoted in the literature. 	 1~rom the _detailed analysis of

S-19.3 Scatterometer data presented in section 5.0,	 it is
a-

po sible to conclude that the . quality of	
oo	 data is more

than .adequate for most applications for which 'the sensor

was designed.	 Zn fact,	 significant; applications have been.

~	

reported in the area of ocean and land remote sensing

{reference; 19).	 For applications requiring an accuracy of

more..than. 1 dB,	 the da_a must be evaluated carefully for
4

specific data segments. to ascertain the data. accuracy.

_
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One advantage of the S-193 Scatterometer precision/

accuracy analysis was in evaluating the algorithms and

production data. processing programs. 	 4As a result of-data.
i

analysis which was undertaken for precision/accuracy

determination,. several anamolies were found.. These

anamolies were investigated and resulted in several modi-

ficatio'ns to the NASA S-193 production processing programs.

The 5-193 Scatterometer data was reprocessed for analysis

by principal inve tigatoxs.
'	 ,3

For the evaluation of the scafterometer algorithm, a

method was developed to model the sensor on a time-sharing

computer system.	 The effects of polarization isolation

were studied using this model. 	 With the existing polariza-

tion isolation of 20 dB, errors could result in the cross-

polarized backscattering cross _section.	 The magnitude of

these errors . depends on the polarization characteristics

of the scattered energy from the target.

'3
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APPENDIX A

THE 5-193 SCATTEROMETER SENSOR

BACKGROUND AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

1.0 THE 5-193 RADIOMETER/SCATTE^'OMETER OPERATIONAL MODES
	

^r

The radiometer .and scatterometer can operate in various

scanning and polarization modes jointly and separately

(reference 50). A summary of these modes is given. in

table A-I and briefly explained in the following sections.

l,l INTRACK NONCONTIGUOUS (ITNC) MODE

'This mode-is used. for a joint radiometer and scatterom-

eter operation. In this mode, only the pitch . angle is varied.

A resolution cell on the ground (figure A-1) is seen by the

radiometer and scatterometer at approximately .the following.

pitch angles: 0°, 15.6°, 2.9.4°, 40.1°, and 48°. The complete

scan cycle time in this mode is 15.25 seconds. The roll angle

i^..always zero.

FLIGHT DIRECTION
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(n is the normal to .the surface at point A1).
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TABLE A-I. —NOMINAL 5-193 RADIOMETER/SCATTEROMETER uODES	 ;^,

i

9
iN

Qperaton Scanning mode choice Polarization. choice Pitch/roll angles

Radiometer/scatterometer 1. Intrack noncontiguous . 1. scatterometer VV, HH, VH, 0°,	 15.6°,	 29.4°,
mode (ITNC) and. HV 40.1°,	 and 48°

Radiometer V and H (Pitch)

2. One polarization combina-
ton (VV or HH or HV or
VH) for scatterometer
and. V or H for radiometer

Radiometer/scatterometer 1. Crosstrack contiguous Same as for ITNC . Same as fox ITNC
(CTNC) left/right (roll)

2. CTNC, left

3. CTNC, right ,

Radiometer/scatterometer 1. Intrack contiguous 1. One polarization combina- Same as for ITNC
(ITC) mode tion for scatterometer (pitch)

(W or HH or VH or HV)
and V or H for radiometer

Radiometer/scatterometer 1. Crosstrack contiguous 1. W or HH for scatterom- +ll° to -11°
(CTC) left/right eter and V or H for (roll)

radiometer

scatterometer only 1. CTC 1. V and H radiometer data +11°	 to	 -11°
(roll)

scatterometer only 1. CTC 1. scatterometer data for +11° to -11°
VV and HH (roll)

i
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In reviewing the S-193 Radiometer/Scatterometer Skylab-

acquired data, it was determined that some scan angle pos-

tions in this mode were different from the nominal prelaunch

values. The angles, 0°, 15.6°, and 29.4°, are not markedly

different. However, the 40.1° and 48° angles show noteworthy

.change. In particular, the last. angle remains, for most part,.

w^.thin 46 to 47°. The 40.1° angle is within 1.5° of the

nominal value,

On the Earth Resources Experimental Package (EREP) pass

4O the antenna gimbals malfunctioned. The ITNC mode was not

used . subsec{uently.

1.2 CROSSTRACK NONCONTIGUOUS (CTNC) MODE

Tn this mode, the ro7.1 angle is varied identically to

the	 ntrack noncontiguous made, and the pitch angle remains

zero.	 - The motion of the field-of-view (FOV)	 is shown in
5

!	 figure A-2, where it can. be seen that individual cells are

viewed from only one antenna position. 	 Because of: the motion

of the antenna in-the pitch direction, the c^llslie on a

curved arc.	 There are three forms of t	 —his mode	 left scan

right scan,. and left/right. scan as shown in the figure,	 The
}

outermost cell is viewed. at approximately 52° 	 (corresponding

to 48° gimbal angle) and the innermost cell at approximately

0° at all . times.	 The . .^:ota1 scan time. for a complete cycle

is 15.25 seconds.	 The selection of polarizations is given in r

n
table A-T.

The S-193 data for the CTNC mode . shows that the antenna.

scan angles are approximately the same for 0°, 15.6°, and
:,

29.4° angles.	 The 40.1° pitch angle reaches only approximately
z

z
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Figure A-2. — Crosstrack noncontiguous (CTNC) mode.
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Figure A-3. — Intrack contiguous (ITC) mode.
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37.5° for the Skylab-acquired data. The right scan extends

up to approximately 43°.instead of the nominal value of 48°,

and the left scan extends up to approximately 4b° instead of

48°. Some oscillation in the antenna pitch angle is also

noticeable at each. dwell angle. However,. actual antenna

angles were recorded.. Skylab-4 mission antenna scan motion

was also variable.

1.3 INTRACK Ci^NTIGUOUS (ITC) MODE

The pattern is similar to the intrack noncontiguous

mode (figure A-3), except that. the antenna is scanned much

faster and there is no dwell at any antenna pitch angle.

The entire inflight path is eventually scanned at all inci-

Bence angles with this process.

^i ^---^---^-^ FLIGHT DIRECTION
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The scan cycle time is chosen so t,hai :^t the vehicle

velocity the resolution cell at ^.ncid.ence angle 48° overlaps,

the. previous cell by approximately 25 percent, the 40.1°

cell overlaps its predecessor by 1es.y than 20 percent, etc.,	 ^

down to-the 0° incidence angle case where gapping . rather than

overlap occurs. The complete cycle for one scan takes

approximately 4.0 seconds.

As the vehicle progresses on successive scans, the entire

path is viewed at•48° and less, except for gapping at lowest

angles. Table A-I gives the selection of modes and

polarizations.

In the ITC mode, the starting angle was about 43° (the

nominal prelaunch value was 48°) during the Skylab-2 and 3

missions. Since the Doppler filters are centered around 48°,

the scatterometer data recorded for 43° is highly at^.enuated.

Corrections for the Doppler filter attentuation have been

implemented into the NASA/Data Systems .and Analysis Division

S-193 processing program.. Other angles are also slightly off.

The difference increaseswith increasing pitch angle. How-

ever, no correction to the scatterometer data is needed at

the angles other than the highest . angle (approximately 43°).

During the Skylab-3 mission, a malfunction occurred in

the antenna gimbals. The pitch gimbal was disabled as a fix.

Consequently, no data was gathered in the ITC mode after the

fix.

_	 _.. __ _ _.
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1.4 CROSSTRACK CONTIGUOUS (CTC) MODE

This mode contains three submodes anal further selection

of polarizations (see table A-I). It provides aside-to-side

	

i ^	 linear scan covering '-!-11.375° and a turnaround to repeat. As

can be seen in £figure A-4, this is a mapping mode. To compen-

sate for the satellite forward velocity which could cause

skewing of the pattern perpendicular to the flightpath, the

pitch gimbal is scanned backwards slightly as the- . roll angle

oscillates between its limits. Measurements are made for

every 1.89b° of beam center motion, ranging fxom -11.375° to

+11.375° in, roll. The total time of one cycle is 4.24 second.

The patch offset angles for this mode can be chosen as 0°,

15.6°, 29.4°, or 40.1°. .The roll offset angles can be chosen

from 0°, +15°, -15°, -29.4°, and •+-29.4°. Either pitch or

roll offset angle is selectable.

FLIGHT DIRECTION

148 km
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NMi)	 ^ BEAM CENTERLINE
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Figure A-4. ^ Crosstrack contiguous (CTC) mace.
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A study of Skylab-acquired data in the CTC mode revealed

that the scan. extends only up to a total of approximately 20.6`''

instead of 22.75°. The repeatability of the timing sequence

also differs. from that indicated by figure A-4.

Because of the antenna malfunction during the Skylab-3

mission, the pitch gimbal was pinned at 0°. .Consequently,

the ground scans are not parallel for the Skylab-4 (SL-4)

mission. The roll angles are also different in SL-4 data.

2.0 SUMMARY OF SCATTEROMETER SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS

The nominal scatterometer parameters, in addition to

those described in 2.1,`are as follows (reference 50):

Data rate (radiometer/	 10.66 kbps (effective) Biphase
.scatterometer)

Transmitter
_ 3

Frequency	 13.9 GHz
_a

Output tube	 TWT

Peak power of tube	 20 W (minimum)

Power. losses to antenna	 1.5 dB (maximum)
input. port

Pulse width

	

	 5.05 milliseconds for all scan
angles in all modes

Pulse shape	 100 usecrise time. maximum

100 usec fall. time .maximum

Pulse. repetition frequency

	

	 125 pps for all scan angles
in all' modes

f	 A-$

f

J
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Receiver

Center frequency 13.9 GHz

First	 i.f. 500 MHz

Seconr3 i. f. 50 MHz `^

-	 System noise. 1,200°K (maximum)

Second i.f. bandwidths Function^of pitch angle only

Pitch angle	 (degree) Minimum i.f. bandwidth .(kHz)

0.0 68.4

15.6 66:6

.29.4 61.0

40.1 54.7

48.0 47.5

Number . of i.f.	 filters per 3 3
pitch angle

Signal plus noise Integra- 41 .(see table A-II)
tion times	 (milliseconds)

Noise integration times 6	 (see table A-II)
(milliseconds)

Measurement precision Maximum standard deviation of
0.0708 u, where	 U	 is mean of
measurement, at 52° incidence a

angle,	 ao = 30 dB

Integration	 rate:. 2.20'7 milliseconds wide, 	 turned
on 5.3195 milliseconds after
Gr cart of transmit pulse for all
scan angles except 48°,	 for ^^
which the width is 2.351 milli-
seconds,	 turned on 5.61. milli- ^_
seconds after start of transmit w,
pulse

2i

Detection Square law device
Y

,:

A-9
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TABLE A-II. - SCATT£ROMETER INTEGRATION .TIMES

f

^'

j4.

f:

k^

F$

s ,iii

"1 = Maxi mLu^ gain curve
2 = Second highest gain curve
3 •= Third highest gain curve
4 =Lowest gain curve

*Revised upon discussions with
General Electric engineers

Sca - Total scatterom- Scatteroaeter Scatterometer andterom- scatterom- Number of eter (signal + noise inte- scattero^eter nois
time	 erp eter

curve
eter gain

(G)
pulses noise) Integra- gration tiae integration tine

Mode pulse
ain• S integrated tion time (I.T's) (I.T.)N constant

T.	 s	
, t,.	 N

4.0 msCTC scatterometer 2.187 ms 1 0.1007135 8 17.496 6.813 ms
only 2 7 15.309

3 0.0082848 6 13.122
4 0.0008044 5 10.935

ITC 48 ° 2.353 ms 1 Same as 9 21.177 27.063 4.0
2 above 8 18.824
3 7 16.471
4 6 14..118

ITC less than 48° 2..187 ms 1 9 19.683 27.063 4.0
2 8 17.496 -
3 7 15.303 _--- ..
4 6 13.122

CTC.radioweter / 2;.187 ms 1 14 30.618 16 . 735t 10.22
Scatterometer I 2 13 28.432

( 3 12 26.244
I 4 11 24.057

Scatterometer ' 4 1 ms for first pulse + 	 20.488. N/A 10.22
calibration 4.872 ms for next four pulses

NC radiome .er/ 1 23 50.301 26 . 582- 10.22
scattero®eter or` 2.187 ms 2 22 48.114_- _	 -
scatterometer only 3 21 45.927
0,0° 4 20 43.740

15,6° 2.187 ms 1 39 85.293 61.532 33.0
2 38 83.106
3 37 80.919
4 36 78.732

29.4° 2.187 ms 1 57 124.659 61.532 33.0
2 56 122.472
3 55 120.285t
4 54 118.098

40.1° 2.187 ms 1 64 139.968 125.532 33.0.
2 63 137.781
3 b2 135.594
4 61 133.407

48.0° 2.358 ms 1 74 174.12.2 1.25.532 33.0
2 73 171.769
3 72 169.416
4 71 167.063

a
i

F-^0

g	 nInte ratio

.,
^ :

.^^	 _...^,^.^^.,^......^....^.^^^.,^4..^a...,:^^..,.., ,..,^^
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Dynamic range	 -G6.2 to -131.2 dBm, meas^zred
at. antenna output terminals
(65 dB range overall)

3.0 THE S-1.93 SCATTEROMETER SYSTEM MATHEMATICAL MODEL

3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

r

The S-193 documents by General Electric Corporation

describe the scatterometer system one part at a time. From

these subsystem details a functional. block diagram was pre-

pared for the purpose of developing a sensor mathematical

model. The sensor has been broken into a series of "elements"

which represent accurately a particular component character-

is tic. By combining .one or more of these elements, a component

is simulated. .The simulated components are combined into a

subsystem. Together, the subsystems represent the system.

The functional block. diagram of the S-193 scatterometer

system is given in figure A-5.

The input to the antenna is the vertically and horizon-

.tally polarized scattered power (FV , PH , respectively).

•	 Passive microwave vertically and horizontally polarized powers 	 a

. emitted by the surrounding scene are denoted by P NV .and

PNH	 respectively. These are added to the. radar return

power. The cross-polarization effects caused by the antenna 	 y
s

and orthomode transducerareaccounted for by introducing

leakage factors aaV and a aH (figure A-_6). ^aV is the ^;;
per unit cross-polarized power (i.e., horizontal) present .when

the antenna is switched toreceive vertically .polarized
_^.

Signals. aa.H can be defined similarly. 	 .'

^':.
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P 1

n

7.

i§

CROSS POL
P

^ P H + P NH^	 ^,aH	 2

Figure A-Fi. — Cross-polarization model.

The following equations were used to take the cross-

'	 polarization into account:

P l 	 (PV * PPdV) (1	 ^'aV ) + ^aV (PH + PNH^	 (A-1)

4. R

7)P2	
(PH + PNH) (1	 ^aH) + ^'aH^PV + PNV	

(A-..

In arriving at equations (A-1) and (A-Z), the following.

assumptions . were made:

• The antenna is a linear element.

• The ratios of the mixngofthe polarization of the

antenna remain constant and have been correctly

measured.	 z

a

j

A-14
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^ There is zero correlation between the vertical input
t

signal, the horizontal input signal, the vertical

noise received, and the horizontal noise received.

The losses in the circuits (figure A-7) were modeled

using the following equation:

•	 Pi	 Input power

P^ = Output power

L*

pl	 = E1em^nt	 p]

.Loss

p _ Passive element noise

	

.n	power at temperature TL

'^
Figure A-7. —Loss model.

Y	
In equation (A 3) Pn is the passive noise power sue to

the elen,^^t (loss L*) being at temperature T 	 The noise
L	 ^

powers were. computed using the Boltzmann's equation

N	 n

_ _	 A-15	
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t

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10-
23 watts -

sec/°K), T the element temperature °K, and B n the noise

b d 'd han wi t

The leakage factor has been modeled (figure A-8) using.

	

the following equation:	 T

s

P^	 P l (1 - ^) + ^P x 	(A- 5)

7

where PX is the leakage power into the element.

3

ea cage
...factor	 j

y

P l	Power . in	 Po = Power. out

PX = Leakage power .into ^.^^vice

.	 ..
Figure A-8. —Leakage model.

^^

',

The amplifier gains have been. treated by computing out-

puts as the product of input and the .gain.

The equation used for .the antenna voltage standing wave

ration (VSWR) VV is as follows (see figure A-9)

,:
f	 _	 A-16
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^._._ _	
E

4V	 (V - 1) 2

	

P B = PA	 v 2 + P^	 y	
2	

(A-6)
(l + VV)	

(Vv + 1)

where. P C is the power in the cross-polarized channel leaked

.	 into the channel under consideration.

ANTENNA
VSWR	 ----^

	

PA = Tnput power	 V^	 PB = Output power

PC = Cross-polarized power

Figure A-9. - VSWR model.

The .basic elements of the functional block diagram

include the following types:

• Cross polarization

• Dissipative loss

-	 • Discontinuities.(reflections)

e Imperf°.^.t isolation (leakage)

• ^,^stem noise

• Gains (constant and temperature dependent).

• DC offset

• Integrator drift

f	 A-17
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• Sauare law detection

• Analog-to-digital conversion

In the scatterometer model the radiometric noisy tempera.-

tures have been converted to the noise powers.. The advantage 	 ^ r

of treating the scatterometer in this manner is that the noise

power for the system is adequately simulated.. The output

noise power .from the scatterometer system depends not only on

the system thermal State .but also on the radiometric tempera-

ture of the surrounding scene.

The DC offset and the integrator drift were taken into

account by adding voltages calculated. from the following

expression:

(IT)'drift + TC' (DC offset)	 ^'

where IT is the integration time and TC is the time constant.

^?roper integration times anti time constants have to be taken.

into account for noise plus signal s noise, and calibration
i

data.

The computer model automatically selects paths and. 	 ''

parameters to .compute outputs corresponding toeach 5-193 	 -

mode and submode. Amplifier gains, filters, integrators,

command. angles, scan modes, etc., are selected, depending on	 ^	 ''}

the desired output. The calibration. data. used in the mathe-

matcal model was taken-from references 50 .and 51. Tempera-

ture dependence of the filter gains has been programmed..

Since the DC offset term is only s ightly dependent on the

temperature, a constant temperature of 77°h was assumed.

.A-18
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This can cause a maximum error of 0.9 millivolts in the

output based on actual results obtained from the computer

model. The list of parameters used in the mathematical

model is given in table A-III. This table also relates the
r

symbols in the program to those in the scatterometer func-

tional block diagram. The element losses, leakages, and

gains have been assumed. constant, as reported in reference 51.

The sensor simulation also included the analog-to-

digital converter. Complete calibration data was not avail-

able for the analog-to-digital converter. There are only

20 calibration points instead of 1,024. In the analog-ta-

digital converter input, the voltage values are. taken as

each of the 10 bits is switched individually from 0 to 1:

After the most significant bit reaches 1, each bit in turn

is switched from 0 to l until a full count of 1,023 is

obtained. In the simulation. program since only 20 points

were available, an interpolation technic{ue, developed by

Akima (reference 52), was used to convert each input voltage

to counts. Three A/D curves (reference 51) were used in the

scatterometer simulation model.

3.2 SCATTEROMETER COMPUTER MODEL AND RESULTS

The analytical models presented in section 3.1 of this

appendix .were coded i.^to FORTRAN (or XTRAN) statements for

each functional block of the scatterometer model. These

stateme^^:y , subrou^nes, subroutine calls, selection logic,

and other statements were combined into a computer program.

A list of the scatterometer model subrou`.nes anal a brief

description of each are given in table A-LV (reference`53).

A^-19



TABLE A-III. —LIST OF SCATTEROMETER PARAMETERS

Computer
. symbol

Mathematical
symbol Value Comments

PV Pv 1.0 x	 10 -10 1.

PH PH 1.0	 x	 .10 .10 1.

TNV TNV 1.0	 x	 10 2 1.

TNH TNH 1. 0	 x ^10 2 1 .

PSCAT 2.0	 x	 101

IFIL 1 2.

IGAIN 1 3.

ICMDA 1 4.

IMODE 1 5.

LAH aAH 7. 8 41, 2	 x	 10 - 2

LAV aAV 6.0145. x	 10'2

TNANT TNANT 2.366.5	 x	 10 2 7.

LSAV L*AV 1,055.626

LSAH L*AH 1.072161

TND .IND 2.9995	 x	 102 6.

LSD L*D 1.048409

TNRFO
TNRFO 2.9775	 x	 1.0 2..

6.

LSC L*C 1.027845.

LC aC 1.23288.	 x	 10	 4

TNSCATX
TNSCATX 2.8015	 x 10 2 6.

GSGV
L*GV 1.0218550



.^	 -- ^^^,

TABLE A-III. —.LIST OF SCATTEROMETER

PARAMETERS (Conti•nued)

Computer
symbol

Mathematical
symbol

_
Value Comments

TNG TNG 2.991 x	 102

VH VSWRH 1.263

TNLWG TNLWG
2.3665 x	 102

LSWGV L^WGV
1.0

LSWGH L*WGH
1.0

VV VSWRV 1.262

LGV 4.39	 x	 10-4agV

THE THE
2.9.865	 x	 10 2 6.

LSGH L*gh 1.01935

LGH ugh 1.72	 x	 10-4

TNALTX TNALTX 3.0	 x	 10 2 6.

L12C a12c 6.3895	 x	 10-2

TNLiZC TNL12C 2.764	 x	 10 2 6.

TNLIWG TNLIWG^ 2=764	 x..10 2.. 6.

LS1WG L*1WG
1.051404908

LSRJT L*nT^.,, T
1051961874

TNLRJ TNLRJ
2.70	 x	 1.02...

LRJ ^`RJ
1.874	 x	

10-10

TNL2WG
TNLZWG

2.9775	 x	 10 2 6.

LSZWG ^^*2WG 1.037265659

A-21
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Computer
symbol

Mathematical
ymbol Value Comments

TNLWS TNLWS 2.9775 x	 10 2 6.

LSWS L*WS 1.00925288b

LCC aCC 1.90546	 x	 IO-7

TN65
TN65

2.9?75	 x	 10 2 6.

TNWGS
TNWGS

2.9775	 x	 10 2 6.

L1WGS
^`1WGS 6.3095734 x	 10-7

L2WGS ^`2WGS 5.6234	 x	 10	 7

Ld ad 9.1877 x	 10-4

'TNF
TNF 2.99'L	 x	 10 2 6.

LSEANT LEANT 1.051869

TNHOT TNHOT 3.922 x	 lO L 6.

TNCOL TNGOL 3.1.83	 x	 10 2 6.

TNLSF TNLSF 2.992	 x	 10 2 6.

LSF L*F 1.028532

LEA ^rANT 3.5495	 x	 10	 ^

VLPF VSWRLPF 1.1451

LSLPF L^LPF 1.059863656

TNSYS TNSYS 1.250.	 x	 10 3 8.

GTDA GTllA 7.70312	 x	 10 2 9.

TNLGPF TNL6PF 2:9775	 x 10 6 6.

-22
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TABLE A-III. —LIST OF SCATTEROMETER

PARAMETERS (Continued)

Computer
symbol

Mathematical
symbol Value Comments

LS6PF
L*6PF 1.462.117

TNLBPF TNLBPF 2.893 x	 10 2 ^6.

LSBPF L*BPF 1.0

GMA G^ 4.7315

TNLPD
TNLPD 2.893. x	.102

LSPD L*PD 1,0

GIFP01 GIFPOl 1.045	 x	 10 8 10.

GIFP02 GIFP02 1• 10.

GIFPR GIFPR 1• 10.

TNFILT
TNFILT 2.7685	 x	 10 2 6.

LSPDFTL
L*PDFIL 1. 11.

TNLPCM
TNLPCM 2.7685	 x	 10 2 6.

LSPCOM
L*PCOM 1. 12.

GT1^
GTF 1• 10.

GPLDET
GPLDET 1. 13.

IT
TT 1.74122 14.

TNWS
TNWS 2.9775	 x	 10

2
6.

'1'N40
T?^i40

2.9775	 x	 102 b.

TC TC 3.30	 x	 10 1 15.

DRIFT. DRIFT 27	 x	 10	 6 16.

llC DC 1 
x 10-3

17
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TABLE A-III. —LIST OF SCATTEROMETER

PARAMETERS (Concluded)

COMMENTS

1. Inputs to simulated sensor

	

2 .	 LCC = 1 , MC1^ = 2 , HCF = 3

3. 1-Maximum gain, 4-►Minimum gain

4. 1-► 48°, 2-^40°, 3-29°, 4-15°, 5+0°

	

S.	 1-^ITC; 2-^ITNC; 3,4,S.-►CTNC; 6+R/S CTC; 7-^S CTC

6. .Housekeeping dat a

7. Computed from housekeeping data.

8. System noise temperature

9. Gain of TDA

10. Gain at i.f.

11. Loss in power divider and filter (dB)

12. Loss in power combiner

13. Gain of sc{uu.re la,w detector

14. Integration time

15. Titnc .constant

16. Drift rate

17. DC offset of integrator
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TABLE A- TV. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL SUBROU'1'IN1^S

Subroutine Purpose

ACPT Acts as a driver routine to accept changes of

parameter values	 (if any), typed in from. the

demand terminal.

Input:	 Changes of program parameters.

Output:	 Terminal display/printout of current

value.

ADCON Provides calibration data to convert an analog

voltage to number of counts.

Input:	 Analog voltage and filter number.

Output:	 Number of cqunts.

GAINT Interpolates the filter gain ratio as a func-

tion of temperature.

Input:	 C^^mmand a;^gle,	 temperature,	 filter,

and mode number.

Output:	 Gain ratio.

GAINS Automatically selects gain. value to be used

as a function of polarization, mode, and :input'

pc:•:er	 P V	or	 PH	.

Input.:	 Signal power,. polarization mode, _and

current .gain..

Output:	 Gain factor.

A-25
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Subroutine Purpose

AKITRP Uses the 20 input calibration points from A/D

converter as a basis to interpolate the com-

plete output calibration of A/D converter.

Input:	 Calibration points and counts,

analog input voltage, number of

calibration points.

Output:	 Number of counts.

CX Computes the power output fora leakage

element.

PO = PI +	 (PX -	 PI)*AL

Input:	 Input power (PI), power through

leakage "element"	 (PX), the leakage

(AL) .

Output:	 Power output from leakage element.

CL Computes power at the output of a lossy

element.

PO =	 [F'I	 + PN* (AL	 -	 1) J /AL

1 Input:	 Input power (PI), thermal noise

power of the "element"	 (PN), and

element loss	 (AL).

Output:.	 Power output from. lossy element,

.,^.....^... ..	 ..	 _...^^ _-___ .., ..^_.,,,^.	 ......	 r	 _	 ^.._	 ^	 }	 _
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SUBROUTINES (Continued)
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TABLE A-IV, — SCATTFROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL

SUBROUTINES (Continued)

Subroutine Purpose

VSWR Computes the output power at a reflection

boundary.
,.	 ,

_P0 = PI*4*V/(V + 1)**Z

Input :	 Input power	 (PI) , VSWR (V) , power

presented to the function by the

thermal radiation of the components

following the function (PR).

Output:	 Power a% the "output" side of the

reflection boundary.

CPOL Accounts. for the cross-polarization of the

antenna,

P1	 (PV + PNV)*(1 - LAV) + LAV*(PH + PNH)

P2 =	 ( PH + PNH) * (1 - LAH) + LAH* (PV + PNV)

Input:	 Signal and noise powers; cross-

polarzation leakage.

Output:	 Power at the output of the .antenna

for each polarization channel.

PNOISE Converts the element temperature and effective

noise bandwidth to noise .power.

PN =	 (1,3$*10-23)*TN*BW

Input:	 Element temperature and bandwidth.

.Output:	 Noise . power..

,,	 ;a
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TABLE A-IV. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL

SUBROUTINES (Continued)

Subroutine Purpose,

FILTER Table lookup to filter bandwidth.

Input: ^^Command angle, scan mode, and filter

number.

Output: Filter bandwidth.

FILG Performs^'the normalization of the Doppler

filter gains.

Input: Signal power, command angle, scan

mode, and filter number.

Output: Signal power relative to the .middle

center frequency filter of the 0°

Doppler filter set.

DETTC Performs logical selection of time constant.

Input: Scan mode, polarization, command

angle.

Output: Time constant.

DETIT. Performs logical selection of the. integration

time.

Input: Scan mode ,'polarization, command

angle, and signal. gain.

Output: Lntegraton time.

f	 ^.



Subroutine PurRose

DDRIFT Determine voltage drift rate via a logical

selection and table lookup.

Input:	 Filter number and time constant.

Output:.	 Voltage drift. rate.

DDC Simple logical lookup for DC offset value.

Input.:	 Signal gain, filter number and

time constant.

Output: DC offset value.

-A

g

a
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A complete listing of the 5-193 Scatterometer computer

model is given in table A-V. Several runs were made to

illustrate the usefulness. of the computer model. The results

of the data runs are given in figures A-10 through. A-13.

The scatterometer output, calculated using the sensor. 	 n

mathematical model, for CTC radiometer/scatterometer mode is

shown in figure A-10. The. input power level has been varied

from -135 to -70 dBm. This graph has been drawn for the

vertical polarization case. The radiometric brightness

temperature of the sensed scene was assumed to be 4°K and

270°K. Figure A-10 illustrates the .effect of radiometric

brightness of the target on the output of the scatterometer

system. As expected, the brightness temperature is of signif-

icance only for the lowest signals (or the highest gain curve).

The linear behavior of the curves at high power levels is

expected, since the model does not simulate nonlinear behavior

at the dynamic range extreme. Note, however, that he output

limits at 5 volts when the A/D converter hits maximum counts.

The dashed part of the curves in figure A-10 is the :expected

output-versus input-power relationship since a linear _system.

is simulated.

To illustrate the effect of integration time, time

constant, and filter characteristics, two input versus output

plo s have been-drawn. in figure A-11. These . plots correspond
_;

to CTC and ITNC modes. Inthese computer runs the radiometric 	 ..

temperature^of the surrounding (T NV) scene is as umed to be

..270°K. The input versus output . curves for CTC and-ITNC .modes

are not the same. In the S-193 Scatterometer data processing,

.the difference in the input versus output is properly accounted

for

<.
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TABLE A-V. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
COMPUTER PROGRAM

'"LIST

	

1	 :,'3GRT 5MD BALLED SMRIN • MAY 7 1975

	

'2	 IMPLICIT REAL CA-c)
	'3 	 t.qMM qN /ANMq11T% PINT C6)

	

4	 t;:qMM qN %DIGqUT% D I6q C6)

	

5	 INTEGER IPqL

	

^6	 GpMMqN !KK%PVrPH+TNV+TNL+PSCAT+IFIL+IGAIN.IC:MDA+IM^DErBWr.:
LAH+LHVrTNANT'+LSRV+LSAH+TND+LSD+TNFtFq+LSC+LCtTN^I:TX+LSt^

'J+;.

	

;3	 TNr+VH+TNL4.^G+LSWGV+LSWGH+VV ► LGV+TNE,t`GHrLGH+TNALTX+LIc
t..

	

'?	 TNLIWG +L'S1WG+TNLRJ+LSRJTrLSRJR}LRJ+TNL2WG+LS2WG+TNLIJS+L
=ldv +

	

-1U	 Lt^G+TN65+TNbJt^S+LIW6S+L2WGSrLD+TNF+LSEArTNHOT+TNC qL:TNLS
F•

	

11	 LSF+LEA+VLPF•LSLFF+TNSYS+GTDA+TNL6PF+LS6PF+TNLBPFrL^:BPF
+ tSMH ^

	

12	 TNLPDsLSPD,r,IFP4I+GIFP02+r,IFPR•TNFILT,LPDFIL+'fNLPCM:L:^P
coM+ x

	

1:3	 GIF+GPLDET+ IT+TNb1S+TN40+TC

	

14	 rpMMqN%KKi%DR.IFT,DC

	

15	 PV=1. E - 10 ^.

	

16	 PH=1. E- 10^
	17	 TN'J=i tjU.

	

1 ^?	 TNH= 2 tj 0.

	

14	 P'SCA7=^0.

	

20	 IFIL=1

	

21	 IGAIN=1

	

``	 Ir•MDA=1

	

23	 IMqDE=1

	

c'4	 FsIdIN SET Tq 0
	c:5	 LAH=. 07 i^412

	

^^•	 LNV=. tj6ft105

	

27	 TNANT=236.65
	2;?	 LSHV=1 . U`^5626

c:=t	 L:^RH=1. U721a1
	3 Ct	 TND=2y5. '?5

31	 L 5D=1.0434 Q'?

	

3e	 Th^kF q =2y7. 'r'6

	

3:3	 L'^ C:=1.027$45

	

34	 LC=. Uu01232'3g

	

"36	 L:^G'J=1. 0218551] 	 -

	

3^	 TNt,=2'?y, i

	

^;	 'JH=1.263

41	 L:^:I^h^H =1.
	4c	 's"J=1.26c

	

4S	 LSGH=1.01:5.

	

46	 U=H=1.,^ E-

	

47	 TNNLTrx-30tJ.

	

Oki	 L 12C=. Oai^sy5
	4'a	 TNL 12t^=276.4

	

50	 TNLSWG=76.4
51	 LS1bIG=1. u514i.t5

	

52	 L3k_IT=1. [t51'362

	

5 3	 L"..f JR=1 .:34 r' 132

	

54-	 TNLRJ=c70.

	

55	 LRJ=1.$74 E-10



TABLE A-V. - SCATTEROMETER MATHEMAT?CAL MODEL
COMPUTER PROGRAM -Continued`,

	

56	 TNL'2WG=297..75

	

57	 LS2WG=1.U37265

	

58	 TNLWS=297.75	 •

	

S9	 LSWS=1.009253.

	

60	 LCC=1.90546 E-07

	

61	 TN65=297.75

	

62	 TNLJGS=297.75
	63	 1.17	 LlldGa=r .:3095734 E-07

	

64	 118	 L2WGS=5.6234 E-07

	

65	 LD=9.1877 E-4

	

66	 TNF=299.2

	

67	 LSER=1. ii51869
	68	 TNHOT=:.92.2

	

69	 TNCpL=:318.::;
	70	 TNLSF=299.2

	

7 1	 LSF=1.'02853
	72	 LER=3.5445 E-^"

	

73	 VLPF=1.1.451

	

74	 LSLFF31.059864

	

75	 TNSYS=1250.

	

76	 GTDR=770.:312
	77	 TNL6PF=297.75

	

78	 L..S6PF=1 .46.2177

	

79	 TNLBF'F=289.3
	SO	 109	 LSRPF=1.

	

81	 hMR=4. '7315

	

. $2	 TNLFD=289.3

	

$3	 110	 LSPD=1.

	

' 84	 ill	 GIFPUI=1.064E1U

	

8S	 11^	 GIFP42=1.

	

' 86	 113	 GIFPR=1.

	

87	 TNF I LT=75..85
	88	 LPDFIL=1.^

	

$9	 TNLPCM=276.85

	

90	 114	 LSPCI7M=1.
	91	 115	 r,IF=i.

	

i2	 116	 GPLDET=1.

	

93	 IT=174.122

	

94	 TNI,J's'=247.75
	95	 TN40=297.75.

	

96	 TC=3:j. 0
	97	 DRIFT=27. E-06

	

98	 D^.=4.9 E-U3
	99	 ^ MRLN PkOG ENTEP.S HERE..

	

100	 ^	 RCPT CONTROLS RECEIPT ^F TEPMINRL INPUT CHNNGES TD PR
RRMETERS.

	

101	 i	 CRLL RCPT

	

1U2	 i	 WkITEC6+^)	 '

	

SU:3	 ^	 1JRITECb,^^ ^ INITIRL POWERS. -- FV.PH....'
104
105

:::146

	

107	 WRITE C6+ l U1^ PV+PH

	

10>j	 101. FOR.MRT^1H •r/^' PV= '+E15^7+' PH= ''+E15.7?

	

lii9	 Dp 1U1) IPOL=1^6

	

11C^	 IF i.IPOL.GE .55 ICMDA=5

	

11.1	 IF CIPOL.ELZ.S) IFIL^2

	

112	 IF CIPpL.EGI.69 IFIL•i

i
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TABLE A-V. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
COMPUTER .PROGRAM — Continued

186 CALL CL (P40DBrPHDrLSDrPCD)
187 CRLL CXCPNWGS•PL'2WGrLIWGSrPWGS)
188 CALL CXCPNWGSrPWGSrL2WGSrPWGS)
189 IFCIPOL.LE.4.>PWGS ^ PNRFO
1?0 CALL CXCPCDrPWGSrLDrPCD)
191 CALL i:LCPCD•PHE•LSERrPCE>
192 PHHC^CPNHOT•PNCDL)i2.
193 CRLL CL {PNHCrPHLSFrLSFrPLF)
194 CALL. GX{PGErPLFrLER ► PCE)
195 CRLL VSWR(PCErPHRFD+VLPFrPLPF)
145 CRLL CL CPLPF^PNRFDrLSLPFrPLPF)
197 PNOISnPLPF+PNSYS
198 PGTDR	 ^±TDR•PNOIS
199 CRLL CL CPGTDRrPHLtsPFrLS6PFrP6PF)
200 CRLL +^LCP6PFrPNLRJrLSRJRrP2RJ)
2U1 CRLL tXCP2R•JrPNLiWGrLRJrP2RJ)
2U2 CRLL CL <P2RJrPNLBPFrLSBPFrPBPFi
203 GPBPF=GMR^PBPF
204 CRLL CL G3PBPF. PH^.PD.LSPDrPPD>
2U5 PIFPOI =GIFPOI•PP17
205 PIFPR^GIFPR•PIFPOI	 '
207 PIFP02nGIFPU2•P'1FPR
208 CELL CL CPIFPU2rPNFILTrLPDFIL+PPDU
2U9 r'RLL CL (PPDLrPMIPCMrLSPCOMrPPCL)
210 CRLL GRINS CIPOLrIGRINrGIFrPPCL)
211 PIFr,.PPCL•GIF
212 CRLL FILECICMIiR+IMODE ► IFIIrPIFGrPIFG)
213 CRLL GRINT CIF1;LrIMDDErICMDRrTNFILTrRRTIO)
214 PIFG ^ PIFG•RRTIO
215 % 1,1kITEC6r'► )	 'RRTID	 'r	 kRTID
21ti CRLL DETIT	 (I'MODErIkDL•ICMDRrIGRINrIT)
21.7 CRLL DETTC CI MDDErIPOLrICMDR•TC)
218 CRLL DDRIFT{IFILrTCrDRIFT)
219 CRLL DDCCIFILrIGRINrTCrDC)
220 IFCIPOL . LE.2)	 WRITE C6r •)' LCMDR^'rICMDR•'	 ♦^^IMODE='+I

MODEr` •••IFIL^' + IFILr'	 ••• IGAIN^' + IGRIN
221 '/. WRITECSr•)' DC ^/rDCr'	 •^•	 DRIFT ^'rDRIFT
222 PPLP^PIFG•ITiTC •GPLDET
223 PDAO^PPID+( I7•DRiFT + ( IT/TC)1DC)
224 PINTCIPOLi n FDRO
223 r	 IdRITEC6rr •)'TC n ' ► TCr'	 •••	 IT n j ► ITr'	 ••♦ 	 B

L1	 n ' • B41

22t:. :	 41RITECb++)	 'PINTC' rr^IPOLr') n ' + PINT ( IPDL')
227 t0U CONTINUE
22a IdPITEtFrN	 'VVERT^ 'rPINTCl)
225 h1kITEthr•i	 'VHOR n `rPIHTC2)
23D I,1kITEcb+•)	 'VNOISEV* 'rPIHT<3)
231 WkITEl5.•)	 'VNDISEH^ 'rPINT(4i
232 I,JkITE<5r•)	 'VCRLi	 ^ 'rPINTC3)
233 WRITE(5.17	 'VCRL2 ^ 'rPINTC57
234 • CALL NDGONCIFIL)
235 41RITE^:6r•i 	 'DVVERT n ' rDIGDCl)
296 WRITE(6r•7 	 `DVHOR ^ 'rDIGO(2)
237 AIRITE{6r•)	 'DNVERT ^ 'rDIGD(3)

^	 ^
a
F

s

23e WkITEcb+•) ^DNHOR ^ `+DIGDC49
239 WRITECEr•) 'DVCHLI n 'rDIGD(57
240. WRITE{5r•) 'LVCRL2 n 'rDIG0C5)
241

..242	 :: t MAIN PROG EXITS HERE.
243 STOP
244 END

,A ,

SRU'Sr2.3
IEDIT PNOISE
,:LIST

1 r	 • PNOISE' --COMPUTES NOISE POWER.
2 SUBROUTINE PNOISE(TNrBWrPN^
3 i^N^ C 1.33 E-23> •TN•BW
4 RETUkN
3 fND_^^

SRU'Sr.3

'	 A-34
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TABLE A-V. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL Mt^DEL
COMPUTER PROGRAM -•Continued

!EDIT CPOL
•^LIST

,	 i % : 'CPOL' -- COMP.UTES PULRRIZATION POWER.
2 .SUBROUTINE CPOLCPVrPNVrPHrPNH+LAV+LRHrP1+P2)
3 REAL LRVrLAH
4 P1 =t PV+PNV>•Ci.-LAV)+LAV•<PH+PNH)
5 P2 = CPH+PNH) • C 1. -LAH) + LRFi• CPV+PNV)
6 P,ETURN
7 END

..^a
SRU'St.4
lEDLT CL
^LIST

1 % 'CL' -- COMPUTES POWER LASS.
2 SUBROUTINE CLCTI ► TE+RLrTO)
3 Tq n	 CTI + TE •	 CRL - 1.))	 /•RL
4 % WRITE C6+•)	 CL= ' r70
5 RETURN

6 END

^W
^

SRU'Sa.4

!EDIT CS{
•^LIST

1 % t	 '^CX' -- COMPUTES CROSSTALK.	 '
2 SUBROUTINE CXCTIrTX+ALrTO)
3 TO = TI + CTX - TI> • AL
4 % WRITE 46r •)	 C}{: 'r TO
5 RETURN
E END:,^^

^RU`5:.3
!EDIT VSWR
^LIST

i % ''VS41R.' -- COMPUTES POWER DISCONTINUITY IaIITHIN MODEL.
2 SUBROUTINE VSWRCTIrTR+VrTO)
3 TO=TI.4.•V/CV+1.)••2+TR•CCV-1.)/CV+1.>)••2
4 % I,1R I TE C6+ •) 	 ' VSWR=	 ' + TO
5 RETURN
b ENI^	 •

.. ^^
'yF.U`St .4
!EDIT FILTER
"L

1 % 'FILTER' -- LETERMINES FILTER BANDWID'(H.
2 SUBROUTINE FILTERCAFIL^AMODErRCMDArBW)
3 DIMENSION RBI^JCSrS)
4 DRTR RBW/E+4890.r54445.t84930.r71270.+70970.+73775,+7950

^. +
5 79330 .r80455.+9457Q.+974-05. rF3499U.r89425.r89750,r9f9y5./
6 IFLL=BETE.
7 ICMDA=RCMDR
8 TMDDE=AMODE
9 Gq Tq 	 .Ci • 1r2r2r2r1+1)	 rIMODE

10 1 BLJ=RBWCIFILrIGMDR)
11 RETURN	 '
12 c BW=RB41(IFILt3)
13 RETURN
14 END

J.'i 1

^RU'St.4
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TABLE A -V. — SC,ATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
COMPUTER PROGRAM - Continued

!EDIT GRINS •	 '
^^

1 'GRINS` -- LOGICALLY SELECTS AUTOMATIC GRLN FRCTOk.
2 SUBROUTINE GRINS ( IPOLrAGRIN + GIFrPPCL)
3 DIMENSION GRIN (4?
4 DRTR GPIN/1.+.100713Sr.0082848r.0008044/
5 Ir,AIN =AGAIN
r GD TD C1+1+2+2r3+3)rIPOL
7 1 IFrIGRIN-10.)	 1^1r20r20
9 10 IF(PPGL.LE..94?	 IGRIN=1

t0 IF(PPGL.GT ..94)	 IGRIN=2
11 IFCpPCL.6T.9.333^	 IGAINi3
12 IF(pPCL.GT.113.4b07)	 IGRINn4	 '
13 GD	 f0 '+
14 2 IGRIN=1
15 r,0 TO .a
16 3 IGRIN=4
17 G0 TO 9	 '
18 20 IGRIN = IGRIN -10
19 4 bIF =GAIN^IGRLN)
2U AGAIN _ IGRIN	 3
21 RETURN
22 END..0

SRU'Ss.4
!EDIT FILG
.L

1 i s	 'FILG' -- Er^UALIZES GAIN BETWEEN FILTERS.
' SUBROUTINE FILG (AGMDRrRMDDErHFIL+pIFGrPOFG)
3 DIMENSION F.GAINf3rS?
4 DRTR kGFLN/1.15r1.15r1.1Or1.16r1.15r1.15+1.35> 	 " + 5r 1.20

x
5 1 .21x1.17+1.21r1.OS,1.U2r1.05/
6 ICMDA=ACMDR
7 IFIL= RFTL
8 IMDDE=RMODE
9 GD TfJ	 (l+lr2r2r 2r 1r 1?	 rIMODE
10 1 POFG=PIFr,•RGAIN^IFiL.ICMDR^
li ^ s	 b1kITECb+•?'AGAIN{LFILrII'MDR) 	 ='rRGAIN^IFILrICMDAr
12 kETUkN
1:^ 2 F'DFG=PIFGwRGAINcIFILrS)
14 .. t	 tiIRITE(Br^?''RGAINCIFILrS)	 =''rkGAINcIFIL+S?
15 RETURN
IF END

•.^^

;kU'9s.4
!EDIT DETTr,
L

1 ^. 'DETTC` -- DETEkMINES TIME CONSTANT.
2 SUBROUTINE DETTC (AMODE+IPOLrACMDArTC?

ICMDA^ACMDW
4 IMOLE=AMORE
5 IFrIPOL.l.E.S?	 GO TO 20
b 10' Gq TD	 (11x12+12+12r12'r1E+17?	 rIMDLE
7 ii TCi4.0
8 RETURN
;+ 12 7C^33.0

IU IF	 cICMLR,Er,^.S)	 TC=10.22
11 RETURN
12 16 TG^10..22
13 RETURN
14
15 17 TI'i4. u
16 kETURN
1' 20 TC^i0.22.
18 RETURN
19 END

..Old__.
SRU•Ss.q

A-3E
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!EDIT DETIT
^L

1 i 'DETIT' -- DETERMINES INTEGRATION TIME.
;: 'r^.I_IRRDUTINE DETIT 	 SAMDDE+IPDL + NCMDA+MGAINrAT)
:3 IMDDE=AMDDE
4 I r;MDA =ACMDA	 '
5 AITPP=2. lass?
6 IFSI^^MDA . EQ.17	 AITPP=2,353
7 IF	 SIPDL,GE.S^ GD TD 24

6D TD	 511+12+12+12+12x16+17)	 rIMI^DE
.a 11 AT=AITPP^i10.—AGAIN)

10 IFCIPOL.GE.:3?	 AT=27.OEi3
11 P.ETI_IRN
12 12 G(] TD	 x.121 r 122 r 12'. r 124 r 125) 	 + I CMDA
1'3 121 AT=AITPP^575, —Ai^AIN^
14 I F	 5I FDL, GE. ^^'X 	 AT=1.25. Sa,?
15 RETURN
16 122 AT=AITPP•t65.-AGAIN)
17 IFtIPDL . GE,3)	 NT=125.532
18 RETURN
19 123 AT=AITPP^CSa—AGHIN^
20 IFCIPDL.GE.3)	 AT=57.940
21 RE71_IRN
22
^3 124 AT=RITPP^C4U. -AGAIN)
24 IFSIPDL . GE,3) AT=57.440	 '
25 RETURN
c?5 125 AT=AITPP• c,24—AGAIN)
27 IF { IPDL. GE. 3'y 	NT=24,094
c$ RETURN
24 16 AT=AITPP •<. 15—RGRINi
:3U IF	 (IPDL.GE.:31	 A1'=1^i.6%3o
:31 RETURN:
32 17 AT=AITPP^t.9—AGAIN)
3:3 IF	 < IPDL,GE. ^)	 11T=c..544
34 P.ETIJRN
35 2U AT= 2[1.48'5
35 RETI IRN
37

^i;i
END

S.RIJ' S :. 6
.

!EDIT DURIFT
'^L

1 'DDRIFT' -- DETERMINES DRIfT RATE.
2 SU$F'DUTINE DDRIFT	 CAFILrTGxDRIFT)
3 DIMENSION DRRTE53r3>
4 IFIL=AFIL
5 DATA DRATE^'.16:3r.c1Ur.206x.Ui_+Ur.U3:j ► .C^79r,U17r.U?7r.U31

6 - IFITC.Ell.4:^	 ITC=1
7 IF	 i	 T+^,EI""..10.22?	 ITC=2`
8 If'	 eTr_,.EI^.._.`y 	 ITf.=3
v D^'IFT= IIRATE SIFILr IT f:) ^. U41

>, c^ RETURN
i l ENII^^

:tRU' S: , 4

3

i

d

a

8

1
s

a

I
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TABLE A-V. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
.COMPUTER PROGRAM - Continued
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TABLE A-V. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
	 a

COMPUTER PROGRAM - Continued

!EDIT DDC
•,L

1 'UDG` -- DETERMINES DC OFFSET VALUE.
2 :31J13RDUT I NE DDC ^^AF IL r A6F I N+ TC r DC)
3 DIMEN : ION DOFF i3r 4r 3)
4 DATR LiOFF/5.4r4.6r4.8r3.$+4. U+4. Or3.5r4.0r3.9r5. fJr4. Ur:3

, E++

5 e .4r5.0r4,7+:3,$r4.4r3.9r3.5r4.4ra.$r5.U:4.4r3,, 	 :'
6 6 .1r4.5r4.4r3.8r4.3r3.7+3. Sr 4,3r3.er5.Od4.3r3.:j/
7 IFIL=NEIL.
^3 IGAIN= AvAIN
9 IFCTC.E0.4)	 ITC:=1	

^

1'^] IFCTG..E^^t.10.22) 	 ITC=2	 •;^,
11 IF	 CTC.Er^!.33)	 ITC=3
1^ DG=,U41^DDFFCIFILrIGAIN+ITC)
13 RETI_IP.N
14 END+^^

^RU'5:.4
'EDIT ADGON
`L

1- `ADGqN`• -- FNALOG VOLTAGE Tp DIGITAL ^=OLUNT CONVERTER.

'^UBFD! I 'T I NE ADGDN CRF I L)
3 GDMMOt•1 !AIVAOUT%AVVrAVH+ANV+ANH+AGlrH42
4 GOt1MUN /DIGDUT/DVV+DVH+DNV+DNHrDC1+DC2
5 REAL VOLTS ^2U:> r	 'JDLT1 {20) r	 VDLT2 C2U) r	 VOLTS [20)
'+ REAL +^NTS: <2U)
? DATA VqLT1/ — . UU4r . UO2r . UG7+. 0245r . U:i^"ir . i.^755+ . 1`4r .^1 U+

,x,,242+1.245 x2.497+3,744r	 4.37 ► 4.684x4.^'4r4.9^'^4.95^_r4.9£+4+4.99c+S
. C► U:j.

H DATA VqL7`c%—.UU7r.0ULr.0065r.-0155r.UaL;r.U7:j7+..151.+.'3091
.52 u8+

'^ 1.24Eir2,4'a^7 +3.74x+ +4.37x4.E+$4a4.d4+4.915r4.959r4.975r4.9`}'•`r
5. QIIJ/

1 U UMTA VDLT3/—. UU3r . 003r . UUs33r . ^] 	 U9:. 0422r . fJ7:+7+. 1573x.31
^r.62:3+1.c 44.c.SU1+:^.74$r4.37:4.t83r4.841r4.923r4.555r4.577r4,98
'^, 5. 01 U^

11 DATA CNT3^'U..1.r2.+4. rfi.r l ►x.•32.+64.+12^J.r2S6.+512.rr65
,.?^`=+t^.r96U. r"X92..1^iU$.r141e.+1U20.r1U22.r1Uc3./

12 IFIL=AFIL
1j LSD TD	 t1111r2222+:i3:3:3)rIFIL
14 1111 DD 991	 T	 =1x20	 '
15 991 VOL T:^ c I ?	 _ 'BOLT 1 i I )
16 ^3D Tq '399
17 2222 Dq 992 I	 = 1r:2U
18 992 'JULTS^Ii	 = VOLT2f.I)
19 Gq Tq 999
20 :33:+3 DD 95:J	 I	 1+2U
'^1 993 ',1OLTS ^ I)	 _ VOlT3 C1)
22 994 ::ALL AM;ITRPt.V qLT5'+GNTSrAVVrDVV+cU)
2 .̀3 r_:ALL Ak:ITRP{VOLTS+CNTSrAVHrDVHr20)
24 CALL ►1KITRP^.VOLTSrCNTSrfiNV•ZINVr20)
c5 ^:ALL AK I TFP CVOLT; r Cl^TS+flNH r DNH r 20)
2h GALL HM:ITRPrVDLTSrCNTS+AC1rDCIr2U)
27 ^ALL HY;ITRF{VDLTS:CNTSrAC2rD^2+2U)
^c8 R.ETUP.N
29 EMU

'iZ
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TABLE A-V. - SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
COMPUTHA PROGRAM - Continued

(EDIT RKITRP
•`L

1 ^	 'RKITRP' -- INTERPOLRTIVE LINE SM9QTNING:
2 SUBROUTINE RKITRP(>i1(rYYr>i0rY0rN)
3 RERL T{2)rM(S>r>{X<1)rYY{1>r)SOrYOr}t{6)rY{6)
4 IFCN.GE.3> GU Td 1
3 WRITEC1r1000)N
6 1000 FORMRTC32H RKITRP - N MUST BE .6E. :: 	 h	 rI5)
7 STQP
8 1 DO 2 I = ^2rN
9 XXMXO = (XXCI-1>-XO)•{XX<I)-XO)	 ,
10 IFCXXMXO.LE.O.) GD TO 33
11 2 CONTIN^E
12 IdRITE(	 1001)XXCUrXX<N>rX0
13 1001 FORMRT(1H r' RKITRP	 XO MUST BE BETWEEN. 'rE15.7r` RND

'rE15.7r " KO = 'rE13.7)
13 Ir1R1TEC6r^7'PV	 'rPVr'	 PN ='rPH
16 STOP
17 33 CONTINUE	 .,
18 3 K	 3
19 4 XCK)	 XXCI+K-4)
20 `f (K7	 = YYtI+K-47
21 K	 K - 1

22 IF (K. LE. 07	 GO TQ 5
23 IFCI+K-4. GE. 17	 GO Td 4
24 IF(K.ER.1)	 Gl] TD 5

26 XC1>	 = 2.^XXCI7-XXC3?
27 Y(2)=YY{1)+^XC^)-XX(17)^C2.^CYYC1>-YYC2>7/(XXC1)-KX<27)

-(YYf27 %

28 -r'YC3))/{XXC2^-XX<3)))
29 Y<1)=YC27+CXti)-X<2)?^C(YC2)-YYC17)/CX(27-XXCi^)+CYYC17

30 iXX C17 -XX C3>) 7
31 GO Tq S
32 6 X { 1) =X <2) +X C3) -XX t3)
33 YC17=Y(2)+{X<37-XC27)^(2.^(YC2)-YC3))i(X(2?-X (3Ji-CY(37

35 S K4
36 7 XCK)	 = XX{I+K-47
37 Y(K>	 YYCI+K-4)
38 K	 K t	 1	 .-	 '
39 IFCK.GT .6)	 GO TO 10
4U IFCI+K-4. LE. N) 	 50 TO 7
41 IFCK.EQ.S)	 GO TD 9

4j YC57><Y(4'7+CX(S)-X{4)?^<2.^CYC4^-YC3?)/CX{4?-Xt3?)-:
40: cYt3?-Y^27)/<XC3)-X{2)>)	 '

46 Y {6) =Y CS) + (X {6^ -X (3)) ^ C (Y C3? -Y (4) ^ / <X (S> -•X C4') 7 + tY C4) -Y L
3})/	 %

47 C'rdC47-X (35 7-<Y(37-Y(2>>/ <XC3) -X<27)7
48 GO TO 10
49 9 X CF) =X <5> +X (4^ 'X C3?
50 Y(6?=Y(3)+(XC5)-XC57)•C2.^CY(5)-Y<4^)/CX{5)-XC4>?-
51 CY C^,7 -Y' {37) / CX C4) -K (3)) )
52 10 Dq 11	 K	 1r5
53 11 M (K) = CY {K) -Y CK.+ i>) / (X (K> -X CK+1? )
54 DD 12 K = l r 2
55 T (K7 ^ <RBS (M CK+3>-M Ck+2)) ^M CK +17 +RbS (M ^.K+1) -M ^ K) )1M <K.+25

).
55 CRBS CM (k+3> -M (K+2) } *RBS CM <K+1> -M <K) ))
57 IF(<;'^K>.EQ.M(K+1)T.AND. (M{K+2).EQ.M(K+3)>) 	 %
58

_
T CK> . (M (k^• 15 +M CK+2) > /2. ,

59 12 CONTINUE
50 PO = Y{3)
51 Pi	 = T (1)
62 P2 = (3. ^ (Y C4) -Y {3)? / <X t4> -X (3)) -2. •T (1) -T (2) 7 / (K C47-X (

37 ?
63 P3 =	 tTC17+TC2>-2.^(Y(4)-Y C3)?/tX(4)-X13)>)/(X C4)-XC375

•.2
64 LX	 XQ-Xt3)
55 DXDX ^ DX^DX
66 YD^PO+PI+DX+P2^DXDX+P3^DX^DXDX
67 RETURN
68 END

..^
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TABLE A-V. — SCATTEROMETER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
COMPUTER PROGRAM -ConcludedF

i

r

i

'.EDIT GALNT
., L

i 'GNINT' -- DETERMINE TEMPEkHTURE BIliSED FILTER GAIN R
RTIO.

c SUBROUTINE GAINTCRFIIrRMODErACMDRrTEMPtRArI^)
3 DIMENSION RRTIDGf3r3r3)	 '
4 DRTR RATIOG/,982+1.r.86',5r.932ri.r.889r.865ti,t.83'^r	 %:
5 .977t1.t.863t.93;i^1.r,888r.837r1.r.8;d1^.984r1.r.$52'^.
5 r.944^1.r.t362r.860 ► 1.r.826r1.G4rl.r.$51r.984r1.r.875r	 '/.
l .872x1. r. 822x1.12rt.r.837r.971r1.r.878t.964t1.r.c^19r'
8 IFIL = AFIL
9 IMODE	 MMODE

lU ICMDA	 ACMDR
11 TEMFIN 3 TEMP.— 273.15
12 IFCTEMPIN-24.44)	 lOr2Ut30
13 ! 0 TMP I NR.	 1. L^
l+ LF CTEMP I N+10. >	 12t 2'c'r 3c
1 S 12 ^^JR I TE Cfi t ^) ' •^blARN I NG^^SCAT TEMP LESS THAN — l ODEG CENT r

TEMRIN ='t %:
16 TEMFIN
17 32 r,0 Tq R
18 22 Gp TO	 c4t4t5r5rSr4r4)	 t IMODE
1'3 4 RATI[3 = RRTIOGC1r IFILr LCMDR)	 .
20 RETURN
21 5 R.ATL^ = RRTIOGC1rIFILr5)
22 RETIJR.N
c3 ^0 RATIO = 1.
24 RETURN
25 :j 0 TMP TNR = :3.
26 IFCTEMPIN-30.)	 13r23r33
2i 23 ^^q TO	 G^6r7r7r7r6•b)	 tIMODE
2$ C, RRTIO	 kATLpGi.3tIFIL+ICMDA)
29 RETURN
3U 7 RRTIO = R•.ATIOGtarIFILrS)
:31 RETURN
j2 j^3 I,.IRITECSt•r`^ebIARNING•=Si^AT TEMP EXCEEDS 30LEG CENTt 	 TEM

PLN s'r%
3:3 TEMPI N
34 1.3 GO Tq '?
35 ^ r0 TO	 %ltl +2r 2r2rlrl)	 ► IMODE
36 1 R.R7I0 = RRTIOGC.TMp2NRrIFILrICMDA)

36 2 RATIO = RRTI^hCTMPINRsIFIlrS)
39 3 :^LOPY _	 C1. —P,RT I 0)1:34.44
417 TEMFIN	 24..40 — TEMFIN
41 B'rY	 i.—C>LOPY^TEMPIN>	 ,
42 RATIO =BYY	 ,
43 RETURN
44 9 'GA TO	 t19t19+29r29r29rI9r19) 	 rIMODE
45 19 RATIO	 RATIOGCTMPINRrIFILrICMDR)
4^ Gq Tq ;3q
47 2:+ RRTI'O = RRTIOGtTMPIMRrIFILrS)
48 39 SLOPY	 C1.-RATIO)13.36 	-
49 TEMFIN =TEMRIN —24.44
50 BYY a 1.—C:iLOPY^TEMPIN)
"51 P,AT IO = BYY'	 .
52 RETURN
5'3 END.,^ ,

:iRU'Sa.B
lOFF
USRGE ON 06/07/75 RT 07a50aC5
:iRU'Sa11.E ELRPSED TIMEr OOa23a08
GOOD BYE.

,^:.	 ^	 _
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The affect of the. cross-polarization leakage on the

S-193 Scatterometer output is illustrated in figure A-12.

The input versus. output has been drawn for two cases. In the

first case the . vertical incoming power (PV) is 15 dB higher

than. the horizontal incoming power (P H). The output vertically

polarized voltage is not significantly different from

PV	PH case. The •reason for this is that the leakage from

horizontal is very low because of the lower magnitude of the
horizontally polarized power. In the second case, the

vertically polarized incoming power is 15 dB below the hori-

zontally polarized power. Now the leakage, due to higher

PH , is significant. The vertically polarized output is the

sum of two contributions — vertical incoming power and leakage

from the horizontal port. This leads to an increase in the

output. power.

There is another way . of interpreting figure A-12. For

the unlikely cases where the horizontally polarized power is

15 dB above the vertically polarized power, the proper curve

should be used to determine the incoming vertical power from

the sensor output. If this is not done and the output is

alculated using the characteristic curve where PV -is large

15 dB or riaore) as compared with P H	then an error will
esult. This resultant error 'will depend upon the magnitude.

f the input signal.. The cross-polarization assumes signifi-
ance since the difference in horizontally and vertically
olarized-incoming-power is unknown for xemotely sensed rough

cones....

Serious errors can result from using one curve for the

alculation of input power from trio output measured voltage.
t is interesting to note that the errors in estimating the

A-45
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input power will decrease if the incoming . vertically and

horizontally polarized powers differ by a less amount which

is the usual. case.. This is why only one set of curves has

been used in the S-193 production data processing. This is

illustrated in figure A-13, where PV and, PH differ by

S dB for each plot. In figures A-11 A-12, and A-13, the

radiometer temperature of the surroundir}g scene was taken to

be 270°K.

The scatterometer mathematical model presented. in this

report is not valid for the Skylab-4 (SL-4) mission. This

is due to a drastic change in cross-polarization. and antenna,

pattern. It is, however, possible to modify the present

scatterometer computer model to reflect these changes.

;^-
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APPENDIX B

DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

.,	 1.0 S-1.93 SCATTEROMETER DATA PROCESSING

1.1 S-193 RADIOMETER/SCATTEROMETER PROCESSING FLOW

The first step in the Skylab-acquired data processing is

to duplicate the 28-track Earth Resources Experiment Package

(EREP) tape. From this tape two 14-track . tapes ire developed

{figure B-1). These tapes contain Interrange.Instrumentation

Group Format A (LRIG A) time converted from the original time

.words on one of their tracks., One of the 14-track tapes con-

tains the S-.192 sensor data and the other contains S-190A,

S-191, S-193, and S-194 sensor data. From the latter 14-track

tape (the S-193 data on this tape is on a frequency modulated.

subcarrier), a nine-track digital S-193 Radiometer/Scatterom-

eter tape is prepared.

This tape (also known as S061-4 product) is time edited

and has data in raw pulse: code modulated (PCM) counts.

f

From S061-4 the raw processed tape (S061-2) containing	 ;.^.4

data in PCM counts is generated. directly (figure B-2). Cali- 	 o-

bration data and Skylab Best Estimate of Trajectory (SKYBET) 	 ^.

Ephemeris Data tapes are used in data processing to generate

computer-compatible tapes (CCT's, 5061-1), tabulations

.,(5062.-A, ^S, ) , anal plots (S063-D, 6) . fihe output product

data flow ` is shown in figure . B-2. The detailed definition of

each product is given in Earth Resources Production Processing

Requirements for EREP electronic sensors document
_,

(reference 40). The production data processing program can 	
p

4

^.

B°1	 ^ `.



5192

i4-	
28

TRACK	
TRACK

TAPE	
PCM
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REMOVE SKEW
AND REFORMAT

S190A
5191

STRIPCHART 5193
EVENT	 RE- 5194
CORDER,	 TRACK

OSCILLO-	 TAPE

RAPH

LU11 , ULI.UI'I-
MUTATE, AND
CONVERT AMT

MODE STATUS
PROCESSING

SKVBET ^	
RADIOMETER/TAPE
SLATTEROMETER

^	 CALCULATION

EPHEMERIS CORRE

PLOT	
LATION ENGINEER-
ING UNITS

CONVERSION

CONTROL
DATA

A1A TABLES
ND

TABULATIONS

CCT

Figure B-1. — S-193 Radiometer/Scatterometer data processing flow.
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coRTRa	 ccTnrur

RAY► ROC	 SCr'	 CORTROL
IR ►UT

50{1-^	 -
TABU LATInRS SOf t-3 (S OF ) TAE 6ROURS)

TBSCrR

CORTi_Ol ,
RPUT	

CCT	 COR
TA ► E

CAIIBRATIOR	 5061-1	 5062-E
DATA

5062-3 (2 OF 7 TAE 6ROWS^

TAE ULATIORS 5062-1
RADSCAT	 (((--S^^^Of2-f (2 TAR {ROUTS)

5061-t

iBSUrR

C 011

C ORTROI	
CARE

SRI{fT	 iRiUT

^	 SU62-C	 COR TROL
1

w	 5062-7	 !BRUT

TAR ULATiORS 5062-•SOft-!
SuE2-11	 5067-D
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5061-1	 ;,SRSUDa	 11EOIATE	 6TEAEC	 TARE

DATA
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IMD^_^T	 SOf ]-t
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5062-A	 CORTROI	 SOE7-2
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carlloL	 sosz-lsIR/UT	 TABULATIONS
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DATA
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Figure B-2. — S-193 RadiometerJScatterometer output product data flow.
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also be used to generate stripcharts, oscillographs, and

event records (S064-1,_ 2, 3).

1.2 CALCULATION OF SCATTEROMETER BACKSCATTERING

CROSS SECTION	 `

`f he geometry of a resolution cell for S-193 Scatterom-

eter is shown in figure B-3. Point C represents the inter^-

section' of the antenna boresight line with the Earth's

surface. The angle- a between the boresight direction and

the Z-local vertical (figure B-3) depends on the roll (^ )r
anal pitch (gy p } angles of the antenna. In te^:ms of the pitch

and roll angles, a is given exactly by

tan 2 a	 tan 2 ^ r + tan2^
P

(B-1}

The range of values of ^r and $p extend up to,a

^'	 maximum of 48° (appendix A). The angle of incidence © is

^^	 defined as the angle between the localnormal to .the Earth

at the point C and the . vector described by joining . the Skylab

S-193 antenna position S to C.

The power per unit area at a range r from the trans-

mining antenna is given by

^P	 PTCt	 (B-Z)
a	

4^rr2

The power - ^Pa is incident on the surface of the Earth.

PT is the powerradated by the transmitting antenna in watts,

B 4
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and GT is the gain of the antenna in the direction of the

resolution cell. This incident power is scattered in the

space surrounding the resolution cell. The scattered power

at the surface can be expressed as
i

GP s = ^P a 	d o 	(B-3)

where cr o is the scattering cross section of the surface

per unit .area. GP s travels back to the receiving antenna

(this can be the same as .transmitting antenna but polaxiza-

tion of reception may be different). The power per .unit

area at the receiver is given by

DP
4Par = ^	 (B-4)

4^rr

The receiving antenna. has an effective receiving apes-

ture or effective area Ar 	Thus, the received power from a

unit surf ace area is	 a

DP
^P r =	 s2	 Ar	 (B-5)

4^rr

Combining ec{uations (B-2) through (B-5) , the power

received as a result of scattering from unit surface is

DP = PTGt Q Ar
r	 4^ 0 4^tr2

B-6
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The S-193 Scatterometer operates essentially in a con-

tinuous wave (CW) mod.e. The carrier frequency of 13.9 GHz

is pulse modulated^(125 pps) with a 62...5 percent duty cycle.

This assures small modulation sidebands and the transmitter

.wavelength (^) can be assumed a constant.

The receiving antenna aperture is given by

a2G

Ar 	 4^rr	 (B-^)

where G	 is the gain of the receiving antenna. From equa-r
bons	 (B-5) and (B-6)

^P	 Q	 G G ^.

( a ^)	 r

The total power received (PR )	 from-an illuminated area can be

calculated £rom equation (B-7) by integrating aver the

reflecting area:

P ^ 2	 G	 G	 csT	 t r	 °P R	 —r-^-- dA3 (B-8)
(4 

^)	
A

where dA is the element of the reflecting area.

Zn ev^;.^.za^ng (B-8) two approximations can be made:

•	 Far the ground.-scenes. considered in this report, o0

can be considered a constant over the area A.
z
a

`,

B - 7
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• The error caused by assuming r = R 8 over a resolu-

tion cell for a = 48° will amount to an error of

0.:02 dB in the value of PR (or cro).

.With the preceding assumptions the . radar backscattering

cross section is given by (reference 3):

	

(4^r) 3	 Re	 PR	 1

	

^	 1 2 PT	
/'^o(el,^l) f( e ,^) dA

A

(B-9)

where

L l ,L2	 = path losses through intervening medium for trans-

mission and reception

Go (61,cp 1 ) = one way antenna gain in the direction of the

antenna bo^^esight

f(8,^)	 = two-way antenna gain pattern in any direction (^)

(figure B-3) specified by d.ngles 0 and ^ .

'The value of o o is to be .related to the surfaceparam-

eters of the remotely sensed scene. For this purpose the

location of the Meld-of-view (FOV) h,as been. calculated for

each value of 6	 The details of his calculation are0
given in Farth Resources Production Processing Requirements

For IiltliP ^ilectronic Sensors document (reference 40) , ..Thee

values of- ^R .and the local angle of incidence . 8 are also

calcu]ated using the FOV program and the SKYBET tape.

8- 8
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The approximate value of the antenna pattern integral in

equation (B-9) is given by (reference 54):

Go (A1,^ 1 ) f(6,$)da = Go I o Ho R^ sec a	 (B-10)

In equation (B-10), Ho is the nominal altitude of the

Skylab (taken as 435 kilometers for calculating I o ). Go

is the gain of the S-193 antenna.. Equ^^tior^ (B-10) assumes a

pencil beam antenna, The University of Kansas has performed

s
	 .integrations for the antenna pattern equation (B-10). These

values are dependent on the receiving and transmitting

polarization states of the antenna. For SL-2 and SL-3, the

values . of I c 	G o I o Ho are shown below:

Transmitting antenna
polarization

V

_H

V

H

Receiving antenna
polarization

V

I-I

H

V

Ic

6.778 x 104

7.14.6 x 104

6.745 x 104

6.745 x 1-04

T`he ratio: of (P R/PT) is a function of the sensor

operating modes and sensor output voltages.. This ratio is

given by:

PR _ tCC	(iT)C	 (TC)S	 FC 	G C AC (DF)
^,^ KRK,j, IT S " ^

Ĉ  x FS x Gs

'	 '	
(IT)S	 (TC^N	

F S	 GS	
(B-11)

VS VN I T 
N" 

TC S 
x 

FN 
x 

GN
x r

VC
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AC = 1 for DF >_ 0.48 MHz

B-lo

In equation (B-11),	 '

KC scatterometer calibration path attenuation

KR	= loss unique to the receive path

KT	= loss unique to the transmit ,path

IT	 = integration. time with subscripts S, N, C to denote

signal and noise, noise, or calibrate,. respectively

{mode, gain,- and angle dependent)

TC	 = integration time constant with subscripts S, N, C

to denote signal and noise-, noise, or calibrate,

respectively (mode and angle dependent)

GS ,C^,G^,	 _ scatteromctcr gain for signal, noise, calibrate,

respectively	 .

^iS'^^N'hC
	 = scatterometer filter gain for signal, noise,	 ca].i-

brate, respectively	 {filter,	 gain, pitch angle,

and	 T Ip	 dependent)

AC(DF)	 _ angle correction to account for filter attenuation

encountered in ITC mode. at 48° angle ,f.or the LCF

` filter because 'the antenna only•achieved . 43°.	 For

all other modes andjor ang]:es, 	 AC = 1	 At 48°

ITC:

AC = antilog
l0
	[aQ + a lDF + a 2 DF 2 + a 3 DF 3 +-a4DF4

+^a 5 DF 5 ]	 fore	 0.44	 < DF	 <	 0.48 MHz.



No calculation is made for DF < 0.44 MHz or for

MCF or HCF filters.

a 0 = 693762.396	 ,

a l = -7550134.85

a 2 = 32845532.2

• a 3 = -71395735,3.

a 4 = 77541217.8

a 5 = -33662017.0

DF =Doppler frequency

VS = VS - [ q (TIP) x IT S /TC S ] - [IT S x drift]

VS	 VN	 [q (TIP) 
x ITN/TCN] - [ITN x drift]

VC = VC - [q(TIp) x IT S/TC^] - .[IT C x drift]

TIP = internal. processor emperature A012-193

c{	 scatterometer voltage correction constant
^	 ^.

(fil;.er, gain, and time constant dependent)
M	

^

^S = measured signal plus noise voltage

VN = measured noise voltage (the-next value 	 '

following VS .. for ITC mode, fox other modes

polarization and . command angle of VN must

match VS )

^	
?.

5
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s
1

)

., ,:

VC 	measured calibrate voltage* (scatterom-

eter calibration 1 ox 2 is used., depending

'	 on which . has the greater VC /I^^, ratio)

drift = integrator drift correction, a function of

the time constant and filter

The values of the parameters KC ; KR , KT , (IT) S , (TT)N,

(IT)C, (TC) S , (TC)N, (IT)^,.drift, a, GS , GN , GC , F S , FN, and

FC are given in EREP Calibration Data document (reference 53).

The voltage values of V S , VN , and VC are contained iz^ the

measurements A063-193. and A064-193 depending on the scatterom-

eter status..

Relative voltages are also computed for the three com^^o-

nents signal, no^isc, and cali.hrat.on a.s 1-ollows:

	

^^	
^

	

V S	 (VS/GS) x [ (TC} S / (IT) S]

^^

	

„	 ^	 ,
VC = [VC/GC] x [(TC) C 

x (IT)^]

1.3 TIME. TAGGING AND DATA SEQUENCE

The S-193 Scatterometer operates in several Scanning

modes and submodes-, betails of these : modes arE given in

appendix n. f)uring each scan, data is recorded in a particular

se^1UCnce def^cndng on the mode chosen. Theintegraton times

depend on the mode. T'he raw data products (processed using

*Can be entered by control. data.

B-12
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NASA/Data. Systems and Analysis Division (DSAD) computer

program) tabulate the data in the same order as the acqusi-

tion sequence. The times have been,properly scaled from

Airlock Module Time (AMT) to GMT. The time used in the raw

.data products will henceforth be called the Data Stream Time

'd	 (DST). In equation (B-11) proper values of VN are. to be

subtracted from VS	For instance, ` if the xeceive polariza-

tion is vertical, noise corresponding to the vertical receive

channel following the signal should be used for V^ 	 Thee.

production. processing. program has been developed on the basis

of one pass processing:. Consequently, the sequence in which

the computations are done are not the same as the data acquisi-

tion sequence. However, the t°abuiated scatterometer data in

-.product S062-11, reflects .actual data acquisition times.'

When relating a particular measurement to the ground

..scene, it is necessary that the coordinates of'the llumiiiated-

area be calculated at the time the measurement was taken. A

.study showed that corrections had to be done to arrive at the

center of the measurement time (CMT}. Since each scatterom- 	 $

eter measurement is collected for a finite period of time,

CMT (t ) should represent the center of this yeriod, accurate
m

to a 3-sigma confidence lmit,of 9 milliseconds;

t = t - ^t
m	 s

where

i s	starting time of the measurement

4t = half of the data collection period

B-13
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For ITNC and CTNC radiometer measurements:
h

^t = 130 cosec for 48..0° and 40.1.° command angles
^.

pt	 66 cosec for 29.4° and 15.6° command angles

pt = 31 cosec at 0.0° command angle
p

For ITNC and.CTNC scatterometer measurements:

^t	 4 x (N - G) cosec

G	 scatterometer gain setting number (D005A1y3)
,;^

N = 74 for command angle 48.0°

N = 64 for command . angle 40.1°

N = 57 for command angle 29.4°

N = 39 for command angle 15.6°

N	 23 for command angle 0.0°

For iTC xadiometer measurements;

',6

^t = 18 cosec

For .ITC scatterometer measurements:

p t = 4_ x (9 -, G) cosec

^	
..

For CTC-radiometer measurements:

^	 ^t	 18 cosec for radiometer/scatterometer

^t _ 31 cosec for radiometer only	 ^:`
f

v

t

t
B-14
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For CTC scatterometer measurements:

^t = 4 x (N - G) cosec

N = 14 for radiometer/scatterometer

N = 11 for scatterometer only

Data products S062-7, S062-11, S062-L6 tab group two,

S063-1, S063-2, S063-3, S063-4, S063-5, S063-7, and S063-8

have tm on them. All other products have i s 	Product
SO61-1 also has the difference i s - tm used for each FOV
calculation

The times given for the statistical data products are

the times of the first measurement of the sample to be

averaged. The angles and other . data given on the "averaged
scattering cross section" tabulations. are the . average value
of the samples.

1.4 TABULATED ANGLES FOR SCATTEROMETER DATA

A particular S-19.3 measurement is taken for a finite.

.amount of-time. This time depends on the mode, type of data

(r adiometer or scatterometer),.anal roll/pitch . angles. In
ITC and CTC mode the antenna angles are varying during the

measurement period., Before an accurate pOV calculation can
be made for these modes,-roll and pitch angles were inter-

polated to t c corrected data measurement time (tm). The

-corrected roll/pitch angles (Am) were computed_by using the
equation (reference 40) :

Am _ A - (A - A) ( fit ) / (ts - ts)

for	 ^A^ - A^ < 3°

B-15



where

Am = corrected roll/pitch

A = uncorrected roll/pitch

A' = previous uncorrected roll/pitch

^t = see paragraph 1.3

i s = uncorrected roll/pitch time

is _.previous uncorrected roll/pitch time

The angles given in this report are the corrected angles

Am and corresponding angles of incidence.

L.S POLARIZATION LABEL

The polarization labels applied to the production proc-

essed data are the same. as the data stream. These labels do 	 -^

not follow the normal convention in .some modes. In literature,
	

1

the polarization is defined by tb,e scattering geometry. The

polarization labels for intrack modes (no roll), are correct.

The crosstrack (zero pitch) polarizations should be relabeled

so that vertical (V) is changed to horizontal (H). In other

modes where neither_p^tch nor roll is zero (for example, cross-

track contiguous mode with 15..0°) care must be exercised in

interpreting the data. Ln the analysis presented in this

report normal polarization convention has been followed.' The__

pol^zrazation_labels given in the production-processed data

have been properly interpreted in the comparisons with theo-

retical values of backscattering cross sections.

B-16
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1.6 CORRECTION FOR 48° ITC SCATTEROMETER DATA

The actual maximum attained angle for the ITC mode is

approximately 43° instead of 48°. The sharp Doppler filter

characteristic curve introduces large errors for the actual

4	 angle attained.,. These errors have been removed by involving

proper correction [AC(DF)] factors in the production data

processing program. The procedure for correcting data

involves calculating the Doppler frequency using SKYBET data

corresponding to the attained angle. The attenuation due

to the Doppler filter was determined by interpolating the

filter, characteris-tics. The . scatterometer backscattering

data was then corrected for filter attenuation. The data

analyzed in this report has been corrected for the effects

of Doppler filter attenuation.

1.7 MISCELLANEOUS SCATTEROMETER DATA

PROCESSING REMARKS

For the field-of.view calculations the SKYBET tape

computations assume a "perfect Z-local vertical" vehicle

attitude whenever this data was not available.
i

The accuracy of the EREP pointing has been determined

to be 0. T° per axis 3p ( p isthe standard deviation).

There are some data dropouts in the 5-193 production-

processed data products. Wherever it was important for_

Sensor ^rformance Evaluation, the raw . data was used to

calculate the scattering cross sections.

Calibration data used_n the S-.19.3 data processing was

taken .from the 5-193 acceptance test data. The range of

8-17
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temperatures used during these tests were not as wzc}c as were

encountered during the Skylab data. takes. Interpolations and

extrapolations were done'to obtain the values for. the tempera-

tune-uependent variables. The effect of these is not serious

since ratios .are used in^the computation o.f. o^ .

The antenna scan performance differed from that before

launch. The integration times could also be different from.

those given as a result of the system acceptance testa For

the case when no signal was received (deep space), the

average signal plus noise power density when equated to the

average noise power density yielded a set o,f noise integra-

tion times slightly different from those given in the

acceptance test . data. lletails of the scan performance and

noise analysis are given in. S-193 Sensor Performance Report

(reference 32). T}-ie integration times for the noise were

revised to reflect the new values as recommended in

reference 32.

..The backscattering cross section is reported in decibels

(dB) relative to 1. After the value of a o is computed using

equation (B-9), the .output value from production data px,oc-

essing is

00 (dB} = 10 1og10°^o

The value is computed by calculating the average value of

Qo and converting this to decibels.

At the end. of a S-193 Radiometer/Scatterometer data

take, the scatterometer is switched to standby (STBY)..position.

B-18
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In this configuration, the transmitter is shut off and the

receiver is still on. The radiometer is switched to STBY

K
	

(standby) approximately 2 seconds later.. The scatterometerd. y	
data during its STBY operation a`t the end of a radiometer/

scatterometPr is invalid, since no valid signal is received.
i	

The average values of oo reported for such data takes is

also in error. For .this reason, average values of o o were

computed using valid data avoiding also the use of default

values in such a computation.

The data processing eQuations used in production data.

processing program assumes a linear model for the sensor.

The acceptance test data (reference 55) shows that for

power received by the antenna. in .excess of -70 dBm and less

than . -115 dBm the system is nonlinear.

2.0 AIRCRAFT DATA PROCESSING

NASA/JSC, 13.3 GHz scatterometer underflight data was

acc{uired during the SL-2 mission. This data will be used

for comparisonwith spacecraft-acquired data.

The 13.3 GHz 'scatterometer is a continuous-wave Doppler

radar system, designed •to measure reflectivity per unit area

as a function of the angle of incidence (8). The scatterom-

eter antenna illumi,^atPS a fan-shaped area. (appr^oxima,tely

120° along. ^he aircraft flightpath), and the data is gathered

for vertical4-transmit, vextical-•receive polarization states

only. ?^ a result of-the forward motion of the aircraft,

Doppler frequency shifts are introduced anal the signal returned`

B-19
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by a ground resolution cell can. be retrieved be bandpass

filtering at the corresponding Doppler frequencies.

(figure B-4). .The returned energy may be separated using

the Doppler equation as a function of incidence angle

2V^
fD = ^ sin 8	 (B-12)

where

fD = Doppler frequency

VA = aircraft ground velocity

a = wavelength of the transmitted po.^-^'^^

8 = angle o;' <ncidence

The returned energy is received from awl angles of

incidence simultaneously and is divided equally into two

channels, one of which is 90° out of phase with the other.

The data for each channel, detected by a direct-rf-to-audio

con version technique, T^s amplified and recorded on an FM

tape r^+corder. The fore-and-aft beam data are separated by

use of a sign sensing technique (reference 56). To calibrate

the system, a ferrite modulator is used to provide an absolute.

power areference level of the transmitted. sign al. The o0

versus O information is obtained by subtracting known system.

losses and aircraft attitude and velocity factors and com-

paringthe remainder with a reference signal level.

The radar Gros sectinnper unt..area is given Ly the

equatian

B-Z0
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P R 	 2 (4^r) 
3	

Vh 2 	e	 1
6	 (8)	

=
o	 PT	 ^3	 ^	 ^2

CT (V') 8 CR	 (V^)	 d^
_^ 1 	e

(B-13)

where

PT transmitted rower

PR =power received in the Doppler window defined by OfD

GT,GR = transmitting antenna and receiving antenna gain,

respectively, as a function of 	 A	 (incidence angle)

and	 ^	 (crosstrack angle).

h altitude of the aircraft

^ = cxosstrack angle	 (figure B-4)

Bquation (B-13) may be rearranged for. computer calcula-

tions as

E.
00 (8) _ RC + 20 log h + 10 log V + 20 log El

r 7

+ 10	 log BW
R + R(D)	 -	G2r ^ (0)	 +	 Z(g)

r BWi o

{

(B-14)

where

P.0 _ radar offset constant

h _ aircraft height

E = average radar data at ith filter
1
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w - 1(b, 9,^y) - RESOLUTION CELL wIDTN

Figure B-4. — 13.3 GHz scatteremeter resolution cell geometry.

E r	= average reference data

BW.	 = bandwidth of ith filteri

R(D)	 = system rolloff'

Z(A)	 = any system errors which can be determined

GoF'(6) = two-way antenna gain

BWR	= reference bandwidth

'f he radar offset constant RC is computed from the

following equation
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RC = 10 1og 10 Z(4^r) 3 + FMC - 10 1og10 PT - 30 1og10 ^

where

^.
	

FMC = f.-errite modulator constant

A , detailed description of the program can be found in

reference 56. The calibration data and detailed evaluation

of the 13.3 GHz scatterometer system is given in

reference 57.

^^
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